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10 Tobacco
prices soft
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High quality leaf 1
pushes off lower grade
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
While mana. callovvay County
dark-fired tobacco fanners may
be pleased to have sold their
crop, the pnces they received
have caused some concern.
"The price for the leaf is holding firm." said Will Ed Clark,
general manager of the Western
Dark Fared Tobacco Association.
"But the price for the low -quality
leaf and lugs is the problem."
'For the week ending Jan. .:27,
the, average price was ..82.17.S4
'per. hundredweight for the Murray and Mayfield markets.
When the markets opened in
middanuarv. averaize priol.s-vvcre
S223 04 per hondredweight
; tr:
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THE BEAT OF A DIFFERENT DRUMMER: Daniumaighalo of Nigeria showed students at Calloway County Preschool how to make a
drum Tuesday. ighalo is in Callaway County thanks to a grant from the Kentucky Arts Council and has been .ivmg in the United States since
1979

Governor's race draws small field
A •, Denise Harper Angel as
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early :ontacts and not money.
But their fund raising has been
divippointing.
Nictiolasvillj lawyer Gatewood
Galbraith and running mate Jerry
Hammond of Versailles were due
in court today over fund raising
issues, seeking to overturn the
state law that limits thero,to 5100
indiv tilual contributions and lie
;ash donations.
Inez couple Steve and Bonnie

Maynard round out the field.
In ,the Republican primary,
only Lexington lawyer Larry Forgy and running mate Tom Handy,
the commonwealth's attorney in
Laurel County, arc going to run. a.
,full-fledged campaign.
Robert Gable. of Frankfoo, the
1975 GOP nominee, and his former and current running mate,
III See Page 2

Rather than restricting the
search for a new police chief to
those within the city's ranks, a
committee decided to broaden its
horizons.
The six-person group consisting of council members and city
officials met Tuesday and opted
to interview everyone interested
in the job
. Mayor Bill Cherry ,told the
public safety committee last week
that he hopes the committee can
find...at candidate who already
works for the city.'
"With all deference to the
mayortdon't know if this is the
direction we should go," said
Councilman Dr. Dan Miller.
Miller said he does'n't think the
search should be limited to current city employees.
Chief Larry Elkins resigned his
post Tuesday after serving with
the _department for ,22 years —
five of those as chief.
Councilman Danny Hudspeth
asked if the committee is bound
personnel -manual which
by
..i4ates-Lt1c.tity-should.. q4112PriiSe
in-house.
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its leaf and hies is very weak
right now." Clark said ''Wc
understand that those .traties are
of poor qualitv. hut ii is very dit
Ificult to understand -why use
market has gotten so soft."
Will Snell„iericultural Cs 4nc)mist for the University of Kentucky, said the gap between productior,'and demand has grown
larger "If you look at quotas, the,,pro
duietion has increased and has
grown greater dun the demand,Snell said. "There is a building
up of inventory .and buyers are
loAing- to build up their supply
of high grades."
Whether a buyer will purchase
lower grade leaf or lugs.deperufon that company's preference. h.
said.
'There are certain
ties that a. ..•)mpany preten-s,'
Snell said ''I ,e been surprised
with the it::rease 01 prixhicoon
compared to the ,Itsalpe.arans.-e.
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By DAVE SKIDMORE
Assocated Press Writer

Miller said that if the commitonly interviewed current city.
employees for the job and determined there, were no qualified
applicants, that could be bad for
police morale.
"I'd like to make it the best
search possible," said Dr. Joe
Rexroat, committee chairman.
"There might be someone that
you're - going to exclude by the
very nature Of the, restrictions on
the search."
Cherry appointed Maj. David
Smith, who was promoted to
assistant chief with a major's
rank in September and given a
S6,000 salary increase, to -handle
the day-to-day operations .of the
department. "To my knowledge, the police
department is functioning properly," said city administrator Tommy Marshall.
_While the coinmittee opted -to
open the hiring process to every-.
one, City Clerk Jo Crass - Pointed out that there is.a•degree of training and _experience that. is
Oquire41.
_
••

Will Ed Clark

Clinton assembles
own aid package

Committee broadens
police chief search
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

"They are buy
ing it, .but tney
much
aren't payin
for it.

r
-•'
IT'S A DIRTY JOB, BUT... East Calloway County Elementary
student Lindsey Miller. a -member of Brownie Troop 1124, joins the
volunteer effort of 'her troop to help clean up the old city park.

WASHINGTON (AP) President Clinton, with the help of
international lending agencies.
assembled a rescue package giv ing Mexico the support it needs
to fend off reditors and restore
confidence in its hittered
currency. '
The total value of die package
is nearly 550 hdlin, including
'that hnd
almost 523
already been committed.'
Clinton announced the new aid
package, which does not- require
congressional approsal, on Tuesday. after.the $40 billion in loan
guarantees he proposed to ('on
. gress on Jan. 12 with the hacking of its Republican leaders ran-,into
3 firestorm of criticism.
The new package depends
more on the international agencies and less on U.S. resources
than the original proposal.
"We've now gotten other
eoriuribute half of
rctitintrie-s
what's necdfd," Clinton told a
Democratic fund-raiser Tuesdaynight .in Boston.
The U.S.. aid is secured by
Mexico's- oil revenues. Secretary--
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EXERCISE
./ Safe & Effective
./ The only clMically
proven homeopathic
flu remedy.
• The first thing to take at
the first sign of flu...
Naturauy

Does Your Heart Good.

American Heart
Association

Candidates for Governor:

•Search...

4
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FROM PAGE 1
According to the city's job
description, the chief must have
worked in law enforcement for at
least eight years and completed
400 hours of training at the
police academy in Richmond.
Prior to Elkins, former chief
Larry Nixon was hired from outside the police department's
ranks. ,
"If you'd gone outside the last
lime, we might not have had the
problems we've had in the last
six months," Miller said.
Last May, a controversy surrounding police salaries created a
rift between the police department and City officials, which
escalated in August' when 'the
Fraternal Order of Police erected
a billboard claiming, among other
things, that Murray officers arc
some of the "loivest paid in the
state.

0661110C0Crolurn

MEN

Charlie's Safe-T Pharmacy

Shortly after the sign went up
on Ky. 94 East, Cherry issued an
executive order demoting Elkins
to captain. Elkins filed a lawsuit
against the city, Cherry and the
council.
- A few days after an emotional
city council meeting at which
mere than 150 people attended,
Elkins was reinstated.
The lawsuit was settled before
it went to court, and the terms of
that agreement were never made
public.
Elkins announced. his retirement three months later.
Meanwhile, the city will advertise for the police chief's job in
two newspapers and will take
applications until Feb. 10. Members set Feb. 15 as the deadline
for returning the forms, and they
will meet the following day to
review applications.
The committee decided the salary range will be between
$25,000 to S35,000.
According to 1994 figures provided by the city, Elkins' salary
was 534,881.-

By The Associated Press
Governor and Lieutenant Governor
Democrat - Bob Babbage, Lexington, and Tommy Thompson.
°wombat°.'
•
Democrat 7-- Gatewood Galbraith. Nicholasville, and Jerry W.
Hammond, Versailles.
Democrat - Steven Maynard, Inez, and Bonnie Lou Maynard,
Inez.
Democrat - Paul E. Pauon, Pdievilk, and Stephen L. Henry,
Louisville.
Democrat-John "Eck') Rose, Winchester, and Denist Harper
Angel. Louisville.
Republican - Larry Forgy, Lexington, and Tom Handy,
London.
I
Republican -Tommy Klein (Jr.), Louisville, and Tommy Klein
(Ill), Louisville.
Republican - Robert Gable, Frankfort, and Shirley PalmerBall, Louisville.

IN Race...

FROM PAGE 1
Shirley Palmer-Ball, will not
actively raise money or campaign
extensively. Gable said the campaign will focus on what he said
are the inequitief_tes.campaign
finance law.
Perennial candidate Tommy
Klein of Louisville i: on the ballot again, this time joined by his
Tommy Klein, as his runson,
•
mate.
ning
42-MONTH
30-MONTH
18-MONTH
9-MONTH
182-DAY
m
FROM PAGE 1
The primary is May 23. If no
CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE
TERMS
CERTIFICATE CERTICATE CERTIFICATE
primary wins
"Farmers pretty well have their candidate in either
OF DEPOSIT
OF DEPOSIT
OF DEPOSIT
OF DEPOSIT
OF DEPOSIT
at least 40 percent of the vote, a
crops
ready,"
he
said.
"After
•
Monday's sale, we had a total of • runoff will be held four weeks
4 million pounds,that had been
MINIMUM
sold across the floor."
$500
Clark said a total of 8.5 million
pounds will be sold across the
floor in Murray and Mayfield.
ANNUAL
FROM PAGE
"We already have half the crop
PERCENTAGE
sold," he said. "It doesn't take
YIELD
that long to sell and we are prob- exchange surged to its best oneably ahead of schedule because day advance since 1988. Other
so many growers had their crop Latin American stock markets
1300 Johnson Boulevard, Murray,* Kentucky 42071
also posted strong gains.
ready for markeVScrapping' the' effort to have
Congress approve a $40 billion
loan guarantee, Clinton signed an
Member FDIC • Substantial Penalty for Earls Withdrawal
executive order granting Mexico
• a $20 billion line of credit. That's
an increase of $11 billion over
,
the $9 billion that had been
wiTUCK/4A
Guaranteed
authorized since du.; start of MexOrri
to be
ico's currency crisis on Dec. 20.
..
Thu
U.S. officials also persuaded
Premium Meats the Best!
aim
international lending agencies to
EXPIRES 2 26 F.5
MANUFACTURER S COUPON
MANUFACTURER S COUPON
increase their aid pledge by $15
billion, to a total of $27.8 billion.
If you like ham.
Field
Although the new aid under the
Field
you'll love our
arrangement falls short of the
new credit Mexico would have
realized under the loan guarantees, analysts said it probably is
Premium Deli Meats
enough
to do the job.
or Cheeses
Field Whole
"This package at least makes
Available at Finer
Kentuckian Ham
it more likely we're not going to
Service Delis.
get
some general meltdown in all
Doe coupon per
" i<
emerging market currencies.
tor handling in
aanre with our redemption
That's of signThcant imporCopies available upon
tance," said economist David
Cash value 1 100c Voic
...r ,bited taxed or
Jones of Aubrey G. Lanston &
. 'aw Customer must
'Co. in New York.
ua,
saes tax Mail coupons to
ca"
F•eict Packing Co. CRC Dept .108
Dept '08
Clinton decided on the execuPO Bc. 1625 Delran NJ 08075
_
od075
order after House Speaker
tive
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LIMIT ONE COUPON PER
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Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., and
CUSTOMER.
3597 .
3596
CUSTOMER
CUSTOMER
3595
.m1
Senate Majority Leader Bob
Questions? Comments? Call our toll-free consumer line. 1-800-87-FIELD
Dole, R-Kan., told him Monday
753-4175
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s500

$500

later.
The Democratic field is missing a number of candidates who
considered the race to one degree
or another. Former Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson took himself out just
Tuesday.
Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson and Jefferson County-Judge
Executive Dave Armstrong also
declined.
U.S.
he was
former
Harried
ago.

Rep. Scotty Bacsler said
too busy in Congress and
state Sen. Joe Wright of
pulled himself out weeks

'500

'500

•Clinton...
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night they did not foresee Congress approving the loan guarantees anytime soon.
"Financial distress in Mexico
had reached proportions that were
exceedingly troubling. ... It was
our view that if this was not dealt
with and dealt with quickly it
would reach dire proportions very
quickly," said Treasury Secretary
Robert Rubin.
The $20 billion in credit will
come from the Exchange Stabilization Fund, established in 1934
to support the dollar, and the
Federal Reserve System.
Meanwhile, the International
Monetary Fund, which last week
agreed to lend Mexico $7.8 billion, increased its commitment by
SIO billion, to $17.8 billion.
Major industrialized countries,
acting through the Bank for International Settlements, said they
would consider doubling their
short-term lending to Mexico
from $5 billion to $10 billion.
Canada already has extended
$1 billion in credit, and a group
of Latin American countries, led
by Argentina and Brazil, is putting together another $1 billion
loan.

School Meals
We seNiticto
-- ttcation et-cry day.,

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
12th Street Branch Classes
‘1.1nday
6.

Tuesday.

00 am
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6/ ,,y
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Wednesday

Thursday
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Becky
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Becky
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Becky

10:00 a.m.
Step
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,
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Thursday

9 ..m..10 a.m.
Wameria Fitness

We,,... helefe

10 a.m.-l1 a.m.
Worneria Fitness

10 ..m.-111 s.m.
Wommen• Ustriele

Friday
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Arm
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Monday
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Friday

Saturday

1:30 sm. •
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Swim lessons &
Lap Swim
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Aqua Fitness

11:30 am •
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Schedule Effective Monday, Feb. 6
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Israel-Arab summit planned with four leaders
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CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — The
leaders of Israel, Jordan, Egypt
and the Palestinians will meet for
an unprecedented summit Thursday to find ways to break the
stalemate in Mideast peace talks.
The meeting in Cairo comes as
talks between Israel and the PLO
are mired in their worst crisis,

overwhelmed by Islamic militants
killing Israelis and Jewish seulers
puehing Israel not to withdraw
from occupied land.
Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, in Cairo for talks with
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, told reporters the meeting
would be "a real attempt to cre-
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Vandalism causes only
black family to leave
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
About all that remains at the Willis home now are two sets of tire
tracks, one left by the vehicle
that destroyed the family's tree,
another by the moving van that
carried their belongings out of
town.
After a cross was burned in
their yard, hate mail circulated
throughout their neighborhood
and rusty nails left in their driveway, the community's only black
family decided it was time to
give up on the modest split-level
home they had rented in suburban
Halls.
Dennis Willis and his family
loaded their belongings Saturday.
Before they could leave on Sunday someone drove over the
small evergreen that had been
planted weeks before during a
display of community goodwill.
No one was arrested for any of
the vandalism, but police and the
FBI are investigating. Authorities
recently reviewed a surveillance
videotape they hope might lead to
the person who destroyed the
tree.
Meanwhile,'Willis, a manager
with a janitorial services company, has accepted a transfer out
of state. His wife, Starr, a teacher, is staying in the Knoxville
area with the couple's three
children until the summer.

Neighbors in the town of about
100 homes JO miles north of
Knoxville had little to say about
the family that moved in nine
months ago or the harassment
that chased them away.
"I ain't never seen anything,"
said a, next-door neighbor who
declined to give her name.
Her daughter said the negative
publicity "gives . the wrong
impression. There's a lot of good
people in Halls."
But black leaders noted that a
similar cross-burning drove
another black family out of Halls
a few years ago. No one was ever
arrested in that case, and Dewey
Roberts, who heads the Knoxville
chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of
°red People, said he hoped things
would be different this time.
"It is just as symbolic to catch
someone as it is for something
like this to happen," he said.
After the 'cross was burned in
front of the Willis home last
December, about 15 people
showed ,up to plant the tree and
offer their prayers. One of them
was Larry Smith, a white
businessman who went on to
become friends with the Willis
family.
"He is gone now, but I have a
friend for life in Dennis Willis,"
Smith said.

eol-

Readers snapping up Simpson book
NEW YORK (AP) — Readers.
to O.J. Simpson: We want to hear
you.
Days aftpr its release, Simpson's book describing his version
of events surrounding the murders of his ex-wife and her friend
has rocketed to the top of the
best-seller lists.
"I Want to Tell You" tops the
nonfiction and general interest
lists released today by The Wall
Street Journal and''heads USA
Today's hardcover best-seller list.
The New York Times reported
the book will top it's nonfiction
list for Feb. 12, based on sales
for the week ending Jan. 28.
"It's a phenomenon, extraordinary — the fastest-selling book
in Little, Brown history," said
Beth Davey, a spokeswoman for
the publisher, Little, Brown &
Co.
In the book, as in court, Simpson said he is innocent. His jailhouse account, co-authored by
writer and neighbor Lawrence
Schiller, could help defray the
cost of his defense. Publishing
industry sources have s,aid the
book drew an advance of more
than SI million.
The book, which went on sale
Friday at a list price of SI7.50,
had a first printing of 500,000
and already has gone to a second
printing of 100,000, Davey,said.
She could not provide sales figures for the 208-page book or for
an audiotape version that was
also selliniz well.
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The start of Simpson's trial
apparently spared sales of two
other kooks about the case —
both OT which portray the former
football star as prone to violence
in his marriage to Nicole Brown
Simpson.

ate a coalition for peace and not
let the coalition against peace
stop it."
Egyptian Foreign Minister Amr
Moussa said the summit also
would deal with the Israeli-Synan
peace talks but that Syrian PrCsident Hafez Assad had not been
invited. In a nod to-Syria, Peres
said "this coalition remains open
for others who want to join the
peace process."
According to Israeli sources,
the idea for the meeting came in
phone conversations between
Mubarak and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, although
Moussa said it was also discussed
by him and Peres during this
week's economic meeting in
Davos, Switzerland.

!Mubarak has been in touch
with 'Rabin, King Hussein of Jordan and Palestine Liberation
Organization leader Yasser Arafat over the past few days to
arrange the session, Moussa said.
Officials in Jordan and the Gaza
Strip confirmed King Hussein
and Arafat would attend.
Attacks on Israelis have killed
54 people since October, including 21 in a bombing Jan. 22. The
nght-Wing Likud party has been
using the violence has a weapon
to call for an end to the peace
talks.
The violence has grown on
both -sides since- the Israel-PLO
peace accord was signed on the
White House lawn in Washington. More than 100 Palestinians

also have been slain since ceremony in September 1993.
Arafat is being attacked h)
opponents over the killing ol
Palestinians by Israeli troops and
over Israel's concessions to Jewish settlers.
While the P1.0 sass its dC1;lifd
with Israel as putting the settlements on hold, Israel has agreed
to building thousands of more
homes in the Jewish enclaws in
the West Bank.
The summit also will include
the foreign ministers of the countries involved and other PLO
leaders in addition to Arafat.
Moussa said. Mubarak did not talk to reporters after his meeting with Peres.
Moussa said the session centered

on the N1i.l..a.t
all its aspe. ts and
Peres again rrai,kY
Mubarak and 1-..41,t

the pca..e talk •
side. He arid Mo., •
rate discussioi. anc•
with Mubarak

To report local news call 753-1916
A",BRA I.
edger &Times
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Walter L Apperson
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Alice Rouse
Managing Editor Gina Hancock
Advertising Mgr. Mary Ann Orr
Circulation Mgr. Dennis Hodges
Classifieds Mgr.
Karen Covert

ASSETS

READER INFORMATION
To math all departments of the
newspaper, phone 753-1916.
Subscription Rates
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Home delivery 6 days a week:
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$15.00 I 1 year

3 months
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CASH AND DEPOSITS WITH OTHER BANKS
U.S. TREASURY & AGENCY BONDS
OTHER BONDS
FEDERAL FUNDS SOLD
LOANS AND DISCOUNTS
LESS:UNEARNED DISCOUNT
VALUATION RESERVE
NET LOANS AND DISCOUNTS
BANK PREMISES AND EQUIPMENT
ACCRUED INTEREST RECEIVABLE
OTHER ASSETS

276.776
1,453,594
234,100
0
34.324 535
(338,064.,
(95,490,
33.890,981
52,930
152,482
309,103
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LIABILITIES
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Day and New Years Day
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36,369.966
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The Bachelor of Independent Studies Seminar
Saturday, April 1, 1995
Murray State University
Did you leave college before completing your
program!

I. JOHN E PECK, PRESIDENT OF UNITED COMMONWEALTH BANK DO HEREBY DEC LA;-,LT
STATEMENT OF CONDITION HAS BEEN PREPARED IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE
BY THE OFFIC5,..0E—THRIFT SUPERVISION AND IS TRUE TO THE BEST 0,7

N E PECK, PRESIDENT

Have you, always wanted to earn a baccalaureate
degree?

liii

The Bachelor of Independent Studies (B.1.S.) may
be for you.
For more information and application forms, call
502-762-4159 Or
1-800-669-7654

UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK
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1111 Main Street, Mu rra
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FROM OUR READERS
Edgar thanks fans
Dear Editor:
To all MSU students and Racer fans:
On behalf of the "Racers," I personally want to thank you for
your spirit and support at the recent MSU basketball game against
Tennessee State. In my 18 years of college coaching, it was the
best home crowd 1 have ever witnessed.
My staff and players will continue to work hard to produce a
championship.
Scott Edgar
Head basketball coach
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071
_ —

WASHINGTON TODAY

The need for a united state
.the only time Kentuckians think
of themselves as Kentuckians is
when the University of Kentucky is
playing for a national basketball
championship.
Really.
Otherwise, Kentuckiain think of
themselves as Eastern Kentuckians,
Western Kentuckians, Northern
Kentuckians, Central Kentuckians
and Southern Kentuckians. We
even capitalize all those directions
as if they represent- formal geographical areas outlined in red on state
maps.
At least our Tennessee cousins
only come from East Tennessee and
West Tennessee.
But we Kentuckians have carved
up the state line like a Derby Pie,
and we hang on to that little piece of
the commonwealth as if it were the
most valuable possession we have.
Our regionalism is never more
evident, of course, than when the
138 members of the General Assembly arrive in the capital city
(Central Kentucky)from east, west,
north, south and parts in between.
They organize themselves into regional
caucuses and even
subcaucuscs.
And then there are the Jefferson
Countians, who technically arc

represent the Western Kentucky
cattle farmer and vice versa.

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
Northern Kentuckians but would
sooner die than be classified .as
anything more than Jefferson Countians, and they act accordingly,
party affiliation largely irrelevant.
In this year's organizational session, the House of Representatives
kicked out the Central Kentuckians
and installed in their places Eastern
and Western Kentuckians. With
Majority Leader Greg Stumbo
(Eastern Kentucky) leading the insurgents, Eastern Kentucky lawmakers suddenly find themselves
inside the Winter Palace, and they..
can't wait to get their hands on the
crown jewels.
And in the special legislative
session to cut taxes, we also heard a
lot about the Golden Triangle, that
area from Louisville to Lexington to
Covington and back that contains a
goodly portion of the state's urban
population, taxable income and in-

dustry.
The three construction projects
Gov. Brereton Jones proposed to
legislators are inside the Golden
Triangle, and there was more than a
little grumbling from non-Triangle
legislators about that. Stumbo, in
fact, briefly stirred the pot by proposing that Jones add four community college buildings to his
projects list - colleges in Eastern
Kentucky and Western Kentucky.
Just to balance what the Golden
Triangle was getting, you understand.
In a state that stretches from the
flat fields around Paducah to the
mountains around Pikeville,- this
regionalism isn't especially surprising, and as long as it doesn't get
entirely out of hand, it isn't all that
harmful, The Eatem Kentucky coal
miner needs someone in Frankfort
to take up his cause with those who

There is a need for perspective,
however. The tax revenues that arc
generated in the Golden Triangle
nay for schools, roads and services
in the state's poorest counties, no
matter where they're located.
Sometimes it isn't possible to parcel
out the budgetary goodies so that
every region in the state gets a fair
and equal share.
Sometimes the greatest resources
need to be directed outside the
Golden Triangle. Sometimes resources need to be used to keep the
Golden Triangle golden - and producing revenues for the rest of the
state:
It's a difficult and highly political
balancing act that doesn't always
work.
But until we all begin thinking
first and foremost as Kentuckians
(without a UK championship trophy
at stake), the legislative jockeying
for this,that and the other by regions
and caucuses and counties will keep
lawmakers in an assembly here, but
it won't necessarily be very general
in its purpose.

States welcome power,
but worry about cost
By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — For governors, it has become a Super
Bowl weekend tradition: Come to Washington, demand that Congress stop imposing regulatory burdens on states without the money
to pay for them and insist on more flexibility in welfare and other
programs.
So a little euphoria was in order this week as the state leaders
were promised they were finally about to get much of what they
want. "This is dramatic change," Minnesota Gov, Arne Carlson
said.
But the joy of many governors was tempered by worries about
their wallets.
With the new Republican Congress promising to shift power to
the states while also cutting taxes and putting the federal government'on a path to a balanced budget, governors of both parties are
worried that states will have to foot a good deal of the bill.
"If this is not done right, it is not flexibility, it is making state
taxpayers pay to balance the budget," said Indiana Gov. Evan
Bayh, a Democrat.
"There's a danger of what I call shift and shaft to the states,"
said Ohio Gov. George Voinovich, a Republican.
Such fears surfaced time and again during the fOur-day National
Governors' Association meeting that ended Tuesday, whether the
subject was welfare reform or Medicaid spending or the broader
goal of a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution.
Democrats, for example, are trying to force Republicans to detail
the cuts they would make to, as promised, balance the federal
budget by 2002.
So Vermont Gov. Howard Dean said that if Congress passed a
balanced budget amendment, he would not submit it to his legislature for ratification until he knew what cuts were coming.
Republicans dismiss this argument.
"I don't buy into the theory that we have to see how painful it is
going to be before we decide whether to do it or not," said Utah
Gov. Mike Leavitt, a Republican.
In any event, House Speaker Newt Gingrich put the governors on
notice that House Republicans will write budgets aimed at balancing the books by 2002 — whether the constitutional amendment is
adopted or not.
That is forcing governors to consider some painful prospects.
If, as Republicans pibpose, welfare and perhaps Medicaid are
lumped into giant block grants, states are sure to get less money
than they would if these programs continued on current budget
paths.
But most governors say they can get by with less money as long
as they are given flexibility over program details.
Dean argued that if Congress is putting funding for welfare and
Medicaid on the table, Social Security and the defense budget also
should go under the -knife.
"Otherwise the states are going to bear a disproportionate
share," Dean said. "We're the ones who are going to have to raise
taxes."
And states with growing populations, like Florida, California and
Texas, could find it difficult under the block-grant approach to
keep up with demand for welfare or Medicaid if the economy
turned sour — even if Congress .helped a little with a rainy day
fund, as some Republicans envision.
Florida Gov. Lawton Chiles, a Democrat, made that point
repeatedly at the meeting, but couldn't enlist any Republican help.
"They have been 'Newterecl," suggested Bayh. "They arc not
in a position to speak up in the best interest of their states because
they feel they have to toe the party line."
Not so, insisted the Republicans.
Still, given the volatility of debates over taxes and programs to
help poor children, Voinovich suggested that congressidnal Repik
blicans might need to slow their legislative timetabli a bit while
"sorting out who is responsible for what."
If the federal government gives states more responsibilities for
highways, for example, he said the federal gas tax should be cut,
but that state gas taxes Might go up. And governors would face
many painful choices .between cuts or tax increases, because "We
have all benefited from deficit spending at the federal level."
In much the same vein, Democratic Gov. Ben Nelson -of-Nebraska turned the question a bit when asked whether he was confident
states could afford a balanced budget amendment, which he
supports.
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Clinton's new strategy
WASHINGTON (AP) — Facing eroding support in Congress
for his proposed $40 billion Mexican loan-guarantee plan, President Clinton decided to cut his
losses and go it alone with a plan
not requiring congressional
action.
For a president long tormented
by criticism for being unfocused
and indecisive, it was a step the
White House could hold up as a
sign of action — and which leaders of Congress of both parties
could greet with a sigh of relief.
His move — bypassing Congress completely — was the firs
example of an emerging White
House strategy under which the
president intends to make wider
use of his executive authority in
dead-end confrontations with
Congress.
Clinton crafted the Mexican
aid package from a combination
of executive orders and by persuading the International Monetary Fund and other international
lenders to up their stakes.
And while the action provoked
congressional criticism — some
accused him of panicking, others
complained he was misusing a
fund designed to defend the dollar — his critics had no immediate vehicle for stopping the president's plan.
For the most part, congressional leaders seemed to be filled
with gratitude that Clinton had
taken the pressure off them to
act.
And Clinton was able to avoid
what would have been a bruising
battle, particularly with member&
of his own party who overwhelmingly opposed the Mexican
rescue plan.
"It raises the question of why

ANAYLSIS

Tom Raum
AP News Service
didn't he do it earlier. But it also
shows leadership, which was badly needed. The president was able
to force political points," said
Lawrence Chimcrine, an economnsultant who follows trade
Issue .
Chimerine and some other economists raised concerns that the
new Clinton package puts more
U.S. .tax dollars at risk than
would have the original loanguarantee package.
But Clinton showed he was
able to move — even at a time
when his clout on Capitol Hill
has never been lower.
His decision to act decisively
was a good tonic for a White
House still numbed by the
November Republican landslide
and overshadowed by the energy
and the activity of ,the newly
empowered Republican majority
on the Hill.
Clinton "went
through all the proper
steps of trying to
involve the (congressional) leadership,"
said Sen. Christopher
Dodd, D-Conn., the
new chairman of the
Democratic National
Committee- "We in
my vier!, dropped the
ball in. nbt responding
to that call."

This time Clinton was able to
pick up the ball and run with it.
Even so, there are limits to
how often he can govern through
executive fiat — and how much
he can accomplish.
And the steps he took carried
some risk and controversy, especially that of encumbering the
U.S. Exchange Stabilization Fund
by up to $20 billion to help Mexico. That's the 60-year-old fund
used by Treasury to defend the
U.S. dollar at times of currency
instability. Never before has it
been used to shore up a foreign
currency.
And the move did nothing to
keep Clinton's harshest critics
from keeping up their attack.
"There's no doubt that Clinton's going to look bold. But so
did Jesse James," said conservative commentator Pat Buchanan,
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a 1992 GOP presidential contender, calling the action a "backdoor raid on the American
taxpayers."
But his move won the support
of two Republican leaders, House
Speaker Newt Gingrich and
Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole, both of whom had previously accused Clinton of a lack
of leadership on the issue.
"We believe that the risks of
inaction vavly exceed any risks
associated with this action," Gingrich, Dole, House Minority
Leader Dick Gephardt and Senate
Minority Leader Tom Daschle
said in an rare joint statement late
Tuesday. "We fully support this
effort and we will work to ensure
that its purposes are met."
And that enabled Secretary of
State Warren • Christopher to
crow: "This is one of those
moments, of executive leadership.
... SO the president did what presidents often have to do — take
the responsibility for protecting
American interests."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom
Raum has covered the White
House for The Associated Press
since 1989 and frequently
reports on economic issues.

By Bruce Tinsley
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New bug-resistant tobacco
yariety could save money
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —
The budworms aren't pleased
with Albert Johnson. After 25
years of work, the Clemson University tobacco breeder has.-Iteicloped a flue-cured variety that
tastes terrible to the pests.
For tobacco farmers, howeser.
the new variety could save nilllions of dollars in damaged plants
and chemical spraying.
The new plant was tested last
summer in small plots in every
'state that grows flue-cured tobacco. Now it is ready for larger
field trials this summer in Hoff)
and Florence counties. Johnson
said Tuesday he hoped to have
enough seeds in 1996 to offer the
variety commercially.
His plant, called CU 263,
doesn't actually repel The
lA -inch-long worms. Rather, the
worms seems unenthused about
eating its leaves. That, in turn,
stunts the worms' growth and
cuts into their reproduction.
Just why this variety isn't as
tasty to the worms remains a
mystery. •
"We're not exactly sure of the
mechanism of resistance, but one
thing we see. is they do a lot of
spot feeding, which tells us they
don't like it," he said.
Once researchers figure out
which compound is turning off
the worms, they may be able to
develop varieties that work even
better, he said.
The budworm usually feasts on
a tobacco plant's younger leaves,
chewing holes in ,thenn. It's a
costly habit because the younger
leaves, higher up on the stalk, are
more valued by tobacco
companies.
"Once you get them you can't
hardly kill them," said Charles
Ray Drew, who grows about 200
acres of tobacco in Marion County. "They're way down in the
pores."
Some years are worse than
others. In 1993, for instance,
drought made the state's crop
more susceptible .to a.range of
diseases and insects. The bud worm destroyed about S3.9 million worth of plants and farmeils
spent S2.8 million to control the
pest, according to DeWitt
Gooden, an extension service
agronomist who specializes in
tobacco.
This -past summer damages
were slightly more than SI million and control costs were about
the same, he said.
Researchers also are working
on tobacco varieties resistant to
aphids, another pest that attacks
field crops. Johnson said.
Work on CU 263 began in
1970. Johnson says the breeding
process involved combining primitive tobacco plants that were

DNA tests
clear man
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We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Vght, To Alt Quantities

1
Pork Chops

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Held 1 Lb. Vac Pack

Bacon
$ 39
Spare

Seaboard Farms Frying

1/4 Sliced

Chicken leg Qtrs.
Pork Loin
$ 59 Swiss

Country Style

U.S.Choice
Boneless
Shoulder

Ribs
$ 1 89

Roast

U.S.Choice
Boneless

Lb

I

Steak
$ 1 89
I Lb.

$ 1 89
Lb

I Lb.

Eckrich Smoked

Heinz
Tomato

Red Gold

Ketchup

145 oz

28 oz.
$

I

Stew Meat
79
Tomato

Ground Chuck
Beef 169
Stew

Sauce

Southgate

24 oz

8 oz

2/$ 1

39

$219

Bologna
$1 39

Extra Lean

Del Monte

Lb

Field 1 Lb
Vac Pack

Extra Lean

U.S. Choice Boneless

Sausoje,
Chuck Roast
79 Tomatoes 1 49

89
'

4/$ 1

I-IImans

Mayonnaise
$ 1 99
Country Day Break Grade 'A

Soft & Gentle

Large Eggs

Bathroom Tissue

Doz.

WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. (AP)
— A man who has spent eight
years in prison for kidnapping
and raping a woman has been
cleared by DNA testing, officials
said.
Two members of O.J. Simpson's defense team helped bring
the injustice to light.
Terry Leon Chalmers, 27, will
be released as soon as the conviction can be thrown out, District
Attorney Jeanine Pirro said
Monday.
"DNA is accurate," Pirro said.
"It's like the finger of God
pointing down saying, 'You did
it."'
The testing was done after
Chalmers contacted the Innocence Project last summer at
Benjamin A. Cardozo School of
Law. Two professors, Barry
Scheck and Peter Neufeld, oversee law students who investigate
cases of people claiming to be
falsely convicted.
Neufeld and Scheck are working with Simpson's defense team
to discredit the DNA evidence
against him.
Pirro said she talked to the victim, who was "devastated to
think someone has spent time in
jail unfairly."
Chalmers was convicted of
abducting a woman from a train
station in 1986, then raping,
sodomizing and robbing her in a
nearby park.
Her car was found a block
from Chalmers' home , in Mount
Vernon. The victim identified
Chalmers, who had a record for
sex abuse and attempted robbery,
from photos and lineups. He wag
sentenced to 12 to 24 years in
prison.
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insect resistant, but' had no commercial salue, with high quality,
commercial varieties

Prices Good
Feb. 1
Thru
Feb. 7

7

-

69

Florida Gold Frozen

Noodles

Orange Juice

12
Stokely Mix or Sliced 15 oz.

Peanut Butter

Sweet Peas

Stokely ES or Cut

Stokely C.S. or W.K. Golden

Corn

14

Biscuits

15 oz

Scott Single Roll

Hungry Jack

Paper Towels

5

2 Liter

4 Roll Pkg.

Smack Ramen

Green Beans

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Caffeine Free Pepsi,
Caffeine Free Diet Pepsi

oz 89°
3/$1
3/$1
59
19
$2

Prairie Farm

Veg., Corn, Sunflower, Conola

1% Milk

Wesson Oil

48 oz

99'

Coffeemate Reg. or Light

199
9cr
99c
3/$1

Coffee Creamer

16 oz

Dr. Pepper,
Diet Dr. Pepper

2 Liter

Refried Beans

31 c.-

Lucks

Chili Hot Beans

15 oz

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Cat Free Pepsi, $
i rk
Cat Free Diet Pepsi

29

girm)
Extra Fancy

Owens Best
Oven Baked

Hoffman's
Super Sharp

Turkey Breast
$389

Cheese
$469
1b

- 10 Lb. Bag
Idaho

Red, Goiaen

Potatoes

Apples

Juicy

Granny Smith

Pears

1 89 79 69'
Lb

Imr•

Owen's Best

BM Chicken
89
it

9

Owen's Best
Storemade

Ham Salad

2

Lb

Owens Best
L
Honey Dipped
Baby Back

Ribs
Lb

$
4
89

1 Lb Bag

Salad Mix
19

1

Baking

Cabbage

Potatoes

3

29
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Congratulations Tigers...
Best of Luck at State!

.•

Thornton Tile
and Marble
612 S. 9th St.

753-5719

3.0.)1Mle)
Congratulationspjw.J
Tigers!

Congratulations
Tigers!

The Kentucky A
McBrayer Arena

.s,s, Chstreises. S hvols & etvtc Clubs Phone
• ..1.:‘9 West Main St - Murray. KY 42071
759-1736

min
1 NAPO
mmw

All The Way Tigers!
MURRAY

AUTO PARTS
1300 N. 12th St.

753-4424

Best, Of Luck
From All Your Friends At...

.11e•tnut St.

•

753-6656

MURRAY
C‘1,111WXY
ux.Vfl
I KYSIITAL

Good Luck Tigers!

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
Murray's

Only $3000 And Under Lot

Owner - Donnie Winchester
1 •;00 S. 4th St.
753-9586

GO TIGERS!

pei

.Don Henrys
State Farm Insurance
302

Main St.

Murray Big

753-9935

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Kentucky Lake
Oil
Company
Shell
0% GOOD LUCK
40 TIGERS!

VS.

Henry County,

12:30 p.m. I

.4

e•
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We're Behind
Our Tigers!

•
•
•

e•
Purdom Motors, Inc.
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac

7635315

1:0 Hwy. 121 Bypass

Good Luck
Murray 1%
Tigers.*

Tiger Stati
James Foster.
Chris Chesney.
Jason West.
Robert Weatherly
Jeremiah Rayburn.
Stephen Crouch
Totals.

Ppg Rpg I
29 11
6
9.5 4.5
4
93
1.7
6.7 5
4
4.8 4.4
4.1
2.2
4
65.1

30.5

FOODS

The tea
Tim Scruggs, FIC
Woodmon Bldg
3id I Maple, Murray
753.4377

0010.41 N
I hF INI.;1104AfJr.f

f

Murray High is 14-4 follthiring an 84at home Tuesday night. Murray downe
County and Christian Fellowship to win t
is Murray's second trip to the state Allonly other entry coming in 1991.
The Tigers are led in scoring by Jame
per contest, including an average of 39
three outings. Foster also leads the tean
per game, while shooting 60.2 percent fr(
Murray's only double-digit scorer, but Chi
9.5 points per game and Jason West con
averages 3.9 assists per game while We:
is also a 43.6 percent shooter from behin

,
Jf

Henry County is 14-5 on the year. Lo
Ky., the Wildcats are 8th region cham
nence, Williamstown and Spencer Count
title.
t
Henry County is led by 6-8 senior Is4
averages 18.3 points, nine rebounds and
game. -

.•
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Good Luck Tigers!
aigaidID

All "A" Classic

753-1222

711 Main

SALES • SERVICE • kEt'AIRS
TABLES • CUES • ACCESSORIES

All

ew

BREAK TIME
IP BILLIARDS INC.

Arena, Richmond

759-9303

Good Luck
Tigers!

Dixieland Ctr. off Chestnut
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Satellite • Cable • Programming • %'SAT • TL'Ito
Residential - Commercial

Ultimate Communications
The Certified Satellite Specialist
810 Ii Sycamore St. • Murray • 753-2640

Good Luck From All Your Friends At...

WALIMART
Hwy. 641 North

Good Luck Murray Tigers
Bring Home The Championship!

Carroll Mazda-Nissan
800 Chestnut St.

(
4 41#
Oeipe

753-8850

GOOD LUCK
TIGERS!

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills • Murray

We Are Proud
Of Our 'Tigers!
Good Luck At State!

High (14-4)

&if

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

VS.

753-2411

201 S. 3rd St.

Good Luck Tigers!

lunty, Ky.(14-5)

"You Will Be Satisfied"
FORD

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

117151
LI NCOLN

30 p.m. CST

701 Main St. Murray, KY

or-

(502)753-5271

We're Behind You!

RUTHIE'S

UNIVERSITY BP STATION
.

me.
CatWOODMEN'S

,r Statistics

ABOUT
IRAs AND
ANNUITIES

Ppg Rpg FG% FT%
3pt% Asst
29 11
2.2
60.2% 68.5% 33.9%
9.5 4.5
3.9
43.5% 54.5% 26.9%
93
1.7
43.3% 75% 43.6%
4.2
6.7 5
1.5
42.5% 47.2% 34.2%
4.8 4.4
1.6
38.6% 56% 29%
4.1
2.2
42.6% 52.9% 34.5%
1.8
65.1

30.5

49% 60.5%

34.6%

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 6-8; Sat. 6-6
Five Points, Murray • 753-5782

Good Luck

•
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Fero Childress
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
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THE \Educational Supply

14-4 follOWing an 84-65 win over Reidland
night. Murray downed St. Mary, Carlisle
an Fellowship to win the regional title. This
trip to the state All-A Classic, with their
:oming in 1991.
ed in scoring by James Foster at 29 points
ing an average of 39 per game for his last
er also leads the team in rebounding at 11
ooting 60.2 percent from the field. Foster is
le-digit scorer, but Chris Cheaney averages
e and Jason West contributes 9.3. Cheaney
ts per game while West averages 4.2. West
?nt shooter from behind the three-point line.

SMART

STOP

BOOKS

PUZZLES
/

GO
TIGERS.

3 14-5 on the year. Located in New Castle,
are 8th region champions, downing Emiin and Spencer County on their way to the

'

led by 6-8 senior Mark Thompson, who
ts, nine rebounds and six blocked shots per
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Royalty lted on Dedn's List

I

student body.
Ineluded on the list are fulltime students *hose semester
grade-point as erages meet per-tort-n:1'1,-e standards set by SIVC•s
saritIlIS a Atternit: units. Those
range t EOM 25 to 75 on .a 4.0
ale. During the fall
tperte‘i
ssmesto 1,22s student, earned
staraight -A- grades. •

Alexis
CARBONDALE, Ill
, Ro!..alt!, Jr. of 1200 South 16th
. Murray. has been named to
..• Dean's List for the fall
.nester at Southern Illinois
imersay.
Ro!..dt) Jr. as one of 2,951
•::,lents named to the last. These
•!aderits make up the top 15 perof SIUC"s undergraduate

JO'S DATEBOOK

4.

Jo Buriceen
Today Editor

ROY AND DEBBIE KENDALL AND CHILDREN, JAMES
THOMAS, 3, AND TIFFANY LEE, 4, lost their home by fire on
Sunday about 9:30 p.m. The family was moving in to the home,
but bad spent the night with her mother and were not home when
the place burned. Donations for the family may be made with Linda Kendall at B4 Mobile Home Village, Murray.

Soccer registration scheduled
Spring 1995 Soccer Registration for Murray-Calloway County Soc,cer Association will be Saturday, Feb. 4, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Sunday, Feb. 5, from 1 to 4 p.m., and Tuesday, Feb. 7, from 6 to 8 p.m. at
the Parks' office on Payne Street. Teams will be formed for boys and
girls in the Under 10 through Under 19 age groups. Fees will be $20
per child for the Under 10 age group and $35 per child for all other
age groups.

Garden Department will meet •
Danielle Glover shows FHA emblem
Pictured. are Booboo and Marmalade, male and female. neutered and
eukemia negative adult cats who are available for adoption at Animal
iheiter. Bcoboo Is deciawed and both are wondelfully socialized. They
'lave botio oeen at the shelter tor over two years and need to find someone to share their love said Marilyn J Arcoll, shelter director. These
cats would do wonderfully In a quiet environment, possible with older
adults. Arcot, said they love to be held and cuddled and would make
4onderful companions. Interested persons are urged to visit the shelter
to see these two cats and all the other neutered healthy cats In the
open cat room. Humane Society Is a United Way agency. The shelter is
located on East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street. Hours are 1 to
S p.m., Monday through Friday. and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday.

MHS will host event

Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
Feb. 2, at 1 p.m. at the club house. Jo Cleta Williams will have the
thought for the day. This will be a planning session for the annual
fund-raising card party to be Thursday, May 2, at noon at the club
house. Members also reminded to bring "Pennies for the Park." Hostesses will be Nancy Traywick, Elizabeth Pasco, Paula Compton,
Anna Mae Owen and Cyndi Turnbow.

Other MHS chapter officers
The Murray High School
Need Line needs pantry items
who attended the Officer TrainChapter of Future Homemakers
ing Fall Regional meeting at
hf America will host a FHA golNeed Line is in need of some items for the pantry to fill the food
Murray State were Lindsay
den anniversary reception on
sacks for the clients. Kathie Gentry, executive director, said items
Branch, president; Ken Bazzell,
-'Sunday, Feb. 12, from 2 to 4 p.m.
needed include cereal, hot oatmeal, rice, tuna, and canned meats.
vice president for programs;
in the Commons Area' of the
These may be taken to the Need Line office on the ground floor of
Becky Hubbard, vice president of
school.
Weaks Community Center from 10 a.m. to 4. p.m., Monday through ,
achievement; Laura Roseman,
The publicis invited to attend
Friday. For information call 753-6333. Need Line is a United Way
vice president for star events;
this special celebration_
agency.
The MHS Chapter is an active 'Crystal Johnson, secretary;
•
Jensen Do las, treasurer;
affiliate of the 263,000 member
Parent Volunteer Committee to meet
Danielle Glo r and Patricia
national youth organization
• ;•.•
Parent Volunteer Committee pf Site-based Decision Making Counall prescriptions
enjoying its 50th year. Annuat Maxwell, pa iamentarians;
(
cil of Calloway County High School will meet Thursday, Feb. 2, at 5
Danetids
nd
Kim
McNeehave
service
projects
community
,,cre.rice
RINIoN
p.m. at the school library. The meeting is open to the public.
ly, historians, ebecca Miller,
DFLryEky
helped those in need locally and
rhannacy
•147ti •I's.led anent,
reporter;
Mona
Boggess,
honor
the
world.
around
also
/11.10 Morel
•I'aal State lid
Professional Pool Player to be here'
roll; Karla Blakely, activity leadDanielle Glover, MHS chapter
•ii•
& Heauty rtein
er;
Taryn
Hansen,
1'4nd-raiser
parserving.
as
a
member, is
Murray State University will present Professional Pool Player Torn
••• M-'.
chairman; Angie Fitch and
•1E
liamentarian for Kentucky's RegRossman on Friday, Feb. 3. He will perform two exhibitions at 2 p.m.
Amberly Vance, FHA week
ion I Future Homemakers „of
and 7 p.m. in the Game Room of Curls Center, MSU. This is free and
America. As part of her responsi- chairman.
open to the public.
Sally Crass serves as adviser
bilities, she led an officer training
Bob Dunn
for
the MHS Chapter-and invites- ---M—
uSic-'—"-Chorus
plans practice
R.Ph.
109 S. 4th ST.—
the public to attend the 50th
parliamentarians.
Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will
anniversary reception on Feb. 12
practice Thursday, Feb. 2, at 7 p.m. at the club house. All members
as part of National FHA Week.
are urged to be present as the Chorus-will sing at the general meeting
BANK ‘VITI 1 YOUR HOMETOWN BANK
-THREE GOOD REASONS
of the club on Thursday, March 9, at 7 p.m., said Margie Shown,
chorus director.

HOLLAND DRUGS
To

7,005

6.506i
12 MONTH CD
,unstannal penalty
•,

.50% 75% I.

PeoplesBank

dr•

Pi XIS 'CT

(4-,*

7

36 MONTH CD

24 MONTH CD

1

Of Niurrav, Kentucky

f • •,..•

lanymion arposz:
rIsbred

•

1.1h 44rosa

PHONE: 76722265

Sale Now Through February 4, at your local Murray

Ferguson is
named to list

CAMPBELLSVILLE — Ruth
Ann Ferguson of Calloway County has been named to the academic honors' list for the fall 1994
semester at Campbellsville
College.
Ferguson is a 1994 graduate of
Calloway County High School.
Dean Dr. Robert S. Clark said
the list recognizes students who
achieve a grade point average of
3.50 or above for the semester on
a course load of at least 12 hours.
The fall 1994 list includes 242
students with 90 students making
perfect 4.0 grade point averages.
Campbellsville College, founded in 1906, is a comprehensive
coeducational institution which
emphasizes liberal arts and sciences, business, teacher education
and professional! studies. It is
affiliated with the Kentucky Baptist Convention and has an enrollment of 1,260, according to Dean
Clark.

r
yvunG cthear
Children's Fashions

Going Out
Of Business.
Final Day
February 4th

10% Off

Regular & Sale Price

No out of town checks
No credit cards

Oaks Couples Bridge planned
Oaks Couples Bridge will be played at Oaks Country Club on
Saturday, Feb. 4, at 7:30 p.m. Those not already signed up and wishing to play may call Terry and Sio Shertzer, 436-5400. All club member bridge players are welcome.

White elephant items needed
White elephant items in excellent condition and valued from $I to
S50 are needed for use in the Murray High School Project Graduation.
Any one wanting to donate items, call Bobbie Weatherly at 759-4578
and she will pick up the items. Persons are requested to omit clothing
items.

Line Dancin' planned Saturday
Line Dancin' will be Saturday, Feb. 4, from 7 to 9 p.m. by Long
John Silvers in Curris Center, Murray State University. The public is
urged to attend this special occasion.

Medical Explorer Post selling cookies
Medical Explorer Post 803 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital are
selling heart-shaped decorated sugar cookies to be delivered for Valentine's Day in boxes doanted by Pizza Hut. The cookies sell for $3
each with a 50-cent charge for Valentine's Day delivery within the
city limits. These may be ordered through Tuesday, Feb. 7, by contacting any Explorer or .calling 762-1381, 492-8469 or 489-2314.

Life Adjustment Workshop planned
A Life Adjustment Workshop for divorced widowed and single
adults will be at First Christian Church, Murray, on Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 25 and 26. The focus of this workship will be the development of positive, new skills for successfully adjusting to and coping
with divorce, widowed or single adult life situations. The cost will be
$20 if pre-registered by Feb. 9, and after that will be $25. Limited
financial help is available to those in need. For more information call
Pastor David Roos at 753-8565 or Dale Broeringmeyer at 753-2962.

Senior Citizens Discount!!
Don't forot to check out our all new mouth Watering weekly lineuptil

Mon. = MSU Night
10% off the price of a meal with an MSU 1.D.111

Tues. = Kids Night'
1 Child age 10 or under cats free from our smorgasbord or Kid's menu
when accompanied by one ordering adult!!!

Wed. = Smorgasbord Night
Try our all-you-care-to-eat smorgasbord for only $4.95 plus tax (reg. $5.55).

Hours:
9:30-5:00, Mon.-Sat,

vr"

Craftman: Shift ov Hydro - Briggs or Kohler Engine
12.5 h.p. to 22 h.p. — You Choose!!
Owned & Operated By:,
Opal Hart

Bel-Air Centel • Murray, Ky.
Phone: 753-2310

Store Hours:
Mon. thru Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 •.m.

408 S. 12th • Murray

Thurs. = Christopher Burger Night
Try our scrumptous Christopher Burger topped with grilled onions and
sauteed mushrooms with a side of steak fries for only $2.99(reg. $3.98).
Also don't forget to ask about our weekend specials!!!

753-0005

EXERCISE
Does Your Heart

L Good.

American Bean
Association..

Christopherrs
Open / Days 10:30 a.m. -9 P.IBS

(across from !Ugly Wiggly)
South 12th • Murray
759-1864

Private
Dining
Facilities

Steak House
& Smorgasbord

•
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Thursday, Feb. 2
Wednesday, Feb. 1
of Murray-Calloway
Express
Health
Blood Drive to be_,Ifit-Jocal blood
County Hospital/cancelled for today
center/10 a.m -5 p m /Curtis Center,
because of illness of staff.
Murray State
Murray W011befl of the Moose Board
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
meeting/7 p.m. and Enrollment/8 p m
County Hospital/Piggly Wiggly at
Garden Department of Murray
Murray/cancelled because of illness of
Woman's Ckspit p.m./club house.
staff
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Board of Calloway County Public
events include Young in Hearts
Library/4 30 p m
Class/10:30 a.m
South Pleasant Grove United
Baptist Young Women of Westside
Methodist Church events include CorBaptist Church/7 p.m /home of Rhonda
doba Erwini 30 p.m and Small PrayFelts.
er Group/7 p m./both at church.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
St. John Episcopal Church events
p.m./Education Unit of Murray include Holy Eucharist in Spanish/5.15
Calloway County Hospital.
p m with supper to follow
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
New Life Christian Center study/7
include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.;
p m.
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
Street Youth Center.
include Teen Life/7 p.m.
Shiloh General Baptist Church
West Fork Baptist Church prayer
study/7 p.m.
service/7 p m
St. John, Episcopal Church events
Emmanuel Baptist Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
include Bible Study/7 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
Christian and Missionary Alliance
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m. and
Bible Study/7 p m.
R.C.I.A./7 p.m./Gleason Hall; Knights
First Christian Church events include
of Columbus meeting/7:30 p.m./KC
FFC/5.30 pm.; Bible Study/6:10 pm;
Hall.
Chancel Choir17:30 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Churchr First United Methodist Church events
include Staff-Parish Relations
service/7:30 p.m.
Dext•r Baptist Church Bible
Committee/5:30 p.m.; One by One
Study/6 30 p.m.
Singles/7 p.m./Youth Center. I
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
First Baptist Church events include
Study/7.30 p.m.
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
include business meeting/7 p.m.
20th St. Info/Joan, 759-1345, or
Memorial Baptist Church events
Richard, 759-9994.
Kozel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m /for
include RAs, GAs, prayer meeting/7
p m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
senior citizens' activities.
First United Methodist Church
Weak* Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
events include Children's Music/3:45
•senior citizens' activities. Trine Lassip.m ; Koinonia Kids/5 p.m.:. Adult
ter speaker at 10 a.m.
Handbell ,Choir/6:15 p.m.; Chancel
Murray TOPS #469/weigh-in/6
-p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of CalloChoir/7:3 p.m.
way County Public Library.
Immanue Lutheran Church Bible
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Study/7 p.m
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
Church of Christ.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
University Church of Christ Bible
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
classes/7 p.m.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
First Presbyterian Church events
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 pm./Sirloin
include ARK & WOW/5 p m.;
Stockade.
Choir/6.30 p.m.
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/Seven
Grace Baptist Church events include
Seas Restaurant.
Awana Club, Bible Studies by Youth,
Murray High School Tiger Boys
College Career, and Adults/7 p.M.
Basketball team plays Henry
First Baptist Church events include
County/1:30 p.m. in Kentucky All "A"
Third Grade S.S. Social/4:30 p.m.; FelClassic at Eastern Kentucky
lowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
University.
open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs.
Murray High School Tiger Girls
Youth. Prime Time, Praise!/6:30 p.m.;
Basketball J.V.and Varsity teams
Prayer meeting/6.45 p.m.; Sanctuary
scheduled to play at Hickman
Choir/7:45 p.m.
County/6 p.m.
Murray State University basketball
Stress Management group for women
teams at Southeast Missouri State/
with multiple roles/5 p.m./Room 201,
Lady Racers/5:15 p.m., Men
Ordway Hall, Murray State. Open to
Racers/7:30 p.m.
public.
Support Group for survivors of aburecital by John Dressler,
sive relationships/5 p.m./Room 201,• Faculty
horn, and Marie Taylor, piano,/8
Ordway Hall, Murray State. Open to
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Murray State.
public.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metrofrom Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
polis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
Thursday, Feb. 2
Blood Drive- to benefit local blood
center/10 a.m.-5 p.m./Curris Center,
Murray State.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional familiies/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/Carolyn, 759-1884 or Nancy,
753-7405.
Breast Cancer Support Group organizational meeting/7 p.m./board room
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
MAYFIELD — Two local perInfo/762-1389 or 753-3862.
sons
have earned scholastic honof
Department
Music
of
Music Chorus
ors at Mid-Continent College
Murray Woman's Club/rehearsal/7
p m /club house.
during the fall semester.
liturrey High School Class of 1970
Steven Alexander of Murray
planning meeting for 25-year reunion/7
and James Eldon Keeling of Dexp miShoney's.
ter were recognized academically
Murray-Calloway County Shared
and placed on the President's List
Care Adult Day Center open 730
a m -4 p m. Info/753-0576.
for the grading period.
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Dressler, Taylor will give recital

CALENDAR

1K

•

John Dressler, professor of
horn of Department of Music at
Murray State University, will
present a faculty recital on Thursday, Feb. 2, at 8 p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall of Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU.
Marie Taylor, professor of
piano, will be the featured
keyboardist.

Beethoven's Sextet in E-flat,
originally with string quartet
accompaniment.
A set of duets by American
composer Alec Wilder will be
performed by Erickson and
Dressler.
Dressler and Taylor will take
the program on tour to the University of Georgia and the University of Tennessee the following week. Faculty at those
respective institutions will be featured guests.
The program is free and open
to the public.

Guest artists on the program
will be Scott Erickson, bassoon,
and Jacqueline Kerstetter, horn.
Dressler and Taylor will perform Mozart's Concerto No. 1,
an aria by Handel transcribed by
Dressler, and a sonatina by Polish
composer Kazimierz Serocki.
Kerstetter will join Dressler
and Taylor for a performance of

Thompson designs dress
In the announcement of the
wedding of Angela Denise
Woods and Monte Alan Stalls
that was published on Jan. 26, the
name of the designer of the wedding dress was omitted. The dress
was designed and made by Scott
Thompson of Nashville, Tenn.,
cousin of the bride.
The vows were said Dec. 10 at
Hardin Baptist Church. Parents of
the bride are Dennis and Carolyn
Woods of Almo. Parents of the
grcibm are Clayton and Connie
Stalls of Hardin and Jim and

SERVICE NOTES

Kathleen Lamb of Almo.
The rehearsal dinner at Country Crossroads, Hardin, was
hosted by the groom's mother
and stepfather, Connie and Clayton Stalls.

ELDER
CARE
LOCATOR
1-800-677-1116

FUN & FASHION

SUBSCRIBE

•

he clock is liking away - only five more
years until we hit 20(J) As we think about
our (uture, we are looking to our past
Forbes glamour, fifties gold, sixties tram
edentalism and even sec enties disco, are
making-up our 199)sty le. We are remastcrir,g the classics in bold new ways.
Fashion designers and Ifollyaood stars
:um lead the •a in setting trends and
.iarting new looks, but the trick is not Just
knowing what's hot.
It is taking these trends and making them
into a <I!, le of ,111,
n Personal style is
abut makes it work for you.
Glamour with a .ertain nos•algia Is in for

We are proud to have

Carol a Michael Brunn
registered with our
Baby Registry.
111 South 4th St • Murray, Ky • 759-2100
On Murray's Court Square

Alter waifs, bah)dolls and grunge, the
trend is toward sophistication and classic
Oamour.
Four strong looks this season are the
tries inspued suit, synthetic bright, Marln Monroe glamour and the 1970's wrap
JR,S.
We will see curvy and btsciy -conscious
designs that are bold and elegant_ liven the
ankle strap has come back from the forties
he Grace Kelly sweater in powd,17 pin!:
and Audrey Hepburn's cropped pants are
.0 Ft:icing again with casual confidence
Pale and wan, which was nesermuch fun,
rnis been repla.ed by drama and color.
Maie-up is making a strong .iimeba.:k after
The grunge lo4.,k Shiny red lips and soft
ii'sirig hair all gise was to the return of
,Winiour
COMIC h D K. Kelley suon for a hew
•pring glamour look that is all your own.
Stay tuned for nest week's fun and
t.i.hion report

February
Valentine Specials
4I

Pfc. Jay N. Todd
Private First Class Jay N.
Todd of Company B, 143 Ordnance Battalion, United States
Army Ordnance Center and
School, Aberdeen Proving
Grounds, Md., successfully
fulfilled all requirements and was
named an honor graduate of
Wheel Vehicle Repair Course on
Jan. 13. Todd was presented a certificate of affiliation with the U.S.
Army Ordnance Corps and the
National Defense Medal.
Pfc. Todd was presented the
-Leadership Award for his outstanding performance as class
leader and platoon leader and his
ability to maintain high academic
and military standards throughout
his stay.
After graduation, Todd was
assigned to Seoul, South Korea,
for a tour of duty.
Todd, a'1994 honor graduate
of Calloway County High School,
is the son of Myles and Linda
Todd of Kirksey. He is the grandson of J.W. and Elena Pittman of
Wickliffe and of the late Ivie C.
and Evie Todd of Murray.
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Murray, KY • 753,7441
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50% Off
• DRESSES • LEATHER COATS
• JACKETS • COORDINATES
• 2-PIECE DRESSING • HANDBAGS
• NOVELTY SHIRTS • JEWELRY
& MANY MORE ITEMS!!!
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE.

Central Shopping Center - Murray

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun.1-5

•

753-7991

Two delicious lightly breaded fish filets,fries,
cole slaw and hushpuppies.
i iris is .iil,itsIt lin'

$1.00 OFF
ANY
COMPLETE
DINNER
Limit 1 linne• ppi

f=1

11,
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1-PIECE FISH & CHICKEN
COMBINATION

$3.49
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Sports News
• Murray High's girls basketball
game at Hickman County, scheduled
or Thursday night, has been cancelled
oecause of the boys participation in.
'
,1e state All-A Classic in Richmond

SPORTS

II BASKETBALL: Boys AN-A Classic, Richmond
Murray vs Henry County, Ky. — 12:30 p.m. CST

Cleaver
delivers
Lakers

Perfect timing
helps Calloway
upset Marshall
Big 3rd lifts
Lady Lakers
By STEVE PARKER
Soons Editor
If location is the key to real
estate. ofning is often the key to
upsets in the world of sports.
Calloway .County's Lady Lak,is had all the time on their side
in 'Tuesday night's battle against
sdarshall County in a lively leffres Gymnasium.
"'Oar-shall (17-3) came in Tanked
\o. 5 in the state, and was corning off a second-place finish at
the prestigious Louisville Invitational Tournament.
Add in Calloway's recent
three-game winning streak and
you have the makings for a.77-64upset.
"We realized Marshall would
-he a little down," Calloway coach
Pete O'Rourke explained after
the emotional win. "They played
tvvo excellent ballgames up there
and Nk e knew they'd have a
letdown.
"'We preached to our kids that
if we play-ed welt -we could beat
them."
Stephanie Holland led a
balanced Lady Laker scoring
attack with 20 points. Molly
Wisehart chipped in 19. Jana'
Herndon 16 and Linda Stubblefield 13.
Calloway did • everything it
needed to pull out the victory:

Lakers top Marshall;
Cleaver reaches 1,000

LADY LAKERS 77, Marshall 64
MARSKALL
CALLOWAY

OS 25 40 — 54
10 25 52 — 77
MARSHALL (64)
Moore 3C: Howard 15, Fukon 6, McDougal 4. Smith
4 HO 4 Cleddoin 1 TOTALS FGA 26-69 Threepar.. 1 F T -A 11-20 Rebounds 25 Record 17-3
CALLOWAY (77)
“oiand 20 Wisehan IS. Herndon 16. Stubblefield
1 .3 ...Wilson 5 Beach 2, VAlson 2, Maness. Yoo.
TC'ALS FGA 26-55 Three-pant 4-14 (Holland 4)
A 21 27 Rebounds 39 (Meehan Herndon 8)
Fiec-rd 4-7

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

— Hit 21-of-27 free throws.
— Outrebounded Marshall
39-25.
—.Limited Marshall's Brigette
Howard to 15 points after the
I.ady Marshall guard scored 28 in
a 72-56 Lady Marshal win on
Dec. 9 in Draffenville.
— Handled Marshall's ferocious pressure defense.
"In the game at Marshall, we
. played them even except for the
second quarter when we had
eight turnovers," O'Rourke said.
"Our goal was 'to cut down on
our mistakes and unforced
errors."
Calloway (9-7) made mistakes,
but they came late in the fourth
quarter with a sizeable lead —
thanks to a third quarter which
saw the Lady Lakers outwore
Marshall 27-15.
With the game tied at 35-35
early in the third, Calloway went
on a 9-0 run that was capped bya
Wisehart jumper that made the
score 44-35 with 2:30 to play in
the quarter.
Marshall cut the lead down to
44-38 before Holland began
II See Page 1lA

STEVE PARKERIedger & Times photo

Calloway's Kylie Johnson (11) puts up a shot in Tuesday night's game against Marshall County at Jeffrey
Gymnasium, a 64-57 upset win for Calloway.

A

Calloway County senior Brad
Cleaver needed 23 points to reach
1,000 for his career going into
Tuesday's key Fourth District
game against Marshall County.
The final 15 weren't your
garden-variety, oh-by-the-way
points, either.
Cleaver, the Lakers' slender
slasher, scored l a his gamehigh 25 points in the fourth quarter as Calloway stayed in the district hunt with a 66-59 win over
the Marshals.
"He's a competitor; anybody
that's played against him knows
that," said Laker coach Ron
Greene. "He's as tough a player
as I've ever coached, and I've
coached at every level.
"That rascal came in tonight
and took over."
Calloway (14-4) needed the
win to keep pace with Marshall
(1-2) and Murray High (2-0) in
the Fourth District race.
Cleaver, who now has 1,002
career points, scored the first 10
points of the fourth quarter to put
Calloway up 53-45 with 4:51 left
in the game.
Marshall (12-9) led 45-43
going into the fourth, but Cleaver
drilled a 3-pointer 10 seconds
into the quarter. He followed that
with a jumper, two free throws
and another 3-pointer to put Cal• See Page 1lA

Distracted Tigers pull out win
Murray meets
Henry County
at state All-A
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
It should have come as no surprise that Murray wasn't at its
best against Reidland Tuesday
night.
The Tigers were undoubtedly
battling thoughs of Thursday's
All-A Classic state tournament in
Richmond, along with Reidland's
paltry 2-15 mark, including an
89-43 wrecking at the hands of
Calloway County Friday night.
It didn't exactly give coach
Cary Miller an ideal situation for
getting the full attention of a
bunch of teenagers.
But after struggling to a 39-32
lead at halftime, the Tigers got
their game in gear and their heads
Murray senior James Foster leaps
high to block a Reidland shot in
Tuesday night's game at Murray
High.

on straight and pulled away to an
84-65 victory at Murray High,
moving their record to 14-4 on
the season.
"We didn't play with a lot of
intensity in the first half," Miller
said. "We've got to play with
emotion and desire to win, and
we were just going through the
motions in the first half. But we
came out and played the way
we're capable of playing in the
third quarter."
More importantly, the win
gives Murray a bit of momentum
heading into Thursday's All-A
state tournament game against
Henry County, Ky., (14-5) at
Eastern Kentucky's McBraycr
Arena in Richmond. Tip-off is
scheduled for 12:30 p.m. CST.
Henry County, located in New
Castle, Ky., is the 8th Region
All-A champ, defeating Eminence, Shelby Valley and Anderson County on their' way to the
title.
The Wildcats are led in scoring
by 6-8 senior Mark Thompson at
18.3 points per game. Thompson
also averages nine rebounds and
six blocked shots per outing. He
is backed up by 6,1 junior guard

TIGERS 84, Reidland 65
MURRAY
REIOLAND

iS 39 62 — 114
15 32 43 — 65
MURRAY (64)
Foster 35, Chesney 21 West 11, R Weatherly 7, Rayburn 4, Payne; 3. Crouch 2, key hill 1, Thorn's. Howard.
P Weatherly, Byrd Underh.II, Plan, Vaughn TOTALS
FG-A 31 56 Three-pant 3-13 (West 2, Cheaney) FT-A
19-29 lets
,ords 2130Foster 10) Record 14-4.
FIEIDLANO (65)
Wa1 22. Aldndge 21, Green 7 Barnes 5. Sam91 4. WIlord 3. Pope 3, Peeler Bradley. Glow TOTALS FG-A
23-57 Three-pant 6-2/ lAidndge 5 Green) FT-A
13-22 Rebalnds 22 Record 2-15

team.
"We get good local coverage
but we don't get a lot statewide,"
he said. "We'd like to go up there
and show we can play good ball.
Somebody's got to win four
games in a row, so we're going
to play as hard as we can and see
what happens."
In Tuesday night's game
against Reidland, Murray looked
to be headed toward an expected
blowout early on Tuesday night,
racing to a 13-3 lead, but consecutive three-pointers by Reidland's Jared Aldridge slowed the
Tigers' pace somewhat, and the
Greyhounds closed to within
18-15 at the end of the first
period.
Early in the second, a 16-4 run
on seven points from James Foster, six from Chris Cheaney and a
Jason West three gave the Tigers
a 34-19 spread, but Aldridge
again brought Reidland back with
three more' treys, cutting the deficit to just 39-32 at the halftime
break.
But Murray decided enough
was enough, and put the game

Jamie Roberts at 15.3 points, five
rebounds and five assists per contest, while Vincent Woods(6-foot
senior) and Neil Stivcrs (5-10
senior) contribute 9.6 and 8.7
points per game, respectively.
"They're from an area that is
tradition-rich in basketball," Miller said. "They play -hard and
they've got good size. They'll
look to run with the ball, and
they do a lot of the things Kentucky does on offense and
defense, -except that they don't
shoot a lot of threes. They've got
a nice team."
Miller said besides giving the
Tiger players an opportunity
many others never experience in
their high school playing careers,
the All-A state tournament also
offers statewide exposure for his •See Page 1lA

Racers loading'95 class with speed, size
Nutt signs flyer,
6-6, 290-pounder
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Houston Nutt is making the
mosl of the few scholarships he's
got; signing a mix of speed, skill
and size early on the first day of
the national football signing
Peciod•
"We've got eight scholarships•
and we'll get 12 bodies:
. Nutt
said Wednesday morning 1re1m
the Racer Room in Stewart Sta-

dium. "I'm excited about the
linemen we did get. They're all
tall and fast. The kind you need."
As of 10 a.m., Nutt and his
staff had received phone calls
from six recruits announcing their
signing. Due to NCAA rules,
Nutt is not allowed to comment
on individual players until paper
work is received by MSU
officials.
Nutt received two commitments late last week.
Willy Van Gooier, a 6-6,
290-pound high school offensive
tackle from Pontotac
, Miss.,
joined the Racers, as well as 6-3.

MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL

•

240-pound defensive lineman
Jason Williams of Christian
County High School in
Hopkinsville.
Van Corder, who was recruited
by Mississippi State and Southern
Mississippi, chose Murray State
because of his interest in the Racers' nationally-known rifle
program.
Williams comes to Murray
State on an academic scholarship
after scoring a 27 on the ACT.
He was voted second team all-

•••..

state by the Associated Prcss,
Buddy Butler, a 6-4,
270-pound offensive tackle from
Madisonville gives the Racers
another young wide body for the
future.
At the skill positions, Murray
State Couldn't do much better
than running back Otis Steen of
Pine Bluff, Ark-. A 6-0,
215-pound speedster, Steen was
recruited by Florida State, Florida
and Mississippi State. Steen, who

still must gain academic eligibility, is considered an SEC-caliber
back.
Landing wide receivers was
made easier for Nutt when quarterback Mike Cherry (6-5, 215)
announced he was transfcring
from Arkansas.
Clifton Branch, a 6-2,
185-pound wide receiver brings
versatility to the Racer offense.
Branch played qu'arterback and
wide receiver his senior year at
Seminole High in Samford, Fla.
He had 26 catches at wide receiver and rushed for 500 yards from
the quarterback position.
Jesse Jones, a 6-0: I75-pound

cornerback/wide receiver from
Mississippi Delta Junior College
brings experience to a young
Racer receiving corps or a thin
secondary.
Locally, Murray High running •
back Chris Cheaney is waiting to
make a decision while defensive/
offensive tackle Adam Blalock
chose Washburn (Kan.) College
over the Racers and Western
Kentucky.
Calloway's Brad Lowe and
Tyler Bohannon and Murray's
Jeremiah Rayburn and Ted Booth
have all been offered partial
scholarships', but have not
announced their intentions.

•

-
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Lady La

s top Murray Middle 52-12

Becky Greene scored 16 and Jessic•Norswonhy had 15 in Calloway County Middle's 52-12 win over Murray Middle in Monday
night's girls' eighth grade game.
Calloway (22-0) got seven from Brooke Lencki, and four apiece
from Tiffany Lassiter and Jenni Pigg.
Lindsay Lawson led Murray Middle with six, followed by Robin
Myhill with four. Shannon Beddome and Nikki Noonan each
scored one.
Also for CalloWay, Bethany O'Rourke had three and Tiffany
White, Sabrina Emerson and Stephanie Hester all had one point.

ps

PRO FOOTBALL

Shanahan named Broncos head coach
.DENVER (AP) — Mike Shanahan, San Francisco's offensive coordinator for the past three seasons, signed a sevenyear deal believed to be worth at least $7 million to coach
the Denver Broncos.
. Shanahan replaces Wade Phillips, who was fired Dec. 29
after compiling a 16-17 record in two seasons.
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Shell may be out as Raiders coach

L

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Los Angeles Raiders owner Al
Davis has informed Art Shell that he will not coach the
team' next season, KNBC-TV reported.
The Daily News of Los Angeles said Monday that assistant coach Mike White was expected to replace Shell.

II Calloway's timing...
FROM PAGE 10A
bombing.
Holland, who had hit 19 of her
last 29 three-pointers and a
school-record nine in the last
game, struggled from long range
in the first half with Howard
chasing her on defense. But with
1:18 to play in the third, the
junior sharpshooter hurried backto-back treys to put Calloway up
50-38. In the fourth, Stubblefield converted a three-point play and hit
two free throws in a 20 second
span to put Calloway up 66-46
with 4:06 to play.
Marshall rallied to pull within
69-61 with 1:40 left, but Calloway drilled 8-for-8 free throws in
the final ;32 to preserve- the
victory.
Amy Moore led Marshall with
30 and Calloway's Farrah Beach
dished out 14 assists before fouling out with 1:20 to play in the
game. Howard, Marshall's point
guard, fouled out 15 seconds
later.
• Tuesday's victory brought back
a few memories of Calloway's
1991 upset of the Lady Marshals
in the Fourth District
Tournament.
"This is great for the kids,
because a lot of these kids
weren't around then," O'Rourke

explaii. •d. "And that district win
put us in the regional."
Calloway is now tied with
Marshall for first place with 2-1
marks. Each must still play Murray High (0-2) before the Fourth
District Tournament tips off at
Calloway County.
O'Rourke said stopping Howard, the leading candidate for
First Region player of the year,
was key.
"The last time we played them ,
in a full-court man (defense) and
she ran by us," O'Rourke said.
"Tonight we used a 2-3 zone. We
got confused at times, but the
idea was to clog the middle."
Marshall shot 26-of-69 on the
evening.
Calloway's work on the glass
was perhaps the biggest difference. Led by Wisehart and Hemdon, tach with eight, Calloway
scored numerous putbacks and
limited Marshall to one shot.
"We felt we had an advantage
in size, but they had an advantage
in speed," O'Rourke said. "That's
why we used Kylie (Johnson),
because she's quick. She allowed
us to keep Stubblefield and Molly
fresh, and keep pressure on tbeir
inside game."
Calloway's next action will be
Friday at Fulton City, as part of a
girls/boys doubleheader.

FROM PAGE 10A
LAKERS 66 Marshall 59
loway up by eight. Tyler BohanIIARSKA.L
is a 46 — 66
non hit one free throw to make it
CALLOWAY
16 19 43 — 66
MARSHALL (SO
54-4.0 with 4:51 to play._
sirm, 30 _ar
20 Myers 11 Moroi 6 Cornerance
2 TOTALS FDA 2458 Three-pont 419 PTA
Jeremy Story, who scored all
'9 Rstiouncla 10 Record '2-9
14 of Marshall's fourth-quarter
CALLOWAY (416)
Coiner 25 Horrakickle 15 Grapy 10 (kMann0. 9
points, and Dan Langhi each
Antaxison 7 14ernOo. 4.40(6461 TOTALS FDA
21-4' 7.'66-ppm 6-16 :Cleaver 3 Horraucka 2
scored 20 to lead the Marshals.
G5rens FT A 18 27 Tiebounds 26 (Bonannon 9
Record 14 4
Story answered Cleaver's run
with a 6-0 run of his own to pull
'Marshall back to within 54-51
'Marshall missed its first six
with 2:19 to play.
s-hots of the fourth quarter while
Calloway put the game 'away Cleaver was making his run.
with 1:17 left when Cleaver conHombuckle finished with 15
verted a 3-point played to.make it points and David—Greene added
59-53. Thirteen seconds later, 10. Bohannon finished with nine
Thomas Hornbuckle converted a points and nine rebounds.
3-point play of his own.
After Calloway jumped out to -Hombuckle was whistled for a an 8-2 lead, no team enjoyed
technical for shoving Marshall's more than a-four-point lead in the
Todd Clevidence. Laker assistant first half. Langhi scored three
coach Mike Dill was then given a points at the end of the first half
technical for arguing the call.' to knot the score at 29-29.
Story hit all four ftee throws to
Calloway, which shot
pull Marshall within 62-57, but 11 -.for-19 in the second half,
-the visitors couldn't convert on —..tatilerling-44-er-8. •from • 3-point-,
• their next duce possessions.
stayed close in the third quarter.
"I keep thinking of ways_ that
Marshall led 41-37 late in the
things can get away from us,
third when Hornbuckle drilled
Greene said of the iechnicals. back-to-back 3-pointers to give
"I'm totally amazed. I thought we
Calloway a 43-41 lead before
were in good shape. and then we
Marshall grabbed a two-point
get the technichls.
edge going into the fourth.
"But I want it noted that the
"Thomas has played consis..beiigh technical Was not on me."
tently as anyone we've got,"
Calloway, which has hem
Greene said of the senior point
shaky at the free throw line of
guard.
late, pumped in ii-o1-9 in the final
Calloway, despite being outre2:05 to hold off Story and the
hounded 30-26, kept the MarsMarshals. 'In fact, free throws
STEVE PARKEIVLedge,'S Times photo
hals' power game in cheek, and
cost the Lakers in an Overtime
Calloway's Brad Cleaver moves against Marshall County's Robert Santhe Laker defense limited the
loss
to
Murray.
ders in Tuesday night's game.
Marshals to 24-of-59 shooting. •
"We put in a lot, of work on
them," Greene said of the Lakers,
who hit 18-of-27: for the game.
"We changed some things with
some of their shots...We can't do
better performances- of the year any Worse."
FROM PAGE 10A
thus • far,• netting 21 points .and
grabbing
seven rebounds as Mur'in
out of reach
the- third frame,
ray owned a _28-22 edge on the
outscoring Reidland 23-11 to take
boards, while. West contributed
a commanding 62-43 lead. Foster
scored 12 points in the period, 1_1 'points had six of the Tigers'
17 assists.
including breakaway slant dunk
For Reidland, David Wall
on successive plays, to put Reidtossed in 22 points while
land's upset hopes away. The
Aldridge wound, up with 21,
Tigers led by as many as 24
including five threes.
points in the fourth stanza before
"Have A Ball in College"
•Murray took a 66-51 win in settling for the 19-point win. ,
the junior varsity-contest.as John
•Bobbie Weatherly,,Owner•
Foster: coptintred his Of 1Cnsive
David Poyner had 19 points,
tear of late, netting 35 points
, Murray, KY
Albert Byrd added 18 and KenThursday night.
'-1-502-759-4578
Cheancy turned in one of his
ney Hammonds contributed eight..
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'Your more than one company agency."
David King

NBA GLANCE
All Tinos CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Dwirrion
L
35
Orlando
V) 14
Nevi York
16 26,.
Boston
17 29
New Jersey
14 28
Man
12 31
Philadelphia
11 29
Washington
Central Division
27 16
Charlotte
26 16
Cleveland
24 17
Indiana
22 21
Chicago
19 24
Atlanta
17 26
Milwaukee
14 26
Detroit
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L
33 10
Utah
26 14
San Antonio
26 IS
Houston
19 23
Denver
16 25
Dales
10 32
lAnnesola

Pct.
814
667
3/1
370
333
279
275

GO
—
65
18'5
19%
205
23
224

628
'4
619
585 2
512 5
442 8
395 10
350 11A
Pripa GO
76.650 Si
634 6
452 134
390 16
236 22'5

753-8355

FF

Pacific Division
34 9 791
29 11 725 3'4
26 14 650 64
24 14 571
95
22 19 537 11
12 28 300 20',5
7 37 159 274
Tuesday's Gems.
New York 90. Golden State 87
Charlotte 97, Washington 8/
Milwaukee 107. Dallas 105
Houston 86. Denver 74
CNaigo 119.Srs 1J.5
San Antonio 97,
ramenb 96
Wed
ay's Games
Chinon, at
6 30 p m
lalwaukes at New Jersey, 630 pm
Washington at PNIadelptua. 630 pm
Detron at Many, 630 pm.
Golden State at Atlanta. 630 pm
Cleveland at Indiana, 630 pm
Dallas at Minnesota, 7 p m
Dower at Utah. 8 p m
A Laken at Phoenix. 8 p
San Antonio at Portland, 9 pm
Thursday's Gamma
Cleveland at Detroit, 630 pm
Seattle at Orlando. 7 pm.
Utah at Houston, 7 30 pm
Chicago at Saaamento, 930 pm

Phoenix
Seattle
LA Laker",
Sacramento
Portland
Golden State
LA Clppers

— Children

50010 OF

"Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

from
2ollege
young
a thin

a

State Farm
Insurance Companies
Elome.-011Ices: Bloomington, IlliioiV

Jane Rogers
753-9627
395 N. 12th St., Murray
(Next to Century 21)

1994 Apparel
-Warm-Ups
-Nylon Separates

-Fleece
-T-Shirts

DENNISON41UNT

That's State Farm
insurance."

tinning
Ling to
ensive/
Ilalock
:ollege
testern

C and
array's
Booth
partial
e not
t.

901 Sycamore

1203
Chestnut
Street

SPORTING GOODS

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Monday Through Saturday 9 til 6

Like a •ood nei•hbor, State Farm is there.°
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Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
7-9
Sun.
11-6:30

!C;L

It's The Total On Th Tape That Counts!!!
Fresh

Williams
4;IF.SAUSAGE
16 Oz. Roll

FRYER
BREAST
Value Pack
(3 to 5 lb. Avg. Wt.)

Williams 8.5 oz.

Lb.

2 for $3.00
Is Oz. $1.19
lb. $1.99

Sausage S Biscuit
Mr. Good Deal

Bologna
Boneless U.S.D.A. Choice

Sirloin Tip Roast

Boneless-Skinless Fryer

Florida Red

$2.49
lb. $2.49

Breast Fillets

Grapefruit

lb.

Boneless U.S.D.A. Choice

Sirloin Tip Steak

SM lat
PICNICS

Red Delicious

Apples

U.S.
No. I
Red

Sliced Slab

ACON

C.

POTATOES

Any Size Package

$19

Lb.
Jim Adams(tDonus 3/3.21)

4 Lb.
Bag
5 lb. $1.99
3 Lb. Bag $1.79

10 Lb.
Bag

-

Wieners

is oz. $1.19

Field (Bonus 3/3.21)

Wieners

$1.19
is oz. $1.49

1/4 Country Ham

12 oz.

Field Fresh (Bonus 3/4.02)

Ham Sausage

California Fresh Bunch

Clifty Farm Packed As Mixed Slices
Pillsbury Hungry Jack

Biscuits

$1.79
c
lo Ct. Can 69

Green Onions

lb.

Green

Peppers

3 for $1.00
3 for $1.00
Pillsbu

Cut
Green Bean'

Sweet Peas
Chocolate Chip
COOKIES

Grade

A Dos.

LARGE EGGS

29t
1GA Gallon

'go

Liquid
Bleach
inc0

PEANUT BUTTER

$169
ICA 12 oz. Can

$

-

CRACKERS

sac 399C
Lb. Box All Varieties

18 Oz. Jar

Canned
Drinks

, Pillsbury Asstd. Varieties
VEGETABLE
SALE
Cream or W.K. Yellow Corn,
COOKIE DOUGH
Cut Green Beans, Green Peas

'
11 •
Zesta Saltine

!if Smooth or Crunchy Style

WA

reen Giant

For

Dr. Pepper,
Diet Dr. Pepper

99°

2 Liter

Green Giant
4.5 oz. Jar

Mushrooms

WENS

BUTTERMI
1/2 Gallon Crt.

Effective Dates:
Feb. 14

•

SOFT DRINKS

vo44_
PEPSI PRODUCTS

2 Liter Bottle

12 Pk. 12 Oz. Cans

00'139A

'
SO-D A P

$3
49
or

HOMETOWNPR

I

99'

ing0./
Prairie Farms

20 oz. Roll

14-15 oz. Can

99
Pillsbury All Ready
15 oz.

Pie Crust
4.0

Veg. Corn or Canola

WESSON OIL
411-0z. Bottle

S. 99
Dry

6:Kakis Farms Frozen°

-YOGURTAll Flavors 1/2 Gal. Crt.

99
Sugar Free
Not Included
We reserve the right to
limit quentMeS and correct
minting errors.
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Ms. Edna Earl Wilson, 86, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., died Tuesday. Jan.
31, 1995, at 6:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She taught in the Henry County School System from 1933 to 1976.
A graduate of Puryear High School, she received her degree at Murray
State Teachers College. She was a member of Puryear Baptist Church.
Born Dec. 31. 1908, in Henry County. Tenn., she was the daughter
of the late W.H.(Bunn) Wilson and Katie Venable Wilson. Also preceding her in death were four sisters, Doris Marie (Tootsie) Paschall,
KiuyRebecca and Vera Wilson; three brothers, Wayne. Noble and
Barnard Wilson.
Survivors include two sisters, Mrs. Lela Atkins, Puryear, and Mrs.
Marjorie McCree, Paris, Tenn.; three brothers, Carl Wilson and Bunn
Wilson, Clarksville, Tenn., and Dub Wilson, Paducah.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. H.D. Hudson and the Rev.
•
Mickey Basham will officiate.
_
Pallbearers will be Kenny; Dan, Ray, Rex and Jim Paschall and
Johnny Wilson. Burial will follow in Hazel Cemetery,
Friends may call at the funeral._home.

Mrs. Allene Metta Claxton
Services for Mrs. Allene Metta Claxton will be today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Holman Funeral Home, Hartville, Mo. The Rev. James
Kinder will officiate. Music will be by Kip Hamra, Cecil Duggins and
Donna Duggins, vocalists, and Rex Todd. pianist.
Pallbearers will be William Brake, Johnny Duggins, Ed Litton,
Gary Duggins, Skiip Hamra and Alva Wray. Burial will follow in
Pleasant Hill Cemetery there.
Mrs. Claxton, former post master at Hamlin and owner of Claxton
Trailview Grocery and Station, died Sunday, Jan. 29, 1995. at 5:30
p.m. at Hartville Care Center, Hanville, Mo.
Survivors include her husband, E.F. (Jake) Claxton; two daughters.
Mrs. Marjorie Litton and husband, Ed, Stuart, Fla., and A. Jeane Hamra, Murray; five grandchildren, Skip Hamra, Hamlin,!Leslie Hudson,
Brentwood, Tenn., Elizabeth Jones; Culpepper, Va., Jo Rene Bargiacchi, Memphis, Tenn., and Billy Jake Claxton, California; five greatgrandchildren, Matthew, Tyler and Nichollas Hudson Claxton, Cara
Bargiacchi and Spencer Jones; one sister, Mrs. Fannie Louise Wray,
and a sister-in-law, Mrs. Dora Duggins, Springfield, Mo.; one brother,
Cecil Duggins and wife, Donna, Pottersville, Mo.; several nieces and
nephews.

Exotic pet startles
Salvation Army worker
to send Kinkade leagrig for the
MORGANFIELD, Ky.(AP) —
nearest counter.
The hide-a-bed sofa that Jeff
She grabbed a telephone, then
Ricketts and Doug Hooper
-just sat there waiting for the
donated to the Salyation- Army
police to come."
was hiding more than a bed, but
Morganfield police Capt.
it was about three weeks before
Elmer Fowler and another officer
they learned the truth.'
responded to the call. They
Somewhere within the folds of
herded the reptile into a sack and
the sofa was the exotic pet lizard
carried
it to the community's
the roommates had been searchonly pct shop.
ing for since it escaped from an
"As soon as I saw him, I knew
aquarium in their house.
%..itose it was," said Rena. Fau"We 'looked everywhere for
quher, an assistant at the Perfect
him," Ricketts said. "We even
Pets shop.
broke the couch apart and searchThe $80 tropical lizard had
ed it, but we didn't sec him, so
been specially ordered and
we went ahead gave the couch
shipped from Florida to the Moraway."
ganfield store last month.
When Salvation Army superviWhen Ricketts discovered the
sor Pam ,Kinkade opened the
animal had dislodged the lid of
store Monday, she spotted what
its 55 gallon-tank and escaped.
looked like a rubber toy resting
He returned to Perfect Pets and
against a window pane.
specially ordered a second lizard.
The Nile monitor lizard, still a
The two pet.; — Zeus and Goliath
baby at two feet in length, was
malnourished and lethargic: But a
— now cohabitate in the house
subtle tail movement was enough' 'shared by Ricketts and Hooper.

Memory Not As Good
As It Used To Be?
Do you or someone you know forget:
, -•

(.k4'" ,

•What day of the week it is?
• What year it is?
Name of family members or friends?
▪ How to get to familiar places?
•Their phone number?
•That they asked the same question
a few minutes ago? _I Where they have put items which
are important

If the answer to 3 or more of these is yes, our research study may be of
help.
Four Rivers Clinical Research is studying an investigational medicine
that might be helpful. The medication and the medical care are free,and
includes a complete diagnostic evaluation.
If you are at least 50 years old,in generallYrgood health,and have any of
a wide range of memory loss Symptoms, from mild forgetfulness to
moderately severe memory impairment, you may be eligible to
participate. This research requires the participation of a friend or loved
one.

The funeral for Mrs. Rosie Colson will be today at 1 p.m. an the
chapel of yilbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. C.C.
Brasher will officiate. Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory
Gardens.
Mrs. Colson, 98, Benton, died Monday. Jan. 30, 1995. at Calvert
City Convalescent Center, Calven City.
Survivors include three daughters; Mrs. Ovilee Moore and Mrs.
Novile,e Pogue, Benton, and Mrs. Hazel Cox, Calvert City; one sister,
Mrs. Donie Futrell, Murray:- four half sisters, Mrs. Ora Ice Walker,
Calvert City, Ms. Mamie Underhill, Murray, Mrs. Cosic Snyder,
Cadiz, and Mrs. Pearl Ellis, Louisville; two brothers, Lloyd Underhill
and Mosco Underhill, Murray; nine grandchildren; 17 greatgrandchildren; eight great-great-grandchildren.
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Every Thursday Evening
from 4:00-8:00
Enjoy a unique dining experience every
Thursday night by lamplight while
savoring one of our choice ribeye
steaks, primcjjp or grilled chicken made to order,cooked just the way you
like it.
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Funeral rites for Billy Wyatt Burnett will be Thursday at II a.m. in
the chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Sammy Cunningham and the Rev. Bob Wiley will officiate. Burial
will follow in Pleasant Grove Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mr. Burnett, 52, Bcnton, died Saturday,Jan. 28, 1995, at 12:30 p.m.
at West Fork Sand and Gravel Company where he was a co-owner.
He was a member of Oak Level United Methodist Church and
attended New Bethel Missionary Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Susan Taylor Burnett: one daughter, Ellen Dee Burkeen, Benton: his parents, Other and Brnicc Wyatt
Burnett, Benton; one sister, Mrs. Patsy Watts, North Vernon, Ind.:
several aunts and uncles.

Kim Dunlap of Greenville, a companies are looking for students
senior at Murray State University,is with a background of direct marketone of 35 students nationwide who ing.
has been selected to attend the
"It's a great honor to have been
Direct Marketing Collegiate Insti- chosen," she said, "Experience in
tute in Chicago‘Feb. 26 through
direct marketing will be a wonderl ul
Match 2.
asset.in addition to the experience I
The conference is sponsored by •will gain, my resume will he kept on
the Chicago Association of Direct file and sent to direct marketing
Marketing Education Foundation companies."
and directed by the Direct Marketing Education Foundation of New
Dunlap has taken many leader-York. Headquartered at the Westin ship roles at Murray State including
Hotel, seminars will be conducted Ads Club vice president and reporby experts teaching direct market- ter, Student Government Associaing needs including mailing.catego- tion representative for the College
ries of print,telephone and data base of Fine -Arts and Communication.
marketing. Direct marketing appli- Student Alumni Association social
cations will also be taught, includ- events chair, historian • 'and vice
ing packaging goods and business president of publicity, Student Amto business, in addition to career bassadors president and vaL e presinformation being supplied
ident of publicity, Murray State
Dunlap, an advertising major at News sales representative, ProducMSU, is the thira Murray State tion maitagetnent and ads managestudent in the last two years to he ment, and Omicron Delta Kappa
selected to attend the annual insti- honor society.
Last year she began her own
tute. She was selected by the
journalism department to apply I l- student-run advertising agency at
ike conference. Her application was Murray State called "Graphic Com approved by the Direct Marketing munications." She has worked tw
Collegiate Institute. Dunlap said internships in Louisville,• one as a
the experience Will open job oppor- copy editor and the other in thc
tunities upon her graduation front media department of the Kentuek'.
Murray State in May. because many State Fair.

....333.543 MOWN

2 211 234 lbs
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Billy Wyatt Burnett

Dunlap to attend conference
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Floods hit Netherlands
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands
IAN — Whole towns in lowlying eastern Netherlands were
emptied of people today, for fear
.4/rising river waters would break
through soaked dikes in the worst
!hitch flooding in 40 years.
No animals or other signs of
Itte were visible on farming areas
built on reclaimed land below sea
level in the country's east, as tens
ot thousands of residents fled
with livestock on any vehicle
they could find.
About 85,000 people have fled
their homes since Monday in
eastern farming areas. Without
the dikes, some towns would be
under 16 feet of water.
"The dikes are soaked. and
sseak," said Wijnand van
liuuren. a spokesman for the crisis center in the eastern town of
-11e1, at the junction of the
M,LIS and Waal rivers.
Another 100,(MO people in the
Fieler-en-Culemborgerwaard area
around Tiel were ordered tiNie
out by Thursday.
It is the worst flooding in the
Netherlands since 1953, when
North Sea dikes burst in the
southern province of Zeeland,
killing 1.8(X) people.
Thousands of acres or eastern
farmland were under water Tuesday, after the Waal- and Maas
Rivers overflowed their banks.
Flooding triggered by the early
melting of Alpine snows combined with heavy rains has been
draining into the Netherlands.
Most Of the Netherlands lies
Wow sea level, guarded by river
and sea dikes. Reclaimed land
below sea level is kept dry by a
network of dikes., massive earthen
humps that extend hundreds of
niiles through and around the
Netherlands.
"At this level the water is
pressing against the dike," said
Van Buuren. But he added that
"The water is clear. That's a
good sign._ There's no sand yet."
Dike seepage isn't necessarily
dangerous, until muddy outflow
shows that dike foundations are
being:eaten away.
Dozens of farming hamlets
along the Maas and Waal were
deserted Tuesday after residents
were funneled into evacuation
shelters on higher ground. The
Dutch turned public buildings,
auditoriums and even an antique
auto museum into impromptu
shelters.
Some farmers shipped livestock early to market, since they
wouldn't be able to graze the animals on flooded fields. But niany
wouldn't tear ihemselves away
from their land and livelihoods.
"I have 6,000 chickens," one
farmer screamed over the telephone to a crisis center in the
Waal _ River town of BenedenLeeuv.en. "I am staying put. You
don't get mc out."
Before heading for a flood
shelter, ER Bisschop went
through the time-honored tradition of Dutch homeowners in
flood-prone districts. •
"I took. everything of emotional value upstairs, but if I could
replace it I left it downstairs,7'
she Said.
As the floodwaters rose, the
gan•ernment was stung by criticISM .that it hadn't done enough to
•ateguard the dikes.
"This is not the time to blame
each other,'' Prime Minister Wim
Kok told Parliament on Tuesday.
"The Netherlands has a long history and a big reputation when it
-eomes to protecting itself from
the sea."
But he added: "Now the dangers of the rivers appear to be
bigger than anyone could have
imagined. We'll have to show
what - we're worth."
The economic impact from the
flooding was expected to be
major, but short-lived. Barge

traffic was stopped to protect
dikes along the Waal, which connects Rotterdam, the world's
largest port, with Germany via
the Rhine.
Despite the large -area flooded,
there was only one fatality
reported in the Netherlands, a
Dutch woman in the Waal River
village of Winssen on Tuesday.
Fifteen people were dead and
five missing in France, at least
four dead in Germany. five dead
and one missing in Belgium, one
dead in Luxembourg, and one
dead in Austria, according to law
enfoicement and got ernment•

THIS IS A NEWSPAPER AD
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NEWSPAPER
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officials.
Floodwaters were receding in
western Germany after the Rhine
crested in Cologne. on Monday
night at 35.3 feet, tying the
•record set in 1926 -for -the highest
level this century.
Most of downtown Cologne,
the most heavily inundated German city, was under about 6 feet
of water, with many neighborhoods passable only by boat.
Other German river cities, including Bonn, Frankfurt, Koblenz and
Trier, also were partially flooded.
The flood danger also waned in
Belgium and France.
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3 YEARS SAME AS CASH AT WOODCRAFTERS
muumuu
England Reclining Sofa
Matching Loveseat
Available

Plush Back Sectional
With 2 End Recliners

Solid Golden Oak
5 Piece Bedroom Suite
H.B. • F B. • Dresser • Wing Mirror • Chest

DON'T WAIT...
PAY NO INTEREST
'TIL '98!

Extra Plush Back
Sofa • Loveseat • Chair
3 Piece Living Room Group

4" Posts

Cannonball Bedroom
Warm Walnut Finish
H.B., F.B., Dresser, Mirror, Chest

Your Choice!
American Drew
i Table and 6 Chairs

Entertainment Center
5 Piece 18th Century Master Bedroom

Solid Oak and Oak Plywood
No Particle Board!

H.B., F.B., Dresser, Mirror, Chest
Rich Cherry Finish

4 Piece Bookcase
Waterbed Suite
Solid Pine With Honey Oak Finish

_
We can provide information and coverage for your

FARM

Stylish Sectional
With End Recliner
and Full-Size Sleeper
Entertainment Center

-Complete Waterbed
-Dresser
-Mirror
-Chest

INSURANCE
Ask about Shelters
LIFE, CAR, HOME,
BUSINESS
coverages too

i
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Massive Maple Halltree
With
Umbrella
Stand

Harold "Jock" Romaine
Licensed In KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
101 S. 12th St • Manly

A

Solid Oak and Oak Plywood
No Particle Board!

All Lines
Simmons Beauty Rest
and
Sealy Posturepedic

'With Approved Credit $599 Minimum Purchase.
Monthly Payments Based On 36 Mo. Int. Free

Gun
Cabinet

Oaks

With
Pistol
Case

^

Well always be there for you.
Sheaf" Insubree Cos

Home Cake Columbia MO
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Section B
Rutgers
president
retracts
statements
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — The
president of Rutgers University
says, he dicluRot mean it when he .
told a group of faculty members
that some disadvantaged students
do not have "the genetic hereditary background" to score well on
standardized tests.
The Star-Ledger of Newark
reported today that Francis
Lawrence made the comment
during a Nov. 11 talk to about 30
faculty members at the state university's Camden campus.
"The article interpreted me as
meaning that genetic and hereditary factors somehow determine a
person's ability and achievement.
That idea is precisely opposed to
my beliefs," Lawrence said in a
statement issued by his office
today. A tape recording made by
faculty union members of
Lawrence's Nov. 11 remarks was
obtained by the newspaper.
Describing his views on the use
of tests like the Scholastic
Assessment Test to measure student performance, Lawrence said:
"Let's look at the SATs. The
average SAT for African Americans is 750. Do we -set
standards in the future so that we
don't admit anybody with the
national test? Or do we deal with
a disadvantaged population that
doesn't have that genetic hereditary background to have a higher
average?"
In , his statement today,
Lawrence said he did not iTiean to
say that genetic and hereditary
factors determine ability and
achievement. He said he believes
that view "is dead wrong."
"What I intended to say was
that standardized tests should not
be used to exclude disadvantaged
students on the trumped-up
grounds that such tests measure
inherent ability, because I believe
that they do not," Lawrence said.
In an interview with The StarLedger, Lawrence pointed out
that he has long criticized
reliance on the SAT test to measure students' . abilities, and said
he does not believe any person or
group should be "pigeonholed"
because of performance on the
SAT.
"In no way do I believe that
African-Americans are incapable
of doing well on SAT tests,"
Lawrence told the atwspaper.
"In no way did I mean to hurt
anybody because I believe just
the oilier way."
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Diphtheria outbreak
sweeps through Russia
VLADIVOSTOK, Russia (AP)
— A diphtheria outbreak sweeping through Russia's Far East has
killed or infected record numbers
of people, the ITAR-Tass news
agency reported today.
At least 2,300 people contracted the disease in 1994, and
49 people died of it, according to
the regional epidemiological service in the Primorsky region.
Local authorities declared a
state of emergency in November,
which they said helped with
deliveries of the diphtheria
vaccine.
But officials say the disease is
continuing to infect people, and
blame the spread on distrust of
doctors and Russian vaccines,
along with worsening sanitation.
Doctors say it could take at
least two years to wipe out the
disease from the region.
Diphtheria is a contagious
infection of the upper respiratory
system or the skin, which in
severe cases can result in heart
damage or death. Diphtheria
epidemics have swept Russia in
the past two years.
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Last survivor of'25 serum run remembers role
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By T.& BABGER
Associatftd Press Writer
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GALENA. Alaska (AP) — It's
been 70 years since Edgar Nollner and his fellow dog drivers
captured the world's attention by
relaying a lile-saving package of
diphtheria serum 674 miles over
some of Alaska's least forgiving
terrain.
The relay, which took place
over five days during a memorably brutal winter, helped beat back

at someone
.t dead the
ad a chance
ines say it

an epidemic threateninv Nome
and later inspired the annual Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race.
Nollner is now 90 and the ione
survivor among the 20 drivers
taking part in the dramatic relay,
which ended in early February
1925.
He has forgotten many of the
details, but he remembers the
most evocative things — it was
56 degrees below zero, it was
dark, and it took him and his dog
team three hours to advance the

1 at Your Local Sears in Murray, KY

calling wild geese, and the nights
he wore out his partners on dance
floors up and down the river.
"I don't think about it much
— just when people call me
about it," he said, puzzled that
anybody would still care.
The race to Nome started after
several cases of diphtheria, once
a common- killer of young children, were discovered in the former gold-rush town of 1,4(10.
Because there wasn't enough
scrum in Nome, a call went out

serum 24 miles along the frozen
Yukon River.
"1 just wanted to help, that's
all," Nollner said at his modest
house in Galena, 330 roadless
miles northwest of Anchorage.
A man given to silence, Nollner has stashed away a wealth of
memories over his nine decades.
The serum run seems to rank well
down on the list.
In fact, he would much rather
talk about working as a Yukon
River tugboat pilot, his skill at

for more and a month-long queramine was imposed to slow the
spread of the contagious bacteria.
A sufficient supply of serum
was found at an Anchorage hospital and quickly put on a train
north. The initial idea was to fly
it from Fairbanks to Nome, but
that option was deemed too risky
For both pilot and cargo because
of the extreme cold.
Officials settled on ferrying it
by dog sled on the well-traveled
mail route that originated in
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The 20 mushcrs involved in the
original run never held a reunion
though the men from the Yukon
knew each other before and kept
up the ties afterward.
And now, it's only Nollner.
"Nineteen of them are gone."
he said. "I never thought I'd he
the last one."

3/4-HP disposer
Stainless steel grinding elements.
sound insulated for quiet operation 5-year limited warranty.*
'54* store tor warranty details

CRAFTSMAN'

CRAFTSMAN
.

Nenana, a railroad slop south of
Fairbanks. Word went out to Si
lages along the trail to Lhilose the
best mushers.
On Jan. 28, the day alter A dl
Bill Shannon mushed out iii
_Nenana with the serum, the wirs
Nollner — well-known on the
Yukon as a champion rai.er
harnessed his seven huskies and
tied them to the front of a hititik.
made birch sled.
Wearing a ,squirrel-skin parka
and -reindeer mukluks, he headed
upriver and waited osernight in a
cabin at the mouth 01
Creek. The frigid %Tattle(
surpassed- - anything he - had • ever
mushed in, Nollner said had the
situation not been so dire, ilk'
would have stayed home.
The plan was to mush the 42
miles downriver to Bishop Moun
tam for the handoll to ChalkEvans, Nollner's brother-ill law
But since Nollner's
brother George wanted to
they agreed to change ,ir-1..:•; ,
Galena.
"I couldn't see the
because Of the ice fog.- Notlii!
said of his Short trip with the Ncr
um. "I just -let them g'it and thev .
followed the trail. In Galena, I
jumped off the sled and Georgc
jumped on and headed for Bishop
Mountain."
At Shaktoolik, during a fierce
blizzard, famed musher Leonhard
Seppala of Nome took the package and guided his team onto the
frozen Norton Sound, a dangerous route but the most direct.
Seppala .and his dogs'. fought
through the gale-force winds and
blinding snow during their
9I-mile trek, the single longest
leg of the journey.
Gunnar Kaasen carried the serum the final 53 miles to his
stricken hometown, arriving early on Feb. 2. The relay had taken
. 127A hours, nearly tv.IC,e as last
as the most optimistic estimate.
despite the harsh condition.
The serum, frozen solid on the
trail, was thawed and. residents
were being inoculated within
hours. Five- people_ died from
diphtheria and many other had
been infected.
Seppala went to his grase hitter that his key role was largel
overlooked,, since most of the
race's glory went to. Kaasen. The
serum's maker gave Kaasett
$1.000 and he later made movies
and touted the nation with his
dogs. A statue of his lead dog.
Balm, still stands in New York
City's Central Park. •
For Nollner and the )thers.
fame was fleeting. He rej:ersed
$35 from the government and
then.resumed his everyday- life on
the Yukon. where he fathered 20
children with two ruses.
He later received a medal !WM
the serum maker, hut lost i t
somewhere over the years A
small cardboard box stored under
his coffee table holds. citation._
plaques, prized photos and 3 eojri.
of a 1985 letter from President
Reagan marking the run's 601.11
anniversary:
Nollner hasn't mushed dogs in
30 years, but he still dances
"slow dances now," he said
Every other year. the Iditarod
comes through town, and he gets
out to see the racers. He turned down the chance to
re-enact the run on its 5iith
anniversary and didn't take part
in a commemorative relay this
year, but two of his son. signed
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'Skin Head's' eatery among nation's best
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
"Skin Head" Skaggs says don't
look for golden arches spanning
his restaurant.
•'You won't even see a halo
oser my old bald head," added
Skaggs, boss of the "Breakfast
House of the South," a downhome diner Newsweek magazine
dubbed one of America's "Great
Oreasy , Splitons.•'
Skaggs' belt-bursting breakraqs landed the Breakfast House
in • Roadfood,' a compendium of
menca's surviving hometown,
II the-beaten-path eateries. "We
v.ere real pleased about that.- -cnrcr Skaggs, 70, a stocky- man
v.iLri eyes the color of mahogany,
i neatly trimmed gray beard and
a waxed moustache that loops on
end.
But Skaggs noggin is the
.ource of his monicker. Bald on
top and close-cut on the sides,
:kaggs' egg-smooth head sugeests a Kojak country cousin.
•'!ust about everybody • calls
rue Skin Head," said Skaggs,
Aho.e first name is Jim. But his
IS just "Skin Head's" to
oils of loyal customers . in
• .!,tucah, the McCracken County
Diners range from governors
• .garage mechanics and major.. ague baseball skippers to
:11.11wrights.
"Julian Carroll (a McCracken
unty native) ate in here even
berore he was governor," Skaggs
said. "We've also had Joe Torre
,manager of the St. Louis Cardinals). that TV weatherman Willard Scott and Lily Tomlin in
here."
Before the Egg. McMuffin
lx)ch, Kentucky towns abounded
with blue-plate diners like Skin
Head's. When the golden arches
went up, many closed down.
Most of Skin Heads customers
have kept the faith, gobbling
hacon„eggs, country ham, grits,
hash browns, biscuits and, saw-1111 gravy from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
mond:0:s through Saturdays. The

KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berry Craig
bill of fare includes lunch. "But
most people come' here for the
breakfast, even if it's close to 2
o'clock," Skaggs said.
Jane and Michael Stern sought
out Skin Head's for breakfast a
few years back. They raved about
their repast in their book,
"Roadfood."
Skaggs' cafe "stands as a beacon. for all trave -r.- from the
iheY
. 'It -indkates,
that _one is finally entering the
South. a land ‘of brothers v.ho
like to eat tasty and- hearty."
In case customers missed - the
book, dog-eared, cigarette scorched, plastic-covered menus
are printed with excerpts from
'Roadfood,' a Newsweek,
review of the book and a Jane
and Michael Stern column' from
the Orlando Sentinel that said
their second surprise visit to Skin
Head's was as palate-pleasing as
their first.
"I didn't care that Newsweek
said we were a greasy spoon,"

Skaggs said, chuckling. •'It was
great publicity."
Anyway, forget tall columns, a
shady veranda and the sweet
scent of magnolia blossonis at
what Skaggs insists is the South's
Breakfast House. Tara it's not.
Open since 1972, Skaggs' cafe
is a little white-painted concrete
block hut with a metal awning
slanting._ off the. east side. Skin
Head's has- like what- it-i-s,-an
old drive-in that's had a face lift.
But regulars knows what's
under the plastic sign out front.
First-timers just 'follow their
noses. A whirring kitchen exhaust
fan blows the warm smell of
fresh coffee, hot biscuits and
fried country ham onto the parking lot.
Inside, the faithful congregate
at less than Chippendale-grade
booths, tables and counter stools.
On one wall hangs an oil painting
of Skin Head, a gift from a satisfied customer.
"I'm a big UK fan and a big

Paducah Tilghman High School
Ian.' Skaggs said. "Tilghman's
colors are blue and white, t(x), so
I thought about calling this place
the Big Blue Cafe."
Skaggs didn't make up his
mind until two men from a local
radio station dropped by to sell
him some commercial time. "We
sat around for hours drinking coffee and trying to figure out a
name. Finally. I just said, 'Ass.
hell, let's just call it. Skin
Head's.'"
Skaggs added the •'Breakfast
House ot the South'ostscript,
figuring it would give his diner
some(-Easy—Rut -my mother-inlaw wouldn't come in here for
eight-months because I named--itSkin Head's," the boss said with
a laugh.
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Man pleads guilty
to robbing bank

Pizza, Spaghetti, Burgers and More
Maximum - 2 kids. per adult.
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ill-LE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
A man who said he couldn't get a
loan or raise money for his wife's
calieer -treatments pleaded guilty
to robbing a bank.
Larry Eugene Archer, 22, was
accused of demanding $10,000
from a MidSouth bank teller in
Jonesboro two days before
Thanksgiving.
Although he was carrying no
weapon, he told the teller he had
an, explosive device. He took
54,150 and was arrested within a'
- -'-balf-hour after crashing his
wife's car during a high-speed
(-base with police.
- At the time of his arrest,
.Archer told police he needed
money - for his wife's medical
bills. He said several banks had
rejected loan requests because he
was fired from his SEE-an-hour job
it a lamp factory. Archer said he
was fired because he was spending too much time caring for his
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Archer faces a maximum penalty of 20 years in prison, a
S250,000 fine and three years of
probation.
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607 P,..piar, Room 208. Murray, KY 42071
P•iy-inms the development of youth into productive
se/ nimrting and contributing members01 Society People
Apr vPd :e" 137
CALLOWAY COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY
105 T Sycamore E +tended, Murray, KY 42071 759 4141'
Provides care for homeless animals, pet therapy at
nursing homes and teaches animal cars Strives to
nt rea<P awareness about cruelty to animals and pet
pootriavon People-verred-6.390
-'raw re rerir semith
KENTUCKIANA GIRL SCOUTS
Kay'McColium, Service Center Director - 4434704
lit Jefferson St Paducah. KY 42001
Lierps gets ages 5,17 develop values. self-awareness
leadership skills and.comnsundy responsibility People
sPII;I;(1 .185
(mil Si lit TN '

MEN'S, WOMEN'S & CHILDREN'S CLOTHING
DOMESTICS • HEALTH & BEAUTY • HARDWARE
TOYS 18t MUCH MORE
A i-kAt Word- ,-\bi tut k•ur

UNITED WAY MEMBER AGENCIES la" .
AMERICAN RED CROSS
Peggy Hiiiington, Eriecutive Director - 753-1421
Poplar. Room 202, Murray. KY 42971
Pro,cles issiilance w:th enter tier , y and disAster sil;rations
American Red I:miss
orcgrarrIS ,n First Aid.
and their faryslreS
•
servicemen
41.'1y and CPR assistance to
,ple served 5.063

RIIN FOR IIST SAICTIONI

MAIN STREET YOUTH CENTER
205 N 4th St. Murray. KY 42071 - 753-8336
Plovides a drug tree, wholes( me. supervised environment for teens 10
gather with their peers Acii.ri-ties designed to help youth develop
positive sell worth and quality dalues People served 250
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY PARENTS
ANONYMOUS - 753 0082
USOS sell het() n1PITMOS to assist lamilies in developing and maintaining
positive relationships People served 1.319
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
SENIOR CITIZENS
Uric Kelleher F.IPC(.111VP Director - 753 9929
607 Poplar. Suite 195, Murray, KY 42071
Provides strlirCat•Onat programs and activities including hearth recreation. legal issues and fellowship for senior citizens Coordinates local
Meals on wheels program People served 1.261
•
MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
Franoe Flay EWPC1.111V14 Director - 750 YMCA (9622)
209 N 12th. University Square, Murray KY 42071
Provides programs tor all ago groups, including senior
citizens'fitness and aquatics alter school child care. sum
mer day camps and youlti leader ship training People served
13.376
NEED LINE
'Kathie Genry. Executive Director - 753-6333
607 Poplar. Suite 104, Murray. KY 42071
Provides emergency assistance lor local people needing IF
help with pod. rent. utilities temporary shelter. medical
prescriptibns and transportation People serired 1,380
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SPOUSE ABUSE HOTLINE AND SHELTER - 759 4050
Provides a 24 hoof crisis line, crisis counseling referrals,
community education, court advocacy and shelter to victims
of domestic violence and their children People served 750

RAPE
RAPE VICTIM SERVICES
t.
ltla
ass
stuai
Carolyn Smith - 753 5777 '
e SERVICES
124 hour crisis line,
rruvides tree bervices to victim% of
support groups,self
advocacy.
and
legal
counseling services medical
defense training and consultation and a speaker's bureau People
WEST KENTUCKY MENTAL HEALTH/MENTAL RETARDATION
Joan Lovett. Program Director - 753-6622
903 Sytamore. Murray, KY 42071
Providers e wide range ol comprehensiveJAZ•tion
Mental health mentalretardation and Substance abuse services People
• irfrved 866
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ONLY AD 700 US Hwy 641 N. 'Murray
OPEN DAILY REGULAR HOURS' CASH, MAJOR CREDIT CARDS, ALL SALES FINAL
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MSU helps with transition

1994 Chevrolet Camaro
Making the adjustment from high
school to college can be difficult for
some students. In an effort to help
Murray State University freshmen
having problems with grades, university officials began the spring
semester with an academic review
session.
On Jan. 16. three_ days before
spring semester class began, Student Affairs personnel at Murrily
—State held an academic review
meeting for 216 freshmen. the day
of student conferences was planned
to address the needs seen in students
on academic review or warning
after the first semester because of
poor grades.
"At the meetings we tried to
impress upon students that their
position was something to be concerned about," said Paul Naberczny,
counselor and instructor of the MS
Counseling and Testing Center.
"We first determined what caused
their low grades, such as missing
classes, receiving an incomplete or
being in classes which were mismatched by ability discovered
through their ACT scores. Secondly, we helped students arrange
their class schedules,in order to put
them in the best possible situation
for academic achievement."
Southwest Elementary School students from the "Turquoise Team" have
The efforts included checking to
collected over 150 pounds of pet food for the Animal Shelter. They are front
make sure students were taking the
row (14), Kent Erwin and Heather Gee;2nd row (l-r), Bryan Craig, Amanda Van
right classes, encouraging students
Amerigan, T.J. Hargrove and Heath Towery, 3rd row (I-r), Marci Crittendon
to repeat classes with low or failing
grades and speaking with students
and Kelsey Sykes, Courtney Stephens and back row, Becky Robertson.
about concerns or problems which
they had during their first semester
at Murray State. In addition, students were made aware of resources
available through the MSU Learning Center and a study skills class
offered.
"Most commonly what we found
was that students' major flaw was
Tip" as a feature of the newsletter
The'turquoise Team,"four claswhich students take home to their
Southwest
at
5-7
ages
kids
of
ses
parents each Friday.
Calloway Elementary School, have
joined in an effort to help Shelter
In selecting the Humane Society
animals by participating in a year- and the Animal Shelter as the focus
long project headed by teacher,- of their project, the "Turquoise
By HETTlE WARD
.Tammy Contri.
Team" is following NARE guideStaff Writer
School
Contri is Southwest's School-to- limes which suggest that students
• Work Leader for the Nutional Al- participate in some sort of comLarry Nichols is the vice prinliance for Restructuring Education
cipal of Christian Fellowship
munity service. The NARE project
(NARE). Southwest is only one of also fulfills a KERA community
School at Briensburg.
five elementary schools in the state service component, and it repA graduate of Owensboro High
chosen to participate in the Al- resents the first time the Society has
School, Nichols graduated from
liance. NARE stresses applied
Murray State University with a
worked in close partnership with
learning for students, giving them a several classrooms over an exB.A. in communications. He also
chance to experience real-life situa- tended period. Humane Society
received his M. Div. from Southtions in the classroom which will Education Co-Director Kathy Coern Baptist Theological Semibenefit them through school and' hen, said.
nary, Louisville, and presently
throughout their lives.
"We welcome the opportunity to
working on a Master of Arts
Members of the Humane Sociework with these students and teachdegree in Christian School Admity's Education Committee visited
ers. They are learning about the
nistration from Oral Roberts Unithe ''Turquoise Team's" classrooms
On-going needs ofthe animals in our
versity, Tulsa, Okla.
twice in the the fall and plan
community, and they are taking a
Nichols has been at Christian
additional visits during the spring.
hand in helping ease the burden."
Fellowship School for the past
On these visits, the students meet
Assisting Contri with the project
six years. Prior to becoming vice
Shelter pups and kittens or other
are teachers Kathy Cleaver, Diana
principal, he taught high school
annuals, learn about handling aniJones and Becky Robertson and
Bible, Speech and English.
mals safely, caring for them propHumane Society volunteers.
His wife, the former Cindy
erly and share stories about their
own pets.
The students have already found
ways to help animals in the community. The team collected well
over 150 pounds of pet food at
Thanksgiving tine and wrote letters
of gratitude to the Animal Shelter
for the work it does in caring.for
homeless animals. Another way
students help is by occasionally
putting their extra pennies into a
Failip) Love iv'lk Sohdrcielf
small doghouse (bank) locatedin
the classroom. All these gifts will
be used to benefit the animals at the
Shelter. The teachers of the "Turquo i - Team" also include a "Pet
Saturdays is a new

Elementary'students
join shelter project

failing to attend classes, not out of
laziness, but rather our of embarrasment after missing a class or doing
poorly on a test," Naberezny said.
"In other words, many of these
studcnts did poorly becau of a
problem with low self-confidence
or low self-esteem. Hopefully, the
_conferences will beta to.resolve 1111) .
problem."
The university received positive
responses from students and parents
following the sessions. "Many
students indicated that they had
considered not returning until they
received our letter about the day of
student conferences," said Dr. Don
Robertson, assOciate vice president
of student affairs. "Parents accompanied many students to the conferences and were very impressedThy
the 29 staff and faculty members
who gave up their holiday to come'
in and help out." •
"Murray State is concerned about
the academic progress of all our
students, and the hope is that this
type of session will help freshmen
with that difficult first year or
transition from high school to college," Robertson said.
"The academic review, which
Murray State has helped these students to begin, will continue to be
monitored throughout the semester.
Later, the students on probation or
warning who voluntarily - attended
the conferences, will be compared
with those who those not to Like
advantage of the services offered:.
Ultimately, we have realizedthai
these freshmen are very tragile iii
terms of understanding the ropc,.Naberezny said. "We are trying to
teach these students to learn how to
swim, instead of just leaving thcin
alone to sink."

V-6, Automatic, AM FM Cassette Tea' Cari:e n
Miles. New Car Trade-In

1994 Chevrolet C1500 WiT
6 Cylinder Automatic, 15,000 Miles White With C.'•_
Cloth. Air, AM-FM.

1994 Cadillac Deville Concour
,Dark_ cherry With Grey Leather,'NortristaLcD
1994 Chevrolet S10-- LS•

Bright Blue, Blue Cloth, V-6, Automatic 28 000
New Truck Trade.

1994 Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited
Black With Grey Leather, 27,000 Miles 6 C.,Ir
Trailering Ertylpment, Sharp.

1994 Chevrolet S10 LS.
White w.-Blue Cloth, V-6, 5 Sp , AM-FM Cassette. '7,

1993 Chevrolet C1500 Extended Cab
Silver With Burgundy Cloth, 350 V-8 ALlICM3!,_;
Miles, Silverado Package.

1993 Cadillac Sedan Deville
75,000 Miles, Spring Special Edition, Cabriolet Root Par.
Blue With Blue Leather.

1993 Geo Metro
Four Door Sedan, 5 Sp Air, AM-FM Casst-:lt,.
Miles, Great Little Car.

1993 Chevrolet C1500 Sportside
Silverado -Package, 350 Engine, Automatic. E3urgi.•
With Beige Cloth, 46.000 Miles.

1992 Chevrolet Corvette Convertible
Burgundy With Black Leather, 5.000 Miles, Sold New and
Serviced Whole.

1992 Chevrolet C1500 Extended Cab
Two-Tone Blue, 350 Automatic. Silverado Pack.
53,000 Miles. 1 Owner, New Truck Trade

1992 Oldsmobile Toronado
32,000 Miles, 1 Owner. New Cadillac Trade.
Blue Leather.

Civitan International has
selected this week, Jan. 29 to
Feb. 4, at Civitan International
Clergy Appreciation Week. The
Murray Civitan Club will join
with Civitans around the world in
honoring all preachers.
Clergy Appreciation Week
began as a.commemoration of the
death of four chaplains during
World War Il on Feb. 3, 1943.
Aboard the USS Dorchester
troopship which had been torpedoed, the chaplains surrendered
their life jackets to the soldiers as
the ship sank. "This time is set
aside each year to remember this
heroic deed and pay tribute to all
preachers who have dedicated
themselves to making a better
community and world, explains
_Wayne Williams of the Murray
Civitan Club.
The Chapel of Four Chaplains
is located in Philadelphia. Pa.,
and was dedicated by President
Harry,,S. Truman in 1953. Murray
has.tsio .Civitan.clubs, the Adult
Club and /the Special Club.

Nelson, has been teaching kindergarten at CFS for six years. She
is a graduate of Davioss County
High School, Owensboro. and
Murray State University. She is
also working on a Mastc rof Arts
degree in Christian School
Administration.
Mr. and Mrs. Nichols have one
daughter, Sara, a fifth grade student at CFS. They are also a host
Family for an exchange student,
Meici Luke from Chile, South
America.

1990 Cadillac Fleetwood
White With Blue Interior, 58.000 Miles. 1 Owner New Ca'

PEPPERS •
CHEVROLET
2420 E. Wood St. • Paris, TN
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

We are proud to use _
/ recycled newsprint. -

Melissa Mangold, M.D.
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Internal Medicine Specialist
Announces the opening ofher pructier,
Medical Arts Building
Suite 305E
300 South Eighth Street
Murray. Ky. 42071
For appointments call

collection of casual.

502-753-4505

1•
'

Saturdays captures
caring feelings ior all
occasionsin a
variety of witty and

a

former Murray resident. Dr. Mangold provides
comprehensive,non-surgical medical care to adults of all ages.
As an internal medicine specialist,she gives primaly care
covering a broad range of medical problems and accepts
patients without referral.

heartfelt ways Let
Hallmark be your
Valentine this year
and have your
Saturdays free

S

,

fL.R

.-. 1111•111OXIMIIIP

FREE 5.0-4(rola

Mangold is a graduate ofthe University ofTennessee at
Memphis.She earned her medical degree and completed her
internal medicine residency at the University of Louisville.

Card

when you buy apty Hallmark Valerhrie i Day card
Offer valid only at store(s) I.sled below. Offer expires 2.14195

To schedule an appointment.call(502)7534505or
I-800-342-MCCH.
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MELISSA MANGOLD, M.D.
Internal Medicine .speeialist
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Medical Arts liaildmg
300South Eighth Street. Suite MliE
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Bright Blue 'With Blue Cloth, 1 Owner, New Car itraO,.:
40.000 Miles, Full Power,

FREE Saiterolays Card when You lSuv
aii Valenkne Day Card
y.,

lighthearted cards
from Hallmark
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1992 Oldsmobile 88 Royale

Nichols promoted at CFS
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Appreciation
Week underway
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1995

SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES
Regular Hours: Mon.-Thur. 9-7 • Fri.-Sat. 9-8
Sun. 12 Noon-6 p.m.

CHAMPION OF EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
COMING SOON TNT

Special Purchase
Value Pack
Farm Fresh

Fryer
Breast
4

Everyday Low Price

Special Purchase

Pennant

Golden
Ripe

All Meat
Franks

Bananas

12 Oz. Pkg.

49'
Pipers Saltine

Ranch House

Wylwood

Crackers

Chili w/Beans

Green Beans, Golden Corn
14.4 oz.

15 oz. Can

Crisp-Rite Preereamed

Shortening

Special Purchase

Special Purchase

Special Purchase

Prairie Farms

Ocean Spray

Chef Boyardee Cheese

Buttermilk

Refreshers

Pizza Mix

1/2 Gallon

48 oz.

2 Pk.

149
$
97
We accept checks for
the amount of purchase only, food stamps
and
manufacturer's
coupons. Savings up
to 40% on the food you
use the most — 100%
guaranteed!

SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES
"Our Name Says it All"

12th St. at Storey Ave.
Murray, Ky.

Ad Effective
Wed., Feb. 1
Thru
Tues., Feb. 7
We reserve the right
to limit quantities
„and correct printing
errors.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 1. the 32nd day of 1995. There are 11;
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 1, 1893, inventor Thomas A. Edison completed ssork on
the world's first motion picture studio, his "Black Maria," in West
Orange, N.J.
On this date:
In 1790, the •U.S. Supreme Court'convened for the first time, at the.
Royal Exchange Building in New York.(However, since only three of
the Six justices were present. the court recessed until the next das
In 1)61, 'Fexas voted to secede from 'the Union.
In 1893, the opera "Manon Lescaut," by Giacomo Puccini, premiered in Turin, Italy.
In 1896, the Puccini opera "La Boheme" premiered in Turin.
In 1898, the Travelers Insurance Co. of Hartford, Conn., issued the
first auto insurance policy.
in 19-20, die Royal Canadian Mounted Police came into existence as.
the Royal Northwest Mounted Police merged with the Dominion
In 1943, one of America's most highly decorated military units of
almost
World War II, the 442nd Regimental Conasit Team, made up .
•
.
authorised.
entirely of Japanese-Americans, was
In 1946, Norwegian statesman Trygve Lie was chosen to he the lust
secretary-general of the United Nations.
In 1960, four black college students began a sit-in protest at a lunch
'd been refused sery ice.
counter in Greensboro, N.C., where theyi
Ten years ago: Paul G. Kirk • Jr. was ele.fed chairman of the Denio
cratic Party, defeating former North Carolina Gov. Terry SanIord.
Five years ago: East Germany's Communist premier. Hans Mod row, appealed for negotiations with West Gentians to forge a "united
fatherland."
One year ago: Jeff Gillooly, Tonya Harding's ex-husband, pleaded
guilty in Portland, 9se., tu taking part in the attack on Mal figure
skater Nancy Kerrigan. Gillooly struck a plea bargain .under hich hi
confessed to racketeering charges in exchange for testimony. unpin:aling Harding.
Today's Birthdays: Opera singer Renata Tel.ilJi is 71. Russian
President Boris N. Yeltsin is 64. Singer Don Everly is 58. Actor Garrett Morris is 58. Actor Sherman Ilemslev is 57. Comedian Terry.
Jones is 53. Singer Rick James is 43. Princess Stephanie ol Monaco is
30. Lisa Marie Presley-Jackson is 27.
Thought for Today: "It isn't what they say about you, it's w hat
they whisper... - Errol Flynn. actor (191)9-1959).

Ten years ago
Calloway County and nearly
half of Kentucky's other counties
will soon he receiving S3,500
checks from the state to help pay
for snow and ice removal from
county roads.
Pictured is Harold Swift' of
Swift Construction Company of
Murray making one final check
of one of two 12,000 pound
structures which were built by the
local firm for Eddyville State
Correctional facility. The first
one was shipped out with each of
the guard stations costing an estimated S60,000 to build which
includes four months of labor.
Births reported include a boy
to Mickey and Jan McKeel, Jan.
21: 'iigirl to William III and
Kathy Straub. Jan. 28.
Murray State University Racers
beat Middle TenneSsec 63 to 59
in a basketball game at Racer

Arena. High scorer for Murray
was Mike Lahm. •
Twenty years ago
Murray State University has
been awarded a grant renewal of
S26,261 by.the National Science
Foundation to conduct the second
phase of Science Curriculum
Implementation Project on the
campus this summer.
Joe Tom Erwin, sports information director at Murray State
Univessity, has been selected as a
faculty member on World Campus Afloat for 1975 spring semstcr. He will board the ship at
Port Everglades,
Fells 5, for
a four-month tour to ports in
Africa, Asia, Hawaii and United
States.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennie Green
were married 50 years Jan. 31.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr.sand Mrs. Donald West,
Jan. 13;. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

DFAii ABM- . I :igret. with you
older 'children
• t rein
t
liavi• been espected.to look after'
their s-nirnger siblmsss —its well ,
th*. lawn and
F A, the let'.les es llo‘vt.ver. ust
- t!aditional doesn't
because it ,
110I fall' to Olt'
make IT riCilt
Iti4-111la
ien involved
o ha- le
Nis hosIssI
'Nish a tech %owl: scoop tor
Ars held Onlua'.sitr Friday., Ali too idlers a youngster. will
shims my h usli,issil on Friday night
•ssorrs. I can't make it
And
baby-sit in.Y little
tonight 1 kiss
'Aster.ii her
.ShIs‘. it is sirstistair to the

that their own plans are rust-, huge dose of resentment.
important than their children',
If a child assumes the role of
Naturally, the kids end up he-rag
baby sitter, Mom should pay
resentful.
hirnher accordingly. That way, both
A SCOUTER WIDOW sides win!
KIDS ARE PEOPLE,TOO
,DEAR WIDOW: Yours is the
•1
did
* * *
majority opinion - and
.ever get letters about my
answer! Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I disagree with
DEAR ABBY.: You certainly your response to "Firstborn, Califormissed the point. The ‘9-year-olit nia," the 34-year-old who had
who was taken to Nlion's beauty always been. saddled with looking
parlor and had to watch his baby after her younger siblings.
I am the youngest of seven chilbrother while Morn got a manicure
didn't need a lesson in parenthood. dren and, along with my two brothlie is not learning parenting skills ers, I was cared for by our older sishe is learning how it feels to be ters. Mother gave them almost full
used, and is probably developing a responsibility for our preschoolcare

Larry Bell, Jan. 17; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Derington, Jan. 18.
Thirty years ago
"Looking out the back window
this morning and a lone cardinal
was perched in the low branches
of the maple tree. He was a big
male and as red as a poppy. That
was before the snow this morning. He would have really stood
out against a white background,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams! publisher.
Births reported include a girl to
Dr. Hal Houston and Lynn Houston.Jan, 16. .
Mrs. T.A. Thacker of Murray
and Mrs. Carlos Owens, missionary to Africa now on furlough,
were featured speakers at a quarterly meeting of' WMU of Blood
River Baptist Association held at
Locust Grove Baptist Church on
Jan. 28. Mrs. Albert Crider of
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lead againstsix spades.Ateach table
South dealer.
Westled hissingleton diamond,hopBoth sides vulnerable. •
- NORTH
ing to find partner with either the
A J 107
ace of diamonds or ace of spades, in
1 which case a diamond ruff could
V6
• A Q 10 7
defeat the slam.
But the diamond lead proved
A J 76
EAST
unsuccessful when declarer at each
WEST
9
table won with the nine, drew
4863
SP A 9 7 5
QJ 1084 32
trumps,cashed three more diamonds
• •85 4 3
6
and exited with the king of hearts.
East took the ace butwasendplayed,
• • +Q 10 4 3
4116 95
and South wound up making six for
SOUTH
1,430 points.
K Q 54 2
K
Nov-V let's assume West had led
• • KJ 9 2 •
the queen of hearts instead, which
•K 8 2
was his only other feasible choice.
East would take the ace, return a
The bidding:
trump,and down the chute the slam
North East
South West
Pass
would go when Emit eventually
3+
Pass
14
4 NT Pass
Pass
scored a club trick. One hundred
3•
Pass
points for the weak side.
6+
+
In light of What happened -and
Opening lead -six of diamonds.
•
especially since both Westa were
The opening lead is often a shot well above average in skill - one
in the dark.Good judgment and long tends to sympathize with them in
experience are helpful in choosing a their choice of leads. Viewed objeclead, but they are by no means in-, tively, it Would seem that both playv inably successful. There are far ers mode the right lead in theory but
too many intangibles in bri.:!gs -- the wrong lead in practice.
However,those inclined tojudge
particularly when an opening lead is
under consideration-for anyone to everything by results -sometimes
expect to hit the bull's-eye every euphemistically called hindsightwould not have the slightest diffitime.
Take this ease from a team match., culty pointing the finger of blame in
where West, at both tables, was on the direction of the setting sun.
Tomorrow: Probing far beneath the surface.
0 1995 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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43 Nova

ACROSS

?

;
Answer to Previous Puzzle

44 Al home
45 Musical
group
47 Natalie 50 Lamb's pen
name
51 Nest egg
labbr
54 Before
55 Pollute
56 One
tGermam
57 Unit of
energy
58 Sudden
thrust
59 Vessel's
curved plank

1 Noah's 4 Word with
party or
person
9 - de mer
12 Mr Johnson
13 Fertile spot
in desert
14 Hurricane
center
15 Ike
16 Edge
17 Fruit decay
18 Forests
20 Symbol for
cerium
21 Baio ID
23 Dawn
goddess
Justice
24
28 Epoch
30 So
32 Ceremony
34 Comedian
Philips ;
35 Loud cry
36 Respite
39 Nothing
40 Of nerves
41 Naval abb
1
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6 Egyptian

1 Total
2 TV's Serling
3 Was
cognizant of
4 Besides
i2 wds I
5 Disinclined
to change
opinion
5

4

1
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goddess
7 Border
8 Stockwell ID
9 Mr Gibson
10 Affirmative
vote
. 11 Permit

6
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18 Id
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D. •

s

‘11•
•

41.

The feelings of rejection and confusion have left scars.
Helping to make a family a close
working unit is good. It's a must for
future life, but the parent needs to
be in control.
At the age of 70. I still have to
work at not letting my sisters boss
me around. It seems to have gotten
worse with age - theirs and mine
- along with the deaths of our two
brothers. •
Abby, this is what -.Firstborn"
was trying to say: You missed the
boat! Don't you think that a mom
who can afford a manicure should
have made better arrangements to
amuse and care for her children
While she was there? I do!
LAST BORN IN MINNESOTA

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLONCNE

disi.

Elm Grove Baptist 'Church is
Associational WMU president.
Forty years ago
Jerry Dent and Howard Ohla,
both officials at Murray Manufacturing Company, will head the
1955 Easter Seal Campaign for
Crippled Children in Calloway
County.
Named to the faculty at Murray
High School for the second semster were William F. Davis and
Joe Hal Spann.
Terry Lee Tracey, Carolyn
Williams, Patsy Buchanan, Mary
Beth Furches, Henrietta Warren,
Sharon Bond, Maryjane Austin,
Loretta Tucker, Barbara Mott,
Jeanette McNutt, Wylene Jones,
Betty Jo Crawford, Nancy
Roberts, Mary Florence Churchill, Linda King and Norma Fay
Ragsdale were installed as offic,
ers of Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS

,

3C.

•

.-

44

Ifi

is

SR

U•UU

59

17 Fleshy
19 Violent
whirlwind
20 Runner
Sebastian 21 Small finch
22 Salt water
24 Making
25 Furniture
wood
26 Golfer Hale
27 Prison
cOPPartmerits
29 Aleutian
island
•
31 Large bird
33 Weird
37 Kurosawa

film
38 Landed
property
42- plus ultra
45 TV actor
Ken46,Even scores
47 So-so grade
48 Hockey great
-49 Umt ,
Claire:
Wis
52- Tin Tin
53 -Wednesday
55.Symbol for
thallium

DEAR DR. GOTT: This summer my
12-year-old) granddaughter went
swimming in a private -pool. Several
days later she developed strep throat
and was placed on antibioties. Three
months later through urinalysis, blood.
tests and a kidney biopsy. it was
determined she lost sa percent kidney
function - all with no noticeable out
ward symptoms. Do you have an
explanation?
DEAR READER. A particular tYps
pf streptococcus bacteria. called
Group A. can cause more than a sore
throat. If not treated promptly. these .
strep infections may lead to rheumatic.fever and a kidney disease called
-"glomerulonephritis."
Rheumatic fever has become a rarity. since the advent of penicillin and
other antibiotics. The disease used to
be a dreaded complication of strep
throat and was marked .by heart
inflammation and cardiac-valve,dam
age. among other consequences.
glomeru
Post-streptococcal
lonephritis is believed to be an aller
gic reaction triggered by a strep infection elsewhere in the body Although
/rare. it is serious, leading to blood in.
the urine, kidney malfunction and
hypertension - all of which can
develop "silently.- without particular
symptoms.
Antibiotics will not effectively treat
the kidney inflammation. In fact. there
is no consistently curative therapy
Many cases "burn out'' by themselves
and improve, leaving minimal kidney .
damage. Other cases require dialysis
or kidney transplant.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Kidney Infections and
Disorders.- Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long.
self-addressed. stamped envelope to
P.0 Box 2433. New York. NY toist
Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR. GOTT A year ago I sut
fered from blood clots in both lungs
I've been on Coumadin ever since
Will theslots clear up with
Have they. done any damage to my
lungs?
DEAR READER Pulmtmary embisi
iblood.clots in the lungs) are extreme
ly hazardous and constitute a major
cause of unexpected, sudden death
They produce chestpain and short
ness of breath and are diagnosed bs
special tests, such as lung scans
With time, your body will dissolve.
the clots in your lungs The purpose 01
the Coumadin is to prevent further
clots from forming and causing seri
ous damage Thus. you should contin
ue the medication. according to your
doctor's instructions
Unless you suffered large put
monary emboli. I doubt that your •
lungs were appreciably harmed
Nonetheless. you are clearly at risk
for further clots that could be large
enough to cause damage
Therefore, you will need to be mom
tored by your doctor for several years
This monitoring will probably include
ultrasound examinations of your legs
etc detect unsuspected clots in the
veins). blood tests and chest X rays
1995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISS 5555
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Calloway
wins first
Fht.• Callow ay County High
School speech team traveled to the
Greenwood Invitational Speech
Tournament this past weekend in
Bow ling Green.
The Laker Speech Team claimed
first place sweepstakes with 209
points over Murray High, who
claimed - second place with 199
points.
Gallatin (Tenn.) High received
•third plate with 141 points, Logan
Count) received fourth place with
42 points and Russelville High
claimed fifth place with 41 points.
There were 21 schools competing in
die tournament.
The Calloway speech team had
20 finalisL,at the tournament. Team
members placing were Andy Rose,
first in broadcasting and second in
e.‘teniporaneous speaking;Rebecca
Tidwell, third in dramatic interpretat n in: Nick Helton/Jason Sullons,
third in duo interpretation: William
Shatter,. third in extemporaneous
speakinit and third in impromptu
;peaking; Andreas Rexin, sixth in
exteniporatteous speaking; Caleb
Brow n, second in humorous interpretation and second in storytelling;
Molly Willis, first in humorous
interpretation; Jared Lassiter, fifth
in impromptu and third in storytelling: Shae Bryant, third in original
oratory: Wes England, sixth in
original oratory; Julie Shull, third in
poetry: Rain Thomas, sixth in
poetry: Laurie Parker, eighth in
prose; Jaclyn Hopkins, sixth in
dramatic interpretation: Melanie
Skinnier, third in solo acting: and
Ginger Hicks,second in solo acting.
Team members not advancing to
the final round but assisting the
team in their win were: Petra Bossert, Matt Perry, Mau Roberts,
Marty Koca,Sarah Stal Ions, Patrick
I lanev, Susie Richter, Stacy
Schroader, Beth Foster,- Ken .Tur.r. Ginger Whittaker and April
Webb.
- The Laker speech team will be
hack ,into action this upcoming
Saturday. Feb. 4, as they travel to
Christian County High School for
the K.H.S.S.L. Regional *Tournament.

Rome Owned
Rome Operated

Storey's

US Govt.
*We Accept
Stamps and
Food
WIC Vouchers

Food Giant

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

PRICES 601

FLAV-0-RICH

OR GOLDEN ROD

55

2% MILK q

(

KRAFT

KELLY S

IIF

PEANUT BUTTER

MAC. S CHEESE 7-

KEE.
Cli

TAMALES

''KELLY'S'

15 OZ.

18 OZ.
WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

PEPS
COLA

REG. OR LIGHT
PARKAY

DIET PEPSI. carton FREE
HT. DEW, COSH
OR BANGS

MARGARINE

LITER
PLASTIC
12 PK.
12 OZ.
CANS

PARKAY REG. OR LIGHT1

PILLSBURY ASST. FLAVORS
4 CT.
8 OZ.

3 LB.
BOWL

PKG.

PURE
SUGAR

PAPER
TOWELS

ORANGE
JUICE
1/2 GAL. PLASTIC

BREAlrirgECsEREA111
18 OZ,

BOX

5 OZ.

Wni BOX LAY'S REG. $1.39

CAPT. CRUNCH

POTATO
CHIPS

CLOROXBLEACHCH
REG. ONLY

4 LB. BAG

15 6 16 OZ. BOX

ASST. FLAVORS

Do you need a particular service
provided and do not know where to •
find it?
Are you looking for a piece of
equipment that will perform a spevific task?
Would you like to know about
accessible travel opportunities?
If so, we would like to help!
At the • Center for Accessible
Living, located at 1304 U Chestnut,
Dixieland Shopping Center in murray, our goal is to provide the
community with up to date information regarding disability issues.
We would like to encourage you
local! the center. We may be able to
answer your questions regarding
access, communication, disability,
education,employment,equipment,
finances, housing, independent living centers, legal issues, medical
issues, recreation, service providers,and transportation. If we cannot
give you the name of a particular
resource immediately, we will perform the research necessary to find
such information.
Our resources arc constantly being updated so that we can pass on
information that is both current and
relevant. It is important that we get
input from members of the community as well. If you know of a
great new program or one that is not
longer in existence, please tell us
about it so that we can tell others.
We have collected various resource materials covering a wide
range of topics including issues of
sexuality, health and the law.
Members of the community are
invited to come to the center and
take a look at our growing collection
Of books, manuals, papers, reports,
magazines, newsletters and videotapes.
The Center-for Accessible Living
is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday. Materials
arc available for use both in the
center and on a loan out basis.

BUY 1, GET 1

WITH COUPON BELOW /

WITH ONE nun
SMART SHOPPER CARD

•

BEITY CROCKER ) f
HAMBURGER OR
\.Dorkto5'

BUSH'S
BAKED BEANS

TUNA HELPER

7T0
9 OZ.

BOX

28 OZ.
.
I
NORTHSTAR LOTTA POPS
24 CT. $11.411

GREEN GIANT

REG. $I.99-S2.09

GOLDEN CORN, PEAS OR
CUT GREEN BEANS

TOST1TOS OR
DOR1TOS

1

10 TO
15 OZ.

•

CANS

COTTONELLE

BATH
CRACKERS'alma TISSUE

BREYER'S

NABISCO PREMIUM

ICE
CREAM
ASST. nuns

KRAFT WRAPPED
AMERICAN

1-4
7.4.

SINGLES

4 ROLL PKG.

ASST. VARIETIES
I LB. BOX

CLA
DON

12 OZ. 16 SLICES

WIT1

16 02

8 PIE

CHII

111, •••••.:4'.10

•

II*

COUPON

Re1:3Bah4k1510

Good Week 01 20/96 Thru 20/95
Lima One Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only Al Storeys Food Giera

•

$2

AerA AUTO
RENTAL

FREE

Good Week al 2i1196 mg. 2me5
unit One Coupon Pr Purchase
Goes Only Al Storey{ Food Giant

With This Coupon

Buy I, Get I
;
1

•
C-3EH9%

FREE

With This Coupon
CRUNCH
Ir^
;

.Cereal
Cap'n Crunch
15-16 oz.
Good Weak ca 2/1,95 Thru 27/05
Lana One Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only At Storey's Food Giant

WILS
VIRGI

La Choy' 12 oz.
Chow Mein Noodles
Good Week 01 2)1/95 Thru 20415
tirn• one coupon Peg Purchase
Good Only Al Storeys Food Gant

Good Week thi 2/1/95 Thru 2/7/95
Lint On* Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only Al Votary's Food Gtant

S.

220544

Buy I .,

With This Coupon

COUPON

With This Coupon
Country Kitchen Syrup
24 oz. Size Only
Regular, lite or Butter
•

RCOBA3k4510

One Post' Honey Bunches of Oats'
16 oz. Size Only either variety.

COUPON

P011-01-180

COUPON

11

.Honeycomb°
-("-- One Post
14.5 oz. Size Only
.1

COUPON

,
P08-01-105

With This Coupon

Buy 1, Get 1
• Daily 8. Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

FLAV-O-RICH
OR GOLDEN ROD

RAINBOW

SUGAR

Local center
offers help,
information

C

VIVA

r FRBUERYfirlaK-EUPS1

SPREAD

BISCUITS

•

59 SO. FT. ROLL

1 LB. QTRS.

• TWO

CAN

JAR

7i/4 OZ.

•

.../

I P08-01 200

COUPON

Buy 1, Get 1

220539

BAKE
DELI

With This Coupon

MAI

Choy® Bi-Pack

SAL

Good Week of 21,95 Tin, 27,95
Lets On. Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only At Storey's Food Giant

1

513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

„ONES.

•

DELI

git

•

Holland Motor Sales

BAF

IF
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HOSPITAL

REPORTS
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway.
County Hospital for Friday. Jan.
27, have been released as
follows:

COUPONS
-DOUBLE STOREYS

Newborn admissions
Bomar baby boy. parents, Tracey
and Donald, 110 Grove St. Paris
Tenn ,
Street baby gin. parents, Kimberly
and David, 246 Madden St , Caivert
City
Dismissals
Morgan Rutledge, 312 South Ninth
St. Murray, Mrs Felesia Kimbro Ri
4, Box 138 Al, Murray, Mrs Lori
Childress, 1608 North 16th, Lot 20
Murray;
Mrs. Rose Marie Mathis, 205 East
20th St., Benton. Kirk Shoudy, Rt 3
Box 305T, Murray; Mrs 'Virginia Carolyn Murray, 403 Elm St., Nur:ay,
Mrs Brenda Sue Manker, Rt 4 Box
358, Murray; Dwayne Gavin, 201 Brewers Hwy., Hardin. Glenn Stephen
Jones, 665 Union Ridge Rd. Benton
Tyler Carson. Rt 2, Box 143, Hazel.
Miss Amber Nicole Harris, Rt 6, Box
189, Murray; Ms Mary Beth Henson
and baby girl, 145 Brewers Hwy .
Hardin;
John McConnell, Rt 7, Box 648.
Murray; Mrs. Judy Thorn, P0 Box 51
Dexter, Mrs Tammy Sanderson, Rt 5.
Box 316, Mayfield;
Donald Stubblefield, Rt 3, Box 335
Paris, Tenn.; Charlie Underwood. Box
163, New Concord, Ms Ruby Arnold
Rt 3, Box 135, Fulton;
Thomas McWhorter. Rt 5, Box 956.
Murray; Ms Patience Bicknell, 402
South Sixth St. Murray Ms Dawn
Hoye and baby boy. 2535 • Mayfield
Rd., Benton;
Ms. Mary Nell Elkins. Lakeland
Wesley Village, Benton; Coy Ancle
Mathis, Rt. 1, Sedalia; Kenneth Tucker, HCR 75 Box 224A, New Concord,
Henry West, P.O. Box 1091, Murray; Elton Morganti, 1713 Holiday Dr
Murray; Ms. Daisy B.
N
Poplar, Paris, Tenn
• • • •

1=1

NOW AT
FOOD GIANT
Double your money back on
all manufacturer $ coupons,
up to 50C. Restrictions
apply. See store for more
details.

It.

ht

PRICES GOOD WED. 2/1/95 THRU TUES. 2/7/95

J 4iI 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily

YS

KELLY S REG. OR HOT

LES

CHILI W/BEANS

II' RE
St:GAR

OZ.
CAN

WITH ONE FILLED
•SMART SHOPPER CARD

I ,k 4 LB.
BAG

1

i
FILLED

WITH ONE
CARD
S MART SHOPPER CD

WM. NE FILLED
CARD_ _)

\
ir

IICH
N ROD

FRESH SLICED

IGE
:E

PORK
STEAK

WRIGHT'S SLICED SLAB

LASTIC

10 LB. BOX

10 LB. BOX

_

FRESH SPLIT

FRYER
BEAST

BACON

10 LB BOX

Dismissals at Murray-CallowayCounty Hospital for Saturday,
Jan. 28, have been released as

•

'MEAL'

FIELD REG. OR THICK

FAMILY PACK

FIELD PRO-LEAGUER

SLICED BACON

PORK STEAK

WIENERS

Dismissals
Patrick D. Lynn, Rt 8, Box 732.
Murray; Jack O. Sims, 109 Chestnut
St., Murray; James Bogard, Rt 8. Box.
332. Murray;

12 OZ.
PKG.

1 LB.
•

DANISH STYLE

PORK
R1BLETS

IL

OX

Ti

10 LB. BOX

1

PARTIN S PORK

U.S.D.A. BONELESS

SAUSAGE

SIRLOIN
TIP STEAK

1 LB. ROLL

FAMILY PACK

ab„.

ELOW

:AS OR
ANS

1

SLICED
iGFIELD
FRESH
Field
CUTLETS "R
REG. OR THICK

DOGS

SANDERSON FARMS

"CORN

LEG

2 LB. $2.98

QUARTERS
1I

•

1 LB.

PRODUCE SPECIALS

RE
Ill -

FRESH BUNCH GREEN

GLAZED
DONUTS

ICES

ONIONS

DOZ.

wriwiLIEIREAD

/

,
41
DOLE PREMIUM

BANANAS

16 OZ. LOAF
8 PIECE

6 OZ. BAG RED

RADISHES

CHICKEN BOX
•
220544

DELI

3 LB. BAG JONATHAN

APPLES
39
tie

WILSON
VIRGINIA

3

BAKED HAM .. LB.
••• moo

.-

220539

DELI MADE

BAKED BEANS....Le.
MACARONIDELI MADE
s,

ick

3

SALAD

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday. Jan.
29, have been released as
follows:

Dissmissals

BAKERY

ES

Mrs. Tammy J. Travelstead, P O.
Box 1277, Murray: Dustin Luna, Rt 3.
Box 1091, Murray; Shane D. Stevenson, 92 Hilldale Ln., Apt. 401, Hardin,
Miss Carla N. Slaughter, 2988
.Wadesboro Rd. 13enton; Miss Erica H
Small, 129 Sugarplum Ln.. Benton.Mark A. Jackson, Rt 2. Box 218
Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Connie McKendree and baby.
girl, 352 EM Hurley Rd . Calvert City,
Mrs. Jodi D. Brody. 553 Cedar St 057,
Calvert City;
Mrs. Ondee S. Reid, 7101 Symsonia Hwy. Symsonia; Ronald D. Gibson,
Rt. 7, Box 1245, Murray, John R Hen-,
don, Rt. 5, Box 358, Murray;
Leon Robertson, 812 Hurt, Murray.
Willie B. Wrather, Fern Terrace Lodge
Murray; Joe H. Thornton, Rt. 6, Box
360, Murray;
Mrs. Ruth Joiner, P 0 Box 197,
Mayfield; Mrs Mary E. Hutchens. P
Box 117, Hardin; Mrs. Lillie M Nelson,
Rt. 1, Box 10, Benton.
John L. Carlton, Rt 1, Box 114.
Water Valley. Mrs. Evie R Todd, 1301
Vine St., Murray. Mrs Virginia A Worley, 735 Nash Dr. Murray
• • • •

Newborn admission
Colley baby girl, parents. Kellie and
Ronnie. Rt 7, Box 439-1 Mayfield

VED

•

RAINBOW

SUGAR

42 TO
45 OZ.
BOX

15

C)101

1

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

KELLYS

rILLED
ER CARD

.•

ULTRA CHEER

1

-DOUBLE COUPONS-

LB.

i4

1 LB. BAG DOLE

SALAD MI

FLORIDA TEMPLE

1 LB. BAG DOLE

ORANGES

SLAW MIX

51

Mrs. Ruth Ann Strode, Rt 3 Box
290, Murray, Mrs Brenda Kay Henderson, Rt. 1. Box 28, Hazel Miss Sarah
L. Broughton, 1615 Cardinal Dr .
Murray;
Mrs. Tammy Jo Sills and baby girl.
132 Timbertops Dr , Dover. Tenn
Mrs. Tracey Bomar and baby boy. 110
Grove St . Paris, Tenn
Mrs Kimberly D Street and baby
girl, 246 Madden St.. Calvert City. Mrs
Josephine Darnell, 84 Fox Meadows.
Murray,
William E Bell, P 0 Box 162 New
Concord: Mrs. Marie B Owens 2304
Hamlin Dr . Paris, Tenn , Mrs Jimmie
D. Greer, Rt 1, Box 214, Almo
Harry F. Haneline, Rt 1. Box 282
Farmington; Mrs Tommie E Turner
722 Nash Dr , Murray. Mrs Hazel S
Crenshaw, 1702 College Farm Rd
Murray

• • • •
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday.
Jan. 30, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Lillian Switzer, 717 Nash Dr
Murray; Miss Annie. S Forrester, 806
Shaw Wa, Murray. Paul Sorenson, Rt
6, Box 318C. Murray,
Mrs. Kellie Colley and baby girl, RI
7„ Box 439-1, Mayfield, Mrs Bettie
Grooms. Rt 2. Box 244A. Puryear,
Tenn ;
Bryce Rechell, RI 3, Box 286C
Murray; Mrs, Nancy J Rogers. P 0
Box 41, Hazel, Mrs Eva J Holloway,
1526 Oxford, Murray,
Claude Wilson Jr . Rt 1, Box 76
Almo; Mrs Nellie R Caldwell, 1508
Dudley, Murray. J B Dover, Box 171,
Hazel.
•

•

•

HEM NO EXCUSE
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIRED AD RATES
1212P1gY Ash
$5.00 Column Inch
% (*count 2nd Run.
60% 121scounl 3rd Rua
(.433A•6 WO1st Willab Dap Ahead.)
$1.75 pet colurvas Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Reader Ads
254 per word, $5.00 minimum
I it day.St per word per day tot
each additional consecuttve
day. 41.75 OXifa for Shopper
flues, Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2 00 extra for
blind box ads.
112131_,Igkilugi-efeOglig
A $2110lee MI be teguked to mok•
arty changes to ad allot dopodine.

ICI
AI:L
ZE
Legol Notice
Notice
Personals
Cara of Thanks
In Memory
_ toe & Found _
FARMERS MARKET
Eq„iiry-nen•
Lvestock & Supplies
Poultni & Suppies
Prockice
Feed & Seed

'90
370
390
400
550

SERVICES
080
230
250
290
53:1

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
280
285 Mobile Hoene Lots for Pent
Business Pentols
330
Wont To Pent
310
Apartments For Pent
320
Pooms For Pent
330
340
Houses For Pent
For Pent or Lease
360

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

060
073
73C
H
'33
1 10

753-1916

CALL

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Childcare
Situation Wonted
Business Opportunity
instruction

ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
020
025
030
C.'40
050

ADJUSTMENTS

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Hoofing & Cooling
Services Offered
TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

NOISE
Computers
For Sole or Trade
Wont To Buy
Aricles For Sale
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
VacL,um Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
. Musical
tviiscelioneous
r V & Pod*
Pets & SuPPlies
•

Master Card

The Murray Calloway County Airport Board
will be acoepting bids on approximately •
2,505 square yards "of asphalt to pave the
auto parking lot at Kyle-Oakley Field in the
spring of 1995.
Interested bidders may contact and turn in
bids to Johnny Parker at the airport, phone
502-489-2414.
Bids will be opened at City Hall in .the
isouncil room February 9, 1995 at 10:30 a.m.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or
all bids.

Notice

Mobile Homes For Sore
For Sale or Lease
Home Loons
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Soto
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole

TAX DEFERRED

ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST

HYPNOTHERAPY Clinic.
New years resolution?
HOUSE of Clothes. ConWeight loss- stop smoking,
signment clothing, some
chronic pain, arthritis,
name brand clothes, jeans,
stress, sports counseling
sweaters, sweatshirts,
Main St. By appt only.
dresses, skirts, $1 00,
dress suits $5 00 Open 759.2295
Saturday -Sunday 9am IMAGES/ Mr Tuxedo lo-5pm 13 miles from Murray cated 916S 12th St The
on Hwy 464W, Kirksey, Ky absolute best prices for all
Or call for directions your wedding & prom
4.89-2243
needs 753-4104

FAST REFUNDS
IRS ELECTRONIC FILING - $25.00
TAX SERVICE
5:00 TO 9:00 P.M.
KATHY LEE

502-474-2796
jIr3ELECTRONIC
ElTAX FILING
WHAT TO DO OR VALENTINES DAY??

LOST in Kirksey area on
Beads Rd. Female Bassett
Hound, brown color- gray
face. She's very gentle, answers to Nellie. 489-2964

Monthly income
availablel
100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets!
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

NOTICE

An attempt is being made to locate
JANELLA THORPE regarding her interest
in the above real property. Any persons who
has knowledge of her whereabouts is asked
to contact the law firm of Hopkins &
Associates,405 Maple Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 (502) 759-9504.

753-4199
INCREASE your energy,
lose weight with no hunger.
Blocks a burns fat. Break
thru product. Give your
body the nutrients it needs.
Safe for kids a. elderly.- Results guaranteed or your
money back For informa437-4949 or
tion
1-800-1.4Y-RELIV
MR Tuxedo under new
management has moved to
the Bel Air Center 916 S
12th & is now located
inside the wedding & formal
store Images 753-4104
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
Open 5pm. Closed
Mon -Tues. Pizza, salads,
hot sandvAches, gyros &
bread sticks. Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804
WE copy & restore old
photographs All work done
in our newly expanded dark
rooms Black-white, browntone hand tinted Carter
Studio 300 Main St Murray 753-8298

Hodge and Noel
"The Income Tar Professionals"
INDIVIDUAL•BUSINESS•FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE. PAYROLL• SALES TAX •CORPORATE
WE Offfil

TRONIC
MCCFILING
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
915 Coldwater Rd

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
(502) 753-6069

/ ALPINE
.
•IC:(1(rCirdONcrite

Tapes

clarion® ays
Aira• IFt.

11-11

Public Solo
For Trade
Free Column
Wonted

410
540
560
570

753-3801

Have Mop j7 Will Travel
Churches
Residential
ii
Carpet
Upholstry

JL _

/
Bonded
‘..,,
Owner /•\'''
Beverly De Vries

Commercial
General
Cleaning
Offices
Stripping
Waxing

502-436-2663
Etc.
The Total Cleaning Service
Millions of People Don't
Have Group Insurance.
Are You One of Them?
If you pay for your own health insurance, you need,
a group health plan that nses above others

Plan

100
Ask for
a quote

•100% payment for covered expenses after
the deductible
•Maximum 2 deductibles per family per year
•S2 milhon lifetime maximum
•Innial 12 month rate guarantee

Insurance Services • 759-1880
Purdom, Thurman & N1c1utt • 753-4451
Jerry Bolls Insurance • 753-8377
Fain Insurance • 753-0632
Lou V. McGary • 753-7890
Ross Insurance • 753-0489
Insurance Centef or rorray • 7534355
Niamey Insurance- • 763-407
John W. Randolph • 759-4610
GOLDEN RULF:•
Golden Rule Insurance Company
Pni,q. Form C-006 3 & C-006 4
656A-494

now

International
Representative
Needed
EF Foundation seeks
rep. to coordinate mil
high school student exchange program. Nonpaid position w/expenses reimbursed. Opportunity to work w/high
school students, explore
new cultures, help global.
understanding
and
travel.
. Regional and national
training provided. Educators,
salespeople,
homemakers, retirees anyone w/energy and enthusiasm, call for info;
Kristin Murray 1-80044-SIIARE.

AVON- earn money with
Avon Call 1-800-847-5338
for your starter kit Avon
Independent Sales
Representative

ADMINISTRATIVE Secretary II, Office of Equal
Opportunity, Murray State
University. Full-time position with benefits package.
Qualifications: Two years
of college plus three years
of secretarial experience
(experience may be substituted year-for-year for college), knowledge of general office and clerical duties required. Strong public
relations and organizational skills are high priority.
Extensive experience with
personal computers including working 'knowledge of
WordPerfect and dBase
111+ preferred. Responsibilities: Operate IBM PS/2
Model 30 computer; compile and prepare monthly,
quarterly, and annual reports; process weekly job
bulletin; transcription;
maintain departmental
budget; handle confidential
information; supervise student worker(s);and general
secretarial duties. A keyboarding test will be required for this position. Salary $6.70 per hour. Apply at
Human Resources, Murray
State University, P.O. Box
9, Murray, Ky 42071-0009.
Pnone (502)762-2147.
Murray State is an equal
education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer.
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent
income to assemble products at home. Info
1-504-646-1700 Dept.
KY-2021.

1C1A
We'sAVe
_
uPSING

HOME

NURSING ASSISTANT
West View Nursing Home is a superior rated,
174 bed Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated with Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
nursing assistant is responsible for providing
quality resident care. The applicant must have a
high school diploma or GED. Nurse aide certification preferred but not required. Certified nurse aide
training program available.
West View offers competitive salary and excellent benefits, including health and life insurance
and paid vacation and holidays and paid sick days.
Full-time positions are available on the 3-11 and
11-7 shifts. Please apply in person or contact
Barbara Clapp, R.N., Director of Nursing.
.$6.4..,...mwou,d5027531304mmumWohnowaiMmlampows

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET

MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071

Are You Looking For People
Who Really Care About You?
Try,

Murray Baptist
Mission
201 S. 6th St., Murray, Ky,
ParvIn Hall, Pastor
Tel. (502) 642-2302

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

WARM YOUR VALENTINES HEART
With their pirAure & message or a Loveltne in the paper on Feb. 14. 1995!

Thefamily of Mary
Sue Starks Cope expresses our gratitude
to everyone for their
support and prayers.
Thank you for the
flowers. food. cards.
visits, and donations
made in Sue's memory. Special thanks to
Owens Chapel Baptist
Church for the meaL
Our
heartfelt
Shanks to the employees
of
Marshall
County Hospital. Also
our gratitude to Dr.Kenneth King for his
'care and concern.
Thanks to John
Hicksfor his daily visits and for helping
James in the service.
Special thanks to Collier Funeral Home.
-Jim Patton our sin ere appreciation.
Most of all. thank
you Jor the love shown
rover/amity. May God
Bless.
Charles R.
(Chuck) Cope
Ron & Kathi Driver
& family
-James & Sally Stom
& family

For costs, benefits, exclusions limitations and renewal terms contact

Bennett

in advancoi

•

Dixieland Center

Card
of Thanks

DRVE ESTES, OAT
MY STUDIO OR YOUR HOME - EVERYDAY 10R-10P
Gift Certificates Available"

$1000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes at home, free
detail. Send SASE, Victor
Dist. Dept 0, Box 548, Wichita, KA 67201-0548

AVON-- Earn $8- $14/hr.
Full or Part-tune No door to
door. 1-800-827-4640 IND/
REP

030

MASSAGE TO YOU

LOST: Male short hair Gc4den Retreiver Responds to
Mojo, last seen around N
16th St. 759-2187

s•-•

RE: Interest in Real Property of Bobbie Lee
Thorpe at 209 -North L.P. Miller Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071.

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.
• Dsodlintss ant 2 days

CLASSIFIED

Guaranteed 5 years

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
CALLER 1.0.'8 753-5865.

LOST: small paisley colored billfold in Kroger parking lot. Please return papers & pictures to Murray
Lumber Co or call
492-8470

OFFICE HOURS:

MISCELLANEOUS

Lost
And Found

Lost
And Found

to

of
their ads for any error. Murray
Lodger & 7kn.. wilt be responsible for only one bermrect inseam. Any error
should b.reported Immediately so corrections can be
made.

REAL ESTATE SALES
270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

020

1-14161
Nolte.

Liget
Notice

Advertisers are nsquested

check Ih• Mt ins•Mon

LOST brown Poodle Lost
. in the vacinity of Gatesbotough 753-0954
LOST: small black & tan
puppy wearing green harness with tags. Just had
surgery, needs a vet. Please return no questions. Reward! 4924156
or 4924708.
PAGER lost, $50 reward
753 6036

Receive A FREE Gift With A
Perm Special $32 & up or
Color Special $25
Eyebrow Arch
$4.Q0
Hot Wax Manicure
$11.00
Pedicure
$16.00
Full Set Acrylic Nails $20 until 1-21-95(reg. $30)
Life Is Worth A Few Fringe Benefits

=

4118

7

Lee Ann
To the
sweetest
little
Valentine
there
ever was!
Happy 1st
Valentine
We love you,
Mom & Dad

Fringe Bencfits
6041/2 Broad St. Ext.
759-1874 or 793-1137

Are You 55+ ?
Without a Job?
Not Quite Ready for Social Security?
The Purchase Area Senior Employment Program
May Be For YOU!
For more information call
247-7171
753-8325
554-2097
Graves
Calloway
McCracken
1-800-866-4213
Other Counties
Let us help you turn a lifetime of experience into a
career.
The Senior Employment Program is funded under the Job
Training Pannership Act by the West Kentucky Private Industry
Council and the Workforce Development Cabinet This is an
equal opportunity program Auxiliary Aids and services area
available upon request to individuals with disabilities

I cherish the time we're together.
And miss you when we're apart.
I just want to tell you,
I love you with all my heart.
Love,
Me

1/84/
Happy
Valentine's
Day
Daddy!
*We Lave
You.

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplirent Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65/
1
2,
According to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

Happy

Valentine's
Day
Granny
& Papa
Love,
Kayla, Ben
& Kristin

Just bring in $8.00 for a picture, names & lovelines, along with a
stamped, self-addressed envelopefor the return ofthe original photo.' Or
$5.00for Lovelines(no more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Deadline for receipt of Photos & Lovelines Is Noon, Thurs. Feb. 9th.

McConnell
Insurance Agency

V
.

•••

Murray Ledger & Times

905 SytattIOr0

Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll tree:
1-800-455-4199

Classified Advertising Dept.

753-1916

•

• ftwlaseinwate,w,.....a

dw-

s

-

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Assistant
Deli Manager
Needed
Salary negotiable paid
vacation insurance
Send qualifications
or resume to
P.O. Box 1040 W
Murray, Ky 42071

DO el-

COMPUTER Information
Systems ICISI 10 month
faculty posit.on for
acedemic year 1995 96
Masters degree in CIS or
CS preferred, Bachelors in
CIS or CS minium Corn
cruelty college or related
teaching experience help
tut Applicant should have a
working knowledge of
Basic Fortran and Pascal
Novell LAN experience preferred Applications should
be received by March 1.
1995 but the position will
remain open until filled
Submit letter of application
resume, three reference
letters and official tran
sapts to Dr Robert J Deger. Jr Dean of Academic
Affairs Madisonville Corn
munity College. 2000 Col
lege Dr7 Madisonville, Ky
42431 MCC is an AkE0
employer and invites fe
male and minority
applicants

saw
imodion bo

p.m.
a.m.

ay$

r rated,
ty affilal. The
oviding
have a
ertificase aide

Rentals
CONSTRUCTION Superintendent for large commercial project Must have
minimum 5 years experience as Superintendent on
commercial construction
Must possess high level of
abilities to schedule and
coordinate trades contractors Protect is located in
Murray. Ky and will last
approximately 12 months
Salary and benefits are ne
gobable Send resume to
Architecture Plus. Inc , con
strucbon manager, PO Box
511, Georgetown, Ky
40324 If any questions call
502 863 9454

Ok ? our Real Estate FOR investors 2br duplex
NEW indian or wax design DOWNTOWN office space NEW 2br 2 bath duplex
needs iricluding Auceorl- plus sariall house on 1 par
furniture, 3pc, love seat available across from Gas heat Deposit required
sue Wason Reaity on 121 cel of land Present rental
size sectional reclining cournxiuse $95/mo includ- $450 month 753 1623
South or call 753 5086
nights
MOTO 10646mo total. lust
sofa Dark blue, aide green, ing all utilities 753 1266
mauve & light blue color, RETAIL or Office Space in NEW 2br duplex $410 mo
HALEY Appraisa Service listed $49 500 Proles
IBM compatible. 286 $400 Hardin 437-4772
Bob
Haley sional Real Estate
call
Water & sewer furnished
S Side Shopping Center
759 1591
12MHz, 20 MB herd drive,
502 489 2266
753 7951
753
4509
or
753
6612
3 Sin disk, excellent condiNEARING Completio\
tion, $400 24-Pin LO
KOPPERUD Realty has
SOUTH 641 Security lAini NEW 2br duplex Washer
Seamus brick two story on
turn
printer, $125, whole packdryer,
purchase
buyers
to
appliances
walling
Storage rentals ReasonCul de Sac 4br 2.'. baths
homes all price ranges If
age $500 492-8446
able rate Call Billy Forres 'shed, gas heat $425,mo
Irving & family rooms for
selling
of
110 GALLON stainless 502 492 8508
1mo security deposit re
you are thinking
mat dining study • more
steel sprayer, like new,
slurred Call 436 5725 or contact one of our court° Warkenon
Penner Homes
professional
and
cL.s
435-4480
5
after
$425 492 8516
320
759 2571 435 4013
1222
753
at
stop
or
agents
Apertrasses
435 4040
8200 JD grain drill. 7 inch
NEW 4br, 2',4 bath execs'
by office at 711 Main St
For Root
tive duplex in Falbrook All
12" WOOD planner spacing $2250 30 FerguWATERFRONT with a NEW 3br 2 bath W/P tub
son, $2500 753 5.463 or 1 2 3BD apts Furnished
appliances furnished in
489-2741
oak cabinets 1280sq II Iry
This nice large 4br 4
canal
753-0144
very nice near MSU No clotting aod & microwave
mg garage Priced upper
ANTIQUES by the piece or
bath
home
with walk out
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 Garage yard maintance in
pets
$60s 1405 N 16th Call
DEPARTMENT Secretary/ collections 753-9433 day
could
basement
serve
a
1
No
cluded
lease
year
5pm
after
days,753-0606
489 2722
Accounts Receivable or night
pets 753 4.937 days, .two homes kw the price of
Newry tlerk Full time position
MSU
from
blocks
2
1BR
are
Features
one
436-2741
lovely
nights
NEW 3br 2 bath central
paid
CASH
for
used
good,
IfliMmarlat
with benefits available for
octagon living room with as gas heat Southwood
$160/mo plus deposit re
rifles, shotguns, and paNOW
taking
applications
with
dependable person
esp9sedDeams intercom _J)r $67500 753 5561
tois Benson Sporting 10 TON -random dual ferences required
equipment trailer, $1000
excellent secretariat skills
system pella windows &
759-3050 after business for Section Stow rent hoes
12th.
•
Goods,
S
519
ing Apply in person e doors oak
Basic accounting know
474-2796
hours
cabinets nice
Murray
Southside Manor 9;:- large sloping yard Located
ledge needed Knowledge
280
Hwy
on
duplex
1BR
be
Broad
Extended
St
of Word & Excel software GRAVITY wagon John
200
.ri Pala:az-La Shores Sub
energy effiaent No pets
tween 8am 12noon No
Deere 2950, 2955, 4040 or
programs required Mail reSports
Calioseay Co $180 000
+deposit
$285/mo
Equal
phone
please
calls
4240
P0
tractor
cab
Box 10400,
Call after
sume to
Equipmsra
Jail A Pius Realty 55
9pm
before
753-8848
Housing
Opportunity
6pm 502-492-8790
Murray Ky 42071
:.-..r."+ss Rd Benton KY
or
1BR duplex, 631 N 4th. SUPER nice lbr apartment 5 0 2 3 5 4 9599
DO you need a GED? Do WANT to buy a lot or an GUNS buy, sell or trade
1 800 4'0 9599 c'
$200/mo 753-2339 or at Farmington Square 11
acre of land for trailer 436-5650
you need hope for the fu436 2542
753-8767
miles from Murray All ap
753-4009
ture and help to get a solid
210
pliances
furnished
JOB
22
have
We
career?
1BR furnished, utilities inCOUNTRY club living in
&
openings for people 16 thru
cluded. lease & deposit, no $320/m5 includes water
Oaks Estates 3BR 2.4
&
Firewood
trash
Deposit
pick-up
21 that are not full time high
pets, available Feb 1st,
bath formal dining, eat-in
lease
required No pets
school students Call
kitchen great room with
A FIREWOOD for sale, near downtown 436-2755 345-2748
Of 762 4483
753-9378 Five days a week
FARM for sale includes 38 fireplace. large foyer & bo1975 UTILITY trailer good 437-4667
1BR log duplex off 94E No
between 8 00am-3 00pm
acres 24x5t mobile home. nus room on approximately
$3000
condition,
527-2367
FIREWOOD Oak & Hick- pets $275/no plus deposit
This prcsect is funded by
.obacco barn portable 1 acre lot 753 2816
10arn -5pm Mon-Fn.
9pm
before
753-8848
pick-up,
$35/rick
ory,
PartnerTraining
Job
the
build ng gravel pit
ship Act through the Ken1990 SOLOFLEX with but- $45/rick delivered
75:i 9901 it no answer, 7 ROOM brick ranch, 3br
1BR nice apt Available
tucky Department for Embath central hia, aci
terfly & leg extensions, 436-5273 night or day
'59 1864 4 miles north
now Coleman RE
ployment Services and the good condition, $650 Call
phanoes wall-to-wall car
1604 FARMER near MSU
west of city
FULL ricks of seasoned 753-9898
West Kentucky Private Inpet, double carport, low
753-9445 after 5pm
3BR 2 bath $450 mo, $450
wood,' $ap delivered
1 LARGE bedroom apt
dustry Council This is an
70's 753-4359
deposit, no pets 753 7634
753-8694
BOGARD trucking and excarport & garbage paid
Equal Opportunity progbath brick con
23BR
$240/mo 753-7662
ram Auxiliary aids and ser- cavating, inc. We haul top
3BR 2 bath brick, 1 5rni
220
tral heat/air with large deck
vices are available upon soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
downnear
OR
1
2br apts
and 17, car garage with 38R /
bath brick aprxox- from town land enough for
request to individuals with rock, rip rap Mon-Fri
town Murray 753-4109
Musical
storage/shop No inside
8-4pm, 753-2446
mateiy 1 acre land Newly a horse stock pond Call.
disabilities.
pets, tyr lease & deposit ,odecorated .7arpet vinyl Coleman RE 753-9898
very
efficiency,
ROOM
1
Upright
sale
FOR
BUNK beds, stereo caLAW ENFORCEMNT
$475 Call 753 0039 leave etc West of Murray move
00 near MSU, partial utilities
binet, (2) girls bikes, picnic excellent
JOBS NO EXP. NECESmessage. after 6pm into today $'2 000 Pronow
Available
furnished
after
obo
table. 489-2296,
SARY Now hiring, U S
759 1065
This home,located at
fessional Real Estate
753-9898
RE,
Coleman
5
ends call
Customs, Officers, Etc
"59-1591
For the best in home care,
1300 Fleetwood Dr.,
appliances
me
bath
1
2BR
1. ROOMS for rent at 1614
For info call (219)794-0100 houseware, personal care
furnished, gas heat, car
is on a beautiful cor3BR 2 bath stone & siding
ext. 3007 8am to 10pm 7 and multivitamin and min- PIANO tuning, John Olive Utilities furnished
port $425/mo. 1 month de
Mur
room
of
borne
Irving
Northwest
kitchen,
Share
days
ner lot wrth 3,907 sq
753-9600
Gottschalk,
eral supplement products,
ray Large bedrooms large
& bathroom facilities Walk posit 1 yr lease, no pets
of living area,3.car
ft.
MEDICAL Laboratory call Amway Distributor.
kitceer dining room cen
to MSU Coleman RE 753-2905 or 753 7536
250
Techs to work "PRN- all 759-4490.
4 bedrOoms
garage.
air
heat
gas
listed
eat
753-9898
28R 407 S 10th carpet,
shifts Must be Tenn
GREAT selection of used
S8' Orie Professional Real
4
baths,
living room,
refrigermini
stove,
blinds,.
kilscoilaneous
licensed, lots of work avail- John Deere lawn mowers
2BR 1 bath brick duplex
,tati? 709 591
no
dining room, and 2
able, we have long service No interest, no payment GOING OUT OF BUSI
Appliances included. Cen- ator. outside storage
pets dean & decorated
people eligible for maxi- until March 1995 Hutson NESS SALE. Everything tral h/a, fenced yard
large dens with upNEW noree: Coles Camp$300:mo,$150 security de
mum paid time off who Ag Equipment, Hwy 45 S, drastically reduced Coun- $400/mo deposit required
ground Rd 3br 2 bath censtairs deck and
posit 759-1987
must be relieved To apply Mayfield Ky 92066. try Remnants Fabrics & 753-8734
gas & electric 1900sq ft
tral
deck.
downstairs
Human
contact
or inquire,
Crafts Draffenville Plaza, 2BR apartment for rent Nb 2 OR 3br close to univer
800-247-4457.
living area on 1 22 acres.
Resources, Box 1030
many •
This
has
sity 753 0859 days
house
Draffenville, Ky Also sell- pets Near campus
nice Call Mu' Cal Realty
Paris,Tn 38272
753 5214 evenings
ing store fixtures & 753-5980,
753 4444 .
other features. You
antiques
NEW weight loss product
must see to appreci2BR duplex appliances 2 OR 3br housesin Murray SELLER being transtered.
needs distributor
willing to pay $1500 closing . ate. Price reduced to
Cessna
150
furnished wid hook-up No & Lynn Grove 753 4109
270
1 800 MY-RELIV or
pets $350/mo plus deposit 3BR 1 bath appliances cost on this 3br 2 bath, 3
Mobile
S219.000. Call 753437 4949
.4ra $2,995
car garage Call 759 2001
& lease 759-4958
furnished gas heat depo
Homes For Sala
from 6-9 p.m.
8343
ask for Mexiael
SECRETARY & general el
sit required 753 3300
Cheapest Way To
12x60 MOBILE home & lot. 2BR duplex. 1102 Payne
floe work Computer experiLearn To Fly
3BR 1 bath brick home near *
13015 16th Attached car- $270/mo 753-3415
ence required Job starts
Murray High, $425 mo
port. paved drive, underjiO3-ersiler
March 6th Salary dependCall Tim or Ed
2BR duplex off 94E No 759 1944pinned, landscaped, cen
ing on experince Send re$240/mo plus deposit
pets
tral air & heat, two large
sume to PO Box 1040X,
Days: 759-4522
753-8848 before 9pm
3BR brick w carport 905
storage buildings, side by
Murray, Ky 42071
Fairlane Available 1 1.95
side refrigerator, stove, 28R Embassy Apartments,
Nights: 759-9422
Coleman RE, 753 9898
WANTED barmaids, waitCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
washer & dryer, couch & central gas heat, available
or 753-9969
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
resses & dancers, $500
chair Clean & ready to now $300/mo Coleman 38R gas heat. aphances
All Types Of:
plus weekly Doll House
furnished $390Mo plus deRE, 753-9898
move in $26,000
•
Cafe, Paris, TN. IMAGES/ Mr. Tuxedo lo- 759-1987
Custom Woodrorking
posit 753-9826
2BR upstairs apt No pets
901-642-4297, 7pm-2arn
cated 916S. 12th St. The
4BR, 2 bath completely
absolute best prices for all 14x60 2BR 1 bath central refrigerator, stove furn
on kV
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
070
your wedding' & prom h/a Set-up in trailer park, ished 4 miles out 121 S furnished house
sea
car
for
deposit
'Available
Lake
plus
$285/mo
Doesn't
. Drop by and see our showroom
good
condition
Domestic
needs. 753-4104.
derone BuKrly Broad
Ps
son only Whirlpool tub gas
489-2296
need to be moved
& Childcare
•s--, sea:
MOVING sale washer, 753-9866'
grill, all appliances turn
h/a,
central
nice,
very
2BR,
A 1 cleaning- Homes & of- dryer, refrigerator, kitchen
ished Central gas heat
fices Thorough, depend- table & chairs, couch/chair, 1973 12x64 3BR 1 bath appliances & lawn mainte- great deck overlooking
able & experienced, local 2 office chairs, computer with hot tub Set up in nance furnished Coleman lake
Coleman RE
RE 753-9898
references Call Sheri at table, desks, wooden Riviera Ct . $5000
753 9898
753-3638
closet-unfinished Fender 753-4938
3BR, 2 bath, low utilities, 4BR home 3 bath in towr
aid Washburn guitars,
CLEANING houses is my computers, camcorders, CHOOSE from • our huge with garage. $550/mo $600/mo plus deposit 6
business Reliable and ex- video walkman. 753-6768. inventory or custom order 753-3293 after 6pm
blocks from university Cat'
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC', Inc.
perienced, references Call
your dream home' Quality
BRAND new 2br duplex, 1 618 533 1428 leave mes
NEW metal siding & roof- homes, dependable ser- bath, all appliances in
Linda 759-9553
sage, will return call
-It•arng & Cooling Service & Installation
ing. Cover 36" cut to length vice, and superior set-up! cluded Call 753-0697 beHOUSE cleaning: will do an in 10 colors, galvanized Dinkins Mobile Homes Inc
HOUSE for sale or. rent
.Custom Sheet Metal
759-1928
5pm.
fore
excellent and thorough iob. and galvalume. Secondary Hwy 79 E Paris, Tn
Lynn Grove area partly
Licensed Gas Merchant
evenings
Supplies furnished, refer- if available. Portable car- 1-800-642-4891
furnished $300;mo rent or
- 0
a
ences available, Call port kits. 489-2722 or
$21.000 sell Call 437 4778
CHESTNUT Street town
CASH??? houses Very nice 2br,
OF
LOT
Wanda 435-4640
Coleman
A
NOT
on
or see house
489-2724
Check out our HUGE baths All appliances in
Rd
WILL do housecleaning.
VERY nice gas logs for SELECTION of repos and duding washer & dryer
Call evening 474-2131.
$100
sale, has to be vented
pre owned homes As low deck, tool shed, ceiling HOUSE for rent on Oak,
(502) 435-4699
Murray, KY
way Ave 3BR with refnger
as $500 down with pay- fans. etc Free lawn care
WILL sit with elderly any firm. Puryear, Tn
ator & stove furnished wit,
ments to fit your budgetIll Available now 759-1414
shift Call 753-4590 for 901-247-3085
carport 2 blocks horn uni
Volunteer Homes Inc Hwy
information
WOOD add in furnace,
COMPLETELY furnished varsity 753-4674
Tn
Pan&
79E
thermostatic controlled
2br 1 bath apartment on
901 -642-4466
not
F200 Foxfire furnace ac3E0
lake No pets, $300/mo
Business
new
of
like
cepts 23" wood,
WANT to take advantage
plus $150 deposit
For Rent
Opportunity
$300 502-354-9481 after low interest rates, but don't 436-2402
Or Lease
have a lot of money for a big
ESTABILSHED carpet 4pm
clean garage CREEKVIEW Sell storayi
We hand wash & wax plus complete
cleaning and building main- WOOD fireplace insert, downpayment? See Volun- EXTRA
Cen:er
Quiet neighbor
apartment
on
warehouses
5%
for
Inc
Homes,
teer
_lean-up on auto's. trucks and -vans
tence business for sale, portable dishwasher, good
gas heat. 1-2br No Drive behind Shoney s
0..-htdc and Delivery Within City Limits
Work full or part-time to condition 435-4268 after downpayment or land and hood,
-0 down Low monthly pay- pets, $250/mo 759-1094 $20-$40imo 759 4081
supplement your income. 530pm.
message
leave
$15000
ments Starting at
Low overhead, will train
NORTHWOOD Storage:
WOOD stove Fisher per month Volunteer EXTRA nice 2br duplex presently has units avail
474,8339
615 S. 3rd St. Ext.
Mama Beat & chimney pipe Homes, Inc Hwy 79E with carport, gas heat. ap
a6le Call 753 2905
MINI Mart for lease Owner $400 759-4724
Murray, Ky. 42071
Pans, TN 901 642,4466
phances, no pets, deposit & 753 7536
will.assist with start up cost
Hai' block down S. 3rd on east Sycamore
Ridgewood
1817
lease,
437-4326
280
$425 753-7457
370
Mobile
OFFICE or retail Lidding,
Uvostoct
Appilances
Hazel,
Apartments,
HAZEL
Homes For Rent
Zoned B-2, 115 S 13th Sr,
Supplies
&
KY now taking applications
•,..,...:-; ^ DI:).'80 Basement Walls.
the NE corner 13th St & 19 cy ft Kenmore retro
2BR mobile home, C h/a, You must be 62. hand
50 'XII)
FEEDERpigs
20
i
•
or
frost
753-6001
tor,
Call
Poplar
ARIA
•Zirsoasavs •Salessaks -Patios 43efers
water furnished $215/mo 'capped, or disabled Rent 436 5243
, ro- Coleman RE, 753 9898
SOLI
$200
•Eiposec aesTegate
Equal
income
on
based
rntable
0
AOHA Dun Gelding 8yr old
Housing Opportunity
2BR trailer, no pets
FREE ESTIMATES
53-0119
stout, good conformation
492-8721
or
527-8574
753 9866
Self-Defense
nice horse 435 4420
160
BRAND new 2br home in IN country lbr new duplex
For Men, Women
Home
furnished all accesories,
Hazel 492-6151
& Children
Furnishings
utilities paid, $350/mo
Dai5ny
3br,
or
2
SHADY Oaks
1492-861.42
436-2722 8am 6pm
1950's BEDROOM suite. electric or gas Walking disDennis Jones
may be seen at booth 7, tance to college 753 5209
(618) 564-2218
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- BEAUTIFUL registered
Murray flea market East
Paul Surd (618) 564-2183
land Westfy Village, lbr Chow puppies 492,8433
Chestnut St
(Mobile) 1-525-5217
apartment utilities in- HAVE an obedient safe
Mobile
2BR suits, sofa & odds &
cluded, rent based on in
dog for show or home
Home Lots For Rent/
ends 753-8706 after 5pm
come 55 & older, handicap Classes or private lessons
4860X•33, DX2-66 AND
disabled Equal Housing Serving Murray for over
and chair beige, COMING soon retirement & pportunity
DX2-80 NEW COMPU- COUCH
12yrs 435/2858
reserva- O
753-7976
Make
condition.
park
good
trailer
TERS. HAWKINS RE502 354-8888
tions now 753 7662
SEARCH, 502-753-7001.
LABRADOR mixed pup
FOR sale navy & beige
Masonry
E- •
MUR CAL Apartments now pies 5 black 3 yellow. 1
size MOBILE Home Village, wa
for chocolate Fully va,:ine-lW
AILING COMPUTE'? living room Suit King
applications
accepting'
Concrete
waterbed
ter furnished $80Mo Col•
THE PC DOCTOR MAKES poster
1, 2 and 3br apartments
make reservations now,
eman RE, 753-9898
HOUSE CALLS. HAWK- 753-1410
Phone 759-4984 Equal $35
: irsteer Complete Foundations
7 5 3 1 02 1 or
INS
RESEARCH. GLASS top table & 4 chairs. NEW park newer model Housing Opportunity
7539786
502-753-7001.
BOOlade Work
black & ,brass, very good homes only Concrete
acict1;,se
MURRAY Manor Apart- PEG S Dog Grooming
• -dnves & walks Trash pick
ANT•UKE SPEED- OUT condition, $65.
vat
ments now accepting
753-2915
up & city' water $85/mo
Free Estimates
•
HARD MATCHING couch loveOF MEMORYcations for 1 2br apart
8488
492
If
this de- seat & chair Brown, grey &
DRIVE FULLments Apply in person SHELTIES (toy Collies)
502-492-8516
scribes your computer beige stripe $100/all
white
&
1 30pm-4prn, Mon Fri, sable
762-7221 °
Pager
4
"
call HAWKINS RE- Mauve & green sectional
(502)354 8211
1409 Durgiud Dr
SEARCH now 753-7001. sofa $200 753 7384

AUTO SMALL Engine
Mechanic at Murray State
University Full time post
tion with benefits High
school graduate or equiva
lent with four yews of ex
penance in automotive repair required Vocational
training may be exchanged
for required expennce
Must be able to diagnose
and repair technical work
such as automotive compu
ter and electrical systems,
air conditioning and all phases of general automotive
and small engine repairs.
including hydraulics, heavy
equipment. ground equipmens-arsd tractors Applicant must have or be able to
obtairr-the - tottowieg
licenses in 90 days Qommercial Drivers License,
Forklift Operator Permit,
and Freon R-12 License.
Salery $8 35 per hour
Apply at Human Resources Murray State University P o Box 9. Murray, Ky
42071 0009 Phone
(502)762 2147 Murray
State is an equal education
and employment opportunity M.-F.D. AA employer.

7515561

80
STORE
BUYING
POWER

HAS COME TO MURRAY
COP NAME BRANDS
a
DR
ll 1st (...hhilitN

WAVERCI

19.99

DR
,
:
st Sellt•r2

Up At 8:00 - Nowhere To Go- Come See Us
M -F 8:00-5:30
SAT. 9:00-4:00
519 S. 12th St.
Next to Benson's

I exceliurance
:k days.
-11 and
contact
g•

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071

Y 42071

Hrs. Mon.-Frt 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

.

502-759-1333 _

vie
ou?

FOR SALE

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

St

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Ih.nrs opt, •L 600

•

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq Hale Roao right on Sq Hale Road 1e4 mile

S

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray

)95!

•

America's Second Car

RON HALL

Ugly Duckling
pagazzom
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, custom Vans, and Vans F or Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

• ••••<-

A

<;",4•ie. 5 f ieetVirCite •

Dutchmen's
Wash and Detail

Business on
a Budget?
Pun this 2x2 consistency ad in Classitiedsevery day.including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in

Call (502) 759-1820

753-1916 for details.
advnce).Cl

WANTED IMMEDIATELY
PROFESSIONAL SALES

KeeIRATE

Design Concrete
Backhoe Work

• Excellent Pay Plan/Bonuses
• Company Benefits/401K
• Previous Experience Preferred
But Will Train Right Individual
• Must Take A Genuine Concern
.
In The Customer

ith a
).Or

• Must Be A Team Player —
And Motivated To Be The Best
And Work With The Best.

0th.

Contact:
Robert Stlfwell
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

'31.•

!Vsbitt Comstruction

Cain's

1916

Having problems setting up
your new computer? Call
Zeb at the "Hackershacit"
753-3557

New 3 BR-2 Bath
- $67,500
!nside City

EXPERIENCED front end
& brake mechanic needed
at well established business Only experienced
need to apply For interveiw
call 753-105,5 between
8am 4pm Mon Fri

Wall aper

Homes
For Sale

Swims.

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Sod to
Ion of
&tray

7C

1995

141)

afia

2

VsitUNESDAY FE 81.4UARV 1

Chrysler•Plymouth•Dodge•Jeep•Eagle
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. • (502)753-6448
•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 1

1995

"'•

Haase
For Sale
camper
NEW affordable homes, 32 FOOT Holiday
Serious Inquires
city Starts at mid $3500
2 3tv
only 502-759-4414
50 s finanang available
payments MIS than rent
,20
Sidewalks. storm sewers,
Beals
curbs & all underground
Wore
utilities 753 4444
ALUMACRAFT 1T crappie
rigged Mere 50 HP PTT
,19t1
Fishing equip, excellent
buy tot dealer Schwinn AirDyne Ex bike 753-6275
984 CHEVY Monte Carlo leave message
$2200 753 2662
530
1986 CUTLASS Supreme
Services
good mechanical snaps.
Offered
$3500 96 XXX miles Call
382 2243 after 5pm
Al Hauling tree service
1986 MUSTANG 289 auto hedge trimming gutter
$2400 firm Most sell fast cleaning Clean up junk
garbage Odd jobs also Al
'62 3731
househld moving Free es.1988 MERCURY Cougar timates Tim Lamb
75 XXX all power leather, 436-5744.
.ocal one owner, Michelins,
A 1 Tree professionals
good gas mileage
Stump removal, tree spray
4354130 $5,500
trig, serving Murray Cello
1989 BtJICK Regal Limited way County since 1980
Coupe Wine. r.Vw WI Int Free estimates 436-2247
wiPers, tilt cruise, CD or 492 8737
player $6 700 753-9501
Al Tree trimming carper"
1990 GRAND Prix LE four try, gutter cleaning Clean
door white with blue inter- out sheds, attics Free esti
or $5 300 CaN 753-0563 mates
Paul Lamb
1993 MAXIMA GXE 4dr 436-2269 436-2102
sunroof black with gray ALL home repairs, sheet
leather Bose armtm ste- rock finishing & ceilings
itio tape compact disc. sprayed Over 30yrs experas,pb„ automatic, power ence Small jobs welcome
seats digital locks, imma- Licensed & insured
culate condition, always 474-8377
garage() 753-9240
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
reture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

5 Points
Auto Repair
& Used Cars

84 Pontiac J2000,
air, p's, ;lb, 2 dr.,
hatchback,
red
$1,695
'83 Riverla, blue,
loaded, extra nice,
runs great $2,550

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, VVEr.tinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years ex
penance
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
*

78 Cadillac DeVille,
loaded
$1,450
'80 Toyota P, U.5 sp.,
air,
white,
nice
$1,595
'80 Datsun RV, 5
sp., air, red.... $995
79 Datsun Pt, 4
sp., white
$995
'71 Ford 1 ton flat
bed, good solid
truck
$1,695
64 Ford 12 ton, rebuilt engine, runsgreat
$1,250
810'/2 Coldwater Rd.
or See J.B. Taylor
753-9181

Vans

Four Star
*
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

Do.ches 8 tacks aa able
'flea roc),
5,1,0* !oof ,oahng
,00i co.],

eviv!OCk

wry! ,,r!Cerp.,
lee; me

wai•am,

K AC* ,nclerpi,-.,g

Doors. irr•noows. •••••a•
s•ang
'era"
V ar lomace
a • conid•i,o,n9
Phone (502) 492-8488
* Hwy 641 N. Hazel *

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
instollation, repair, replace
ment 759-1515
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system dnveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed,753-1134 or
436-5832

1990 FORD Aerostar XL,
pita. pl. front & rear air,
extra nice. 75,XXX miles,
$8.100 Call 759-4017 after
6pm

1979 CHEVY Luv truck
4x4 1982 Chevy S-10
Both can be seen at my
home, Rt 6 187 Hale Rd.
Murray, Ky Chevy Luv
good shape 436-5084
1980 FORD F-100 Explorer, 85,XXX one owner
miles rust/dent free Must
see' $2250 Call 753-1453
after 5pm
1985 CHEVROLET custom
deluxe '4 ton 8,000 miles
on new V-8 rebuilt 400
transmission with warranty,
new vel tires, dual exhaust,
camper shell, excellent mechanical condition Must
sell for $3.200 753-2903
1985 GMC, sharp Can be
seen at Fire Station on S
16th St
19:16 S-10 BLAZER, 4wd,
real sharp, loaded.
118,xxx miles, $5,500
obo 753-8242 after 5pni If
no answer leave message
1989 DODGE Dakota 4x4,
80,XXX miles. loaded.
good condition, $6.800
-1519 leave message
Or cell after 5pm

1994 RANGER $10,500
firm, must sell Phone
753-7-759

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

COLDWATER PLUMB
ING Affordable rates spe
cializing in replacement
and repair, 24 hour service
489 2123

Visa and Master Card

COUNTERTOPS, CLISIOM
Homes, trailers. offices
Wats Recovery. Murray
436 5560

Attention
Class, ed Aduer iserg!

DRYWALL, finishing, re•
pairs, additions and blow
rrg ceihngs 753 4761

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section
running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $10.00, for

EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing References avail
able Call 436-2060
FOR your home, replacement windows Alcon vinyl
siding & trim Bill Speed
492 8103

Only $5 A Week!
Stop

HONEY do jobs. Doing all
kinds of housahold handywork 8 fix it lobs 753 4034

The biggest spenders on foreign tourism are
Americans. who spent $38.7 billion abroad in 1990.

ROCKY Colson home repair will do plumbing, roofing, siding & additions All
type home repair & mobile
home repair Free estimates 474-2307

cents. :1 minute.,

U-haul off loading dock. Murray
Ledger & Times.
Leave name and
number so we
can notify you of
next load.

r Need
Extra
Cash?
Run a Classified. —

Working
Around
The
Clock
For Nbu!

Honore Awss A (lamely /Weirs
Office Hours; Mom-FrAs
ws,41
New Also Sat,
a m.-111 p.m.

600 Main St.

76.34489

WAREHOUSE
400 Indtistrial
753-1111
TIRE
Rd.

MN NI TM Wilk,

HOROSCOPES
THI'RSDAY. FEBRUARY 2. 1995
(For sour personal lied datl Jcane bison horoscope. baNed on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-98S-77SX. Your phone company will bill titi 99

FREE
PALLETS

Ross Insurance Agency

Owners Gerraki Boyd and Ronrue Allehan

PLUMBING repairman with
same day seerice Call
436-5255

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri . 753 0530

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

*New Ind Used *Lowest Prices,
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance

LICENSED for electric and
gas 75.3-7203

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
carpets, upholstery, free
estimates 753-5827

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
-line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

Murray Ledger & Times

by our office today or dial 753-1916

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
KY 436-5560

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674 Stella, KY

Monday thru Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

(Minimum of 13 Weeks)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A
romantic partner ma) seem less
attenti‘e than. in the past. Listen to
your intuition and become more
independent. Your work responsibilities will increase in the spring. Handle extra duties efficient!) and a promotion is likelY. Joining a proles%ional organiiation or soclal club
still boosi your prestige. November
could find you searching for new
ins estments. An inheritance or legacy changes your priorities.
• CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATF: countr‘ star Garth
Brooks, aciress Farrah Fawcett, poet
James Joyce. model Christie Brinkley,
ARIES March 2I -April 191:
Today's eyents could lease you with
split loyalties. Business people are
able to achieve results they did not
believe possible. Romance is on a
smoother course than in recent
weeks.
TAURUS I April 20-May 20):
Handle your personal finances with
extra care, consulting experts about
any budget re‘ isions. Set a good
example for those in need of moral
guidance. A pet could give your
social life a boost. '
GEMINI May 2I -June 20): The
emphasis today is on keeping plans
to yourself. A romantic tactic works:
avoid bragging about it. Good luck
is featured when you attend a singles event. Lost items surface in an
unexpected place.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Stop listening to people who say
something cannot be done. State all
the reasons you feel confident of
success! Progress comes when you
work independently.. Record credit
card purchases to prevent unpleasant
surprises.
LEO duly 23-Aug. 221: Tackle
personal matters earl) in the day.
Letting something linger will only
prolong the pain. Take a "hands off'
approach to other people's financial
problems. A new romance beckons.

VIRGO (Aug. 23,-Sept. 221:
Take a firm stand: refuse to believe
idle gossip. Someone yy ho works
behind the scenes encourages you to
relinquish control over a bothersome
project. Be prepared to play a few
games to keep a relationship lit ely. .
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: A
hobby that gets out of hand couid
put a dent in your budget. An old
friend miry approach you with a getrich-quick scheme. Postpone making a commitment until more figures
are available.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Not. 211:
Curb a tendency to jump to conclusions. An ultimatum could bring surprising results. Show respect when
grown children otter their opinions.
Home life will flourish if your mate
feels appreciated. Be a goo-d listener.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dee.
23): A low-key approach will work
best today: avoid direct confrontations. Someone at your place-of
employment may be thinking about
jumping ship. Refuse to be drawn
into any office intrigues. Keep your
plans to yourself.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): An attractive career offer could
separate you from kited one. It is
not in your best interests to intervene in someone else's domc%tie
problems. Suggest that a warring
couple seek advice from a m:Irrive
counselor.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. lfir
A voice from the past could make
your heart beat faster. Valuable new
alliances could mean a raise or promotion. Attend conferences. Make
your own decisions after carefully
weighing what others have to say.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): A
pleasant surprise or unusual opportunity will brighten your day. Much
will depend on your ability to handle difficult people. Dealings with
an authority figure should go well.
Be willing to compromise on minor
points.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are strong-willed. independent and thorough.
They will not be satisfied until they finish what they start. Although parents
may worry about these youngsters' stubbornness, their intransigence does
have a bright side. The arc unlikely to succumb to peer pressure during
their teen years. Loyal and industrious, these Aquarian% will do their very
best tor their employer. Self-starters, they quickly master tasks that others
find difficult.

First Time
On The Market

1ZOV'S Discount 111,11111.1(N
I or llour ( 41111 Clint'

‘!'1%

U l'S Pick-Up
I 1.11

I I ',Fly

\lois,Ia

Ifirdco

Sitar I
i•
11•11-t q a m
Hwy I41 N Olt mi.,. 1•13,

•

'

It

-

1

1 ,! 14,i

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE!

IF

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available
•1111.41.1s

Fuelish Person: Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky

Call 753-8011
mr—,
•••

Go With The Green Service

COOL SEASON
SERVICE SPECIAL
SINGLE BLADE DECK
$69.00*
TWO BLADE DECK

$89.00*
THREE BLADE DECK

$109.00*
*SERVICE INCLUDES;

Some advertising messages are fleet
mg
they're seen or heard tor
few seconds
and then they Are
gone

This 1'/2 story has four
bedrooms. 3 baths, dining
room or study, plus gourmet kitchen with island.
abundant walk in closets.
All this on 92 rolling and
fenced acres with two
ponds. Call 753-1492

It's not that way when you adver Use
in classified Your message, in print,
can be read and re read
any time
of the day or night
When you're looking for :esults,
look to classified One phone call
puts your ad in print and it keeps
on working for you
right around
the clock

,The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916

Cater to the family with
these 3 extra large bedrooms with cedar lined
closets. plus 3 baths...Add
spacious living room and
lama)
, room with two fireplaces and then walk to the
university from this stately
ranch on a double lot with
trees. Call 753-1492.

•

Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.

•
t.`

753-1916

Call Us Today!

CUSTOM bulldozing and
bacatioe work septic systems 354 8161 after 4pm
Horace Shoat

SEAMLESS gutters installed residential or commercial, Serval! Gutter Co
753-6433

New Business Pours

1001 Mame Ave, • lawny

CUNNINGHAM S Heabng
and Cooling Service Complete installation and set
vice
Call Gary at
759 4754

BACKHQE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221

1978 CHEVY C-20 % ton
cargo van White 6 cylinders a new auto transmisCARPORTS for cars and
sion, brakes, heavy duty
trucks Special sizes for
battery. amtfm radio with
motor home, boats RVs
tape. white wall fires, 2
and etc Excellent proteccapban chairs Heavy duty
tion, high quality, excellent
overload springs. left &
value Roy Hill 759 4664
right side windows, center
of body well taken care of CHIM Chim Chimney
Pick-up truck on trade, Sweeps has 10% senior
502-436-5582 after 5pm
citizen discounts We sell
1980 350 FORD cargo van, chimney caps and screens
435-4191
$1250 474-2796
1989 FORD cargo van 5L.
V 8 automatic vet:overdrive,
air cruise, dean inside and
out 474-8339

•

Services
Offered

Data Access With
Computer Modem
502-753-1497
Voice Access
502-753-1492

Engine Oil & Filter, Lube Fittings, Clean
& Paint Underside Deck, New Spark
Plugs, New Mr Filter, Clean Battery
Cables, Check Belts, Sharpen Blades
And Includes PICK-UP & DELIVERY.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
OFFER GOOD THROUGH 24845
ALL MAKES & MODELS WELCOME

HUTSON AG
EQUIPMENT
HWY. 45 SOUTH - MAYFIELD, KY.
247-*4:41

